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are impaired when the prefrontal cortex of the brain is damaged
? When you lose sleep, does
everything you do suffer, or are there some things you are still good at? Does seeingahead
when you searcha display improve performanceby pennitting some operations to occur in
parallel?
In the last part of the chapter, Sternbergcommentson various aspectsof this approachto
the analysis of mental processes, including the relation between processing modules and
brain structures, and on the relation between the AFM and other ways of discovering mental
modules, including the independent-measuresmethod desaibed in chapter 2.
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No aphorism is more frequently repeated. . . than that we must ask Nature . . .
ideally, one question at a time. The writer is convinced that this view is wholly
, will best respond to a logical and carefully
mistaken. Nature, he suggests
indeed
out
, if we ask her a single question, she will often
;
thought
questionnaire
.
other
until
some
to
answer
topic has beendiscussed
refuse
- R. A . Fisher ( 1926 ), in the paper that reported his invention of the factorial
experiment .
14 .1 Introduction

14.1.1 The Searchfor Modules
It can be argued that within the sciencesthe most important approachto
the understanding of complex systemsor processes, such as mental pro- to decomposethemcesses
, is to analyze them into parts or modules
and then to discover what each part does, which other parts influence it ,
and what influenceit has on other parts. Thus one of the goals of cognitive
sciencein understandingthe mental processthat underliesthe performance
of even a simple task, such as naming a digit , is to determine what
the parts of that processare.
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This chapter introduces and illustrates the most widely used method for
discovering the parts of a mental process. The problem is difficult because
we usually have to infer the existence and properties of a part from its
effects on performance of the task as a whole , rather than directly observing
it . Today , in most analyses of real- time mental processes, the mind has to
"
be considered a black box " we cannot open .! The additive-factor method
(AFM ) uses data from reaction -time (R n measurements in special kinds of
experiments . They are special in being factorial experiments , in which two
or more factors (that is, experimental variables ) are manipulated in such
a way that we can determine how their effects combine . The AFM has
the virtues of being applicable to a wide variety of problems , as we shall
see, and requiring relatively few theoretical assumptions . The method
is limited , however , to discovering modules that are arranged in series,
as a sequence of stages. This is a serious limitation , of course, as there is
good reason to believe that some mental operations we would want to
describe as separate parts occur in parallel . But evidence from applications
of the method includes numerous findings of serial mental operations . The
examples discussed in the present chapter range over naming a digit , retrieving
information from memory , searching a visual display , switching
between tasks, comparing disoriented objects , producing speech, deciding
whether a letter string is a word in English , and others .
What sets a part apart ? Given a complex process, what property might
we reasonably use to divide it into separate parts , or processingmodules?
Discussions of what might distinguish the modules of a complex process
(or structure ) often invoke properties that either imply or are equivalent
to a form of independence
: distinct parts are separately modifiable. The claim
that a process can be divided into two modules is supported if each of the
putative modules can be modified without the other . Note that independence
here does not mean that there is no manipulation that modifies both
modules , only that there exists at least one manipulation that modifies
one without modifying the other , and vice versa. Thus we define a processing
module as an independently modifiable subprocess of a complex
process.
Why should we expect complex processes to have parts ? Speculative
have been advanced for decomposability . For example , in his
arguments
"
"
principle of modular design , Marr ( 1976 , 485 ) proposed that
any large computation should be split up and implemented as acollection
of small sub-parts that are as nearly independent of one
another as the overall task allows . If a process is not designed in this
way , a small change in one place will have consequences in many
other places. This means that the process as a whole becomes extremely
difficult to debug or to improve , whether by a human de-
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signer or in the course of natural evolution , because a small change
to improve one part has to be accompanied by many simultaneous
2
compensating changes elsewhere.
Perhaps it is for reasons like the above that psychologists and other scientists
tend to devote considerable effort to identifying the separable parts
of complex processes. Or perhaps it is because such decomposition facilitates
understanding , so it is worth looking for modules even if there is a
chance of not finding them .
Comment 1: Parts of an object.J To try to determine reasonable criteria
for something being a separate part of a process seems arbitrary
and difficult , even though such criteria must be implicit in the
way we think . Perhaps we can be guided in thinking about the
modules of a process by thinking about what we mean when we talk
about the parts of a physical object . What properties distinguish
things that we would call separate parts of a machine? Here are
some possible criteria :
Locality : The most obvious characteristic seems to be that (in
most cases) different parts occupy nonoverlapping regions of
space.
Detachability : A part can be detached &om the rest relatively
easily ; the subparts of a part are more coherent than is one
part with another .
Replaceability : A part can be replaced by a new part (usually
in the same class, somehow defined ) without causing large
changes in the rest of the object .
Independence (separate modifiability ): One part can be modi
fied (e.g ., wear out ) without altering the other parts .
Functional distinctness : Different parts do different things ,
have different purposes .
Do any of these properties carry over &om the parts of an object to
the modules of a process? Because we want to be able to consider
parallel as well as serial subprocess es, locality in space does not
seem to carry over into locality in time : although the purpose of the
AFM is to discover modules that are arranged in series and occupy
nonoverlapping epochs, we do not want to be limited to such modules
. However , separate modifiability and functional distinctness
both seem to be useful defining characteristics of a part of a process.
Functional distinctness is a rough concept that is hard to test , while
separate modifiability is testable, and it is the latter property that is
exploited in the AFM .
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14.1.2 The Languageof FactorialExperiments
For readers unfamiliar with factorial experiments, it may be helpful to
introduce a few of the terms at this point . The levelsof a factor are the set
of its values used in an experiment. For example, the factor " gender" has
the levels M (male) and F (female); the factor " size of memory set" might
have the levels 1, 2, and 4. In the simplest factorial experiment (the complete
) with two factors, there is a conditionfor eachpossible
factorial experiment
combination of factor levels. For example, consider apattern "
"
recognition experiment in which one factor is orientation of the pattern,
with the three levels 0 , 90 , and 180 , and the other factor is its " familiarity
"
, with the two levels L (low ), and H (high). The complete factorial
experiment would then have the six conditions (0 , L), (0 , H ), (90 , L),
(90 , H ), (180 , L), and (180 , H ).
The effectof a factor F that has two levels, F1 and F2, in a reaction-time
experiment is the difference between the RTs at its two levels: RT(F2) RT(F1). Thus we would measurethe effect of familiarity at orientation 0
by calculating the differencebetween RTs in two conditions: RT(O , L) RT(OH ). Becausethis is the effect of familiarity at one particular level of
orientation, it is called a simpleeffect.The main effectis the mean of all the
simple effects. It is convenient to number the levels of F- that is, assign
values to the index, i, of Fi- SOthat the main effect is positive; we can
then refer to the change from Fl to F2 as an " increase" in the level of
the factor. The concepts of additivity and interactionto describe how the
effectsof different factors combine are introduced in section 14.2. And in
section 14.3.3 we will seehow the idea of an effect. defined here for afactor
with two levels, can be generalizedto a factor with more levels, such
as orientation.

14.1.3 Stages, SelectiveModifiability , and Invariant Factor Effects
"
"
Processingmodules arranged sequentially are called stages. Supposea
processcontains stagesA and B, and we discover factors F and G that
demonstrate A and B are separately modifiable, such that factor F influences
the duration of stage A (but not B), and factor G influences
the duration of stage B (but not A ). Now consider the duration of the
whole process- the sum of the durations of A and B. For mental processeswe are usually unable to measurethe individual durations of A
and B. but can detennine their sum (by measuringthe RT ). We shall see
that the effect of F on this sum is the same, whatever the level of G (and
duration of B)- it is invariant over the levels of G. Likewise, the effect of
G on the sum is invariant over the levels of F. The combination rule for
effects of factors that influence stagesselectively in this way, and therefore
have invariant effects on the sum of their durations is summation
:
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the combined effect is the sum of the individual effects, and the factors
"
"
are said to be additive. When, instead of being invariant, the effect of
F on the sum is modulated by the level of G, then F and G are said to
"
"
interact.
14.1.4 Plan of the Chapter
In section 14.2 I describe two sets of psychological data, one from the
apparently simple processusedin naming a digit , and the other from three
related tasks in which information is retrieved from a short list, seconds
after it is memorized. Each data set provides examplesof both additive
and interacting factors, examplesthat will be interpreted later in the chapter
. These examples should help to clarify the ideas of invariant and
modulated factor effectsand illustrate how to look at the data from factorial
experiments.
In section 14.3 we will considercasesof additive and interacting factors
in an everyday process with observable stages- a shopping trip . The
goals are to highlight the relations between factor effects, stages, and
process durations, and to show how the structure of a process can be
revealed by the ways in which factor effects combine, all in a process
whose structure is known. (Artificial examplessuch as this one can help to
'
develop one s intuition .) Also in this section I introduce a notation for
processdurations and the effectsof factors on those durations, a notation
that facilitates thinking about invariant and interactive factor effects and
will be used later in the chapter. Next , section 14.4 shows how the ideas
developed in the shopping-trip examplecan be applied to learn about the
stagesof mental processes, stages that are not directly observable. This
includesa brief excursion into the history of the idea of mental processing
"
"
stagesand the subtractionmethod that Donders developedaround 1868
as a method of measuringstage durations. At this point we will be ready
"
"
to consider the additive-factor method (AFM ), which was introduced a
century later as an alternative way to decomposemental processes into
their constituent stages. By applying the AFM to the digit -naming data
introduced in section 14.2.1, I show how it leads to an interpretation
of those data that may be important for guiding more detailed theorizing
about a well-known but incompletely understood phenomenonin the
making of choices.
In section 14.5 I review fourteen additional applicationsof the method,
selectedfor their diversity . As mentioned in the introduction to that section
, these can be read selectively and in most casesare independent. In
section 14.6 I stand back and consider the AFM in relation to other methods
, try to clarify the kind of reasoning it calls for, consider strengths,
limitations, and extensionsof the method, and mention some of the issues
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that would be important in evaluating an existing application or designing
a new one.
14 .2 Additive

and Interacting

Factors

The raw material for the additive - factor method is the results of RT experiment
in which two or more experimental factors have been varied .
What is important for our purposes is whether sets of two or more factors
have effects on mean RT (Rf ) that are additive, or that interact. Because
these patterns of factor effects are central to the inferences we shall
draw about processing mechanisms, we start by considering some concrete
examples from R T studies of additive and interacting factors , then
go on to consider what such patterns might signify in terms of underlying
processes.

14.2.1 Examplesfrom Naming a Digit
Much of our everyday lives consists of responding with appropriate actions
to signals we mayor may not expect. And in some skilled activities
such as driving a car or playing basketball, the speedwith which we respond
to thesesignalsis important. Psychologistshave tried to bring some
aspectsof these situations into the laboratory, in the form of the choicereaction experiment. For each member of a set of possible stimuli, a different
correct responseis defined. The experimenter can manipulate the
familiarity of the mapping of stimuli onto responses
, for example, and the
number of stimulus-responsepairs. In one such experiment, the stimuli
are digits, and the responsesare the namesof digits .
The processof naming a digit (or a letter, or a word ) is rapid (about
350 ms from display to responsefor digits), and seemsautomatic, effortless
. A mystery that has never been
, and unavailable to consciousness
adequately explained is the influence on the RT not only of the item
presented, but also of the set of items that might have been presented:
if the item is drawn from a small set of possibilities, the corresponding
responsecan be produced more rapidly, as discussedin section 14.4.4.2.
These properties make the problem of analyzing the naming processinto
"
"
components (without opening the black box ) especially intriguing . In
an experiment to look into this (Sternberg 1969a, section 5), I varied the
difficulty of the task in three different ways, manipulating the levels of
three factors, to determinehow their effectswould combine in influencing
RT.
On each trial the subject saw a digit and respondedby speaking the
name of a digit as fast as possible consistent with high accuracy. In some
seriesof trials the correct responsewas the nameof the displayed digit (if
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"
"
a " 3" was displayed, the subject would speakthe word three ). In other
" "
seriesthe correct responsewas the name of the next larger digit (if a 3
"
was displayed, the subjectwould speakthe word four" ). The factor being
varied was the mappingof stimuli onto responses
, in particular, the familiarity
of this mapping. We can call the two levels of mapping familiarity
"4
"
"
(MF ) in the experiment familiar" and unfamiliar. As shown in figure
14.1A, RT increasesas the unfamiliarity of the mapping (plotted on the
x-axis) is increased.
"
"
The second factor varied was the quality of the stimulus, SQ. The
digit was either easy to read that is, intact or it was degradedby a
superimposedmaskingpattern. Examplesof intact and degradeddigits are
shown in figure 14.2. As shown in figure 14.1A, degrading the stimulus
increasesRT.
Most important for our purposes, the figure also sho~ s that the effectof
SQ- the change in RT as the level of stimulus quality is changed &om
intact to degraded- is invariant over the two levels of the mappingfamiliarity factor: for eachlevel of MF the effect of SQ is close to 42 ms.
The SQ effect at the two levels of MF is representedin the figure by the
vertical separationsbetween the data points (the open squares) on the left
and on the right . For the filled squares,which have been fitted to the data,
the separationsare forced to be preciselyequal; the lines connecting these
points are parallel. To the extent that the filled squaresare centeredwithin
the open squares
, the plot reveals the invariance of the SQ effect. The
invarianceof the effect of one factor acrossthe levels of another is a symmetric
relation: not only is the SQ effect invariant over the levels of MF ,
but also the effect of MF - the 61 ms increasein RT as the mapping is
changedfrom high-familiarity to low is invariant over the levels of SQ.
the
Given a data pattern expressedby
parallel lines associatedwith invariant
levels), the effectsare
have
if
factors
curves
effects
or
factor
,
(
"
"
" additive factors." multiple
I
are
and
MF
additive; SQ
explain this use of additive
in section 14.3.
The third factor varied in the experiment was the number, NA , of different
possibledigits that might be presentedduring a seriesof trials, that
is, the number of alternativeS-R pairs. In someconditions NA = 2, and in
others, NA = 8. (The values plotted in figure 14.1A were obtained by
averaging over the two levels of NA ; those plotted in figure 14.18 were
obtained by averaging over the two levels of SQ.) Figure 14.18 shows
that increasingNA causedan increasein RT. (This is a casewhere the set
of signalsthat might occur on a trial, but do not, influencethe responseto
the signal that does occur, a possibility that psychologists becameinterested
in when the theory of information was invented by Shannon(1948).
With more uncertainty about what might happen, what doeshappen conveys
"
more information," and the time it takesa person to make the same
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Figure 14.2
Examplesof intact (top) and degraded( bottom) digits.

"
"
responseto the samestimulus increaseswith the amount of information
it conveys. Reducing the number of alternatives permits the person to
prepare better for the alternatives that remain.) Rather than being additive
, factors MF and NA interact: the effect of eachfactor dependson the
level of the other. Here the 102 ms effect of making the mapping unfamiliar
with NA = 8 is about five times as great as the 21 ms effect with
NA = 2.
Why does MF modulate the effect of NA , but not of SQ, and what
does this tell us about the underlying process? Section 14.4.4 discusses the
implications of these instancesof additivity and interaction, and also considers
the relation between the factors NA and SQ, which is hidden by the
averaging done to produce figure 14.1. Does NA modulate the effect of
SQ, and if so, what might this mean?
14.2.2 Examples from Searching Memory
For most of us, whether we are dialing a phone number or taking an
exam, our greatest concern about our memory is whether it will provide
valid information . We may therefore not realize that even under conditions
where we are almost always correct , the time taken to retrieve
memorized information (for example , the information in a list of items )
varies systematically with the kind of information required (item information
versus position or context information , for example ), the mode of
retrieval (recognition versus recall , for example ), and the amount of information
memorized (such as the length of the list ). Figure 14.3 shows
results from three kinds of experiments on retrieval of information from a
memorized list of digits that reveal such effects on retrieval time (Stern berg 1969b , sections 2, 12, and 14). In all three experiments a trial begins
with the subject memorizing a list presented sequentially . The length of
this list is plotted on the x -axis.
In the item -recognition task the test stimulus is a single item , and the
"
"
'
(by pulling one of two
subject s task is to make a positive response
"
"
levers ) if it is contained in the list and a negative response if it is not .
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List Length, k

Figure 14.3
Resultsfrom threetasksrequiringretrievalof informationfrom the memoryof a list. The
dataarerepresented
. Forthe two recognitiontasks
, means
by opendrclesandopensquares
of the RTsfor positiveandnegativeresponses
areshown
. An additivemodel(Alledsquares
connectedby solid lines) has beenfitted to the data from the two contexttasks(open
), and fits well, indicatingthat the effectof list lengthis invariantover thosetwo
squares
tasks
. On the otherhand
interactionbetweenlist lengthandthe item
, thereis a substantial
versuscontexttask differenceover the 3 ~ k ~ 6 rangethey share
. The linearfunctions
fitted to..!!te full rangeof eachset of data(do~ ed lines) are iT = 397+ 38k (item recognition
), RT = 305+ I I3k (contextrecall), andRT = 407+ I I4k (contextrecognition
). Data
fromSternbergI969b, experiments
1, 7, and8.
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That is, the subject must recognize whether the test item is one of those
in the memorizedlist. List length ranged from k = 1 to k = 6.
In the context-recall task the test stimulus is always one of the first
k - 1 items in the list, and the subject must name the item that follows it
in the list. That is, the subject must recall a list item defined by its contextual
relation to the test item, and produce its nameas a vocal response.
In this experiment, list length ranged from k = 3 to k = 7.
In the context-recognition task the test stimulus is a pair of items displayed
simultaneously(rather than a single item) that correspondto a pair
of adjacent items somewherein the list. The subject's task is to make a
"
"
positive response(by pulling one of two levers, as in item recognition)
if the left-to -right order of the pair is the sameas their time order in the
list presentation, and a " negative" responseif the order is reversed. That
is, the subject must recognize whether the contextual relation between
two items is correct, and produce the appropriate manual response. List
length in this experiment ranged from k = 3 to k = 6.
Figure 14.3 shows that in all three tasksretrieval time increaseswith list
length, and, moreover, the increaseis almost perfectly linear. The equations
of the fitted linear functions (dotted lines) are given in the figure
caption
. The linearity of the effectsof list length is intriguing , and is critical for
some aspectsof the interpretation of these data (see section 14.5.13, and
appendix 2 of chap. 9, this volume). But what is important for the present
chapter are the instancesof additive and interacting factors that these
effects reveal. To consider this, we should restrict our attention to the
range of list lengths (3 ~ 5 ~ 6) for which we have data for all three procedures
, that is, the data shown betweenthe pair of broken lines in the figure.
Comparisonof the two context tasksbearson a classicproblem in human
memory: the differencebetween recall (reproducing an item) and recognition
(judging whether it was present). If different searchprocesses are
used in thesetasks, we would expect the sizesof the list-length effects to
differ, but they do not. The effect of task (the vertical separationbetween
the top two functions) is essentiallyinvariant- close to 105 ms- across
levels of list length. Conversely, the slopes of the fitted linear functions
are 113 and 114 ms per digit , essentially identical, which says that the
effect of list length is invariant over the recall/ recognition task difference.
The filled squaresconnected by solid curves are the best-fitting
' pair of
parallel curves.s Thus the deviations between the filled and open squares
reflect the discrepancy from perfect in variance of the recognition/ recall
task effect over list length. A measureof this discrepancyis given by the
averagedistancebetween each of the eight points and the curves, or the
mean absolutedeviation. Here it is less than 4 ms, remarkably small relative
to the 450 ms range of the eight data points. That is, within the
pair
of context tasks, list length and retrieval mode (recall versus recognition)
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are additive factors . In contrast to such invariance of effects, the kind of
information sought - item or context - interacts strongly with list length ;
the effect of list length for item recognition is only one third of what it is
for context recognition . (Section 14.5.3 considers the meaning of these
instances of additive and interacting factors .)
The orderliness of the data fitted with parallel curves in figures 14.1A
and 14.3 is remarkable , and there are many other examples (a few of which
are discussed in section 14.5 ). What might such an additive pattern be
telling us about the structure of the process that generates it ? And given
an interpretation of additivity , what does an interaction - a violation of
additivity - mean?

14.3 Effeds of Fadors on a Shopping Trip : A Process with
Observable Stages
'
14.3.1 Jim and Alice s Story

My goal in this section is to introduce a basis for interpreting additive
and interactive patterns of factor effects, like those in section 14.2, by describing
some of the properties of processes organized in stages. Normally
, we use the effects of factors on RT to suggest or test ideas about
mental operations that cannot be directly observed. This section presents
an analogy- a familiar processin the form of a shopping trip - organized
in stagesthat are observablerather than hypothetical. We consider how
the duration of the trip is affected by several variables that influence the
stagesof which it is composed. Working through the numerical example
in this section should sharpen your intuition about ways in which the
effects of different factors combine in influencing the duration of a
sequenceof operations. You will also encounter several principles that
relate factor effects to process duration, and a notation by which such
effectswill be describedthroughout the chapter.
Jim and Alice, an elderly couple, share an apartment on the eleventh
floor of a low -income high-rise building, a bus ride from the supermarket.
Once a week, on their drive home from work, Alice drops Jim and their
shopping cart at the supermarket. While waiting for Jim to return home
from the market by bus, Alice preparesthe evening meal. In organizing
her cooking, it is helpful to Alice to be able to predict when Jim will arrive.
'
14.3.2 The Stagesof Jim s Trip and the FactorsThat InfluenceThem
The time period from when Alice drops Jim at the market to when he
arrives home can be decomposedinto four nonoverlapping segmentsor
epochs, in each of which Jim carries out a functionally distinct operation.
These operations are stagesof the shopping trip ; one stage begins when
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A stagemodelof Jim's shoppingtrip.
the previous stage has been completed . The stages are shown as a flowchart
in figure 14.4, in which the horizontal arrows indicate
sequence in
time :
A . Collect groceries
B. Wait for bus
C . Ride bus home
D . Ascend to apartment

Becausethe operations occur in stages, the total duration on the nth
trip ,
Tn, is the sum of the durations of the four operations on that trip :
Tn = an + bn+ Cn+ dn.
(14.1)
"
"
(I shall use an to refer to the duration of stageA on the nth trip , and so
forth. Without the subscript n, the symbols Tab , c, and d will represent
meandurations, for which the combination rule is the sameas in
equation
14.1: T = a + b + c + d.) It is worth emphasizingthis important
principle:
PRINCIPLE1: ADDITIVECOMBINATION
. In their influence on the total
duration of a process, stage durations combine additively . (The combination
rule is summation
.)
Alice has not observed the stages, but she has kept a record of how
long the shopping trips have taken Jim over the past year, and is now
trying to make senseof the data. Shehas noticed that T varies systematically
in responseto three ways in which the conditions of the trip vary .
That is, there are three factors that influence the duration of a shopping
trip , also shown in figure 14.4:
BFj. Frequencyof bus service. (If there is a bus strike, there are fewer
busesin service, so that the average time that Jim must wait for a
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bus is longer.) Factor BFj hastwo levels, denoted BFI (no strike, high
frequency, short wait ) and BF2(strike, low frequency, long wait ).
A Gj. The amount (number of bags) of groceries. Factor A Gj has
three levels, one, two , or three bags, denoted AGI , AG2, and AG3.
ELk, Whether the high-rise elevator, which is often on the blink, is
working or not. (If not, Jim must climb the ten flights of stairs.) Factor
ELkhas two levels, denoted ELI (working ) and EL2(broken).
In figures such as 14.4, factors are connectedto the stagesthey influence
by downward-going broken arrows. Let us start our analysis by
considering which stagesare influencedby which factors. Factor EL (elevator
working or broken) influences only stage D . The extent of this
influenceincreaseswith another factor, however- the number of bags of
groceries(AG ) that Jim has to carry up the stairs along with the shopping
cart, when the elevator is broken. Factor BF (bus frequency) influences
only the averageduration, b of stage B how long he must wait for the
bus and has no effect on the other stages. FactorAG (number of bags of
groceries) influenceshow long Jim spendsin the market (a) and also how
long it takeshim to ascendto his apartmentd ) on those occasionswhen
the elevator is out of service. But AG has no effect on b or c.
Comment2: Variability of stagedurations. Stage durations are likely
to vary from trip to trip , even when the levels of BF, AG , and EL
stay the same. In some casesthe variation is best thought of as
resulting from fluctuation in the levels of particular factors that are
not being considered. (For example, one such factor that influences
the time to collect the groceriesis the number of supermarketcashiers
out sick.) In other cases(such as waiting time for the bus), when
the number of potential influences is very large, the variation is
. Study of the variability itself
often treated as inherent randomness
and how it dependson the levels of factors can be very fruitful , but
will not be discussedin the presentchapter. And for purposesof the
"
"
shopping-trip exampleI shall assumethat the data are meansof a
sufficiently large number of observations so that the variability of
these observations can be ignored, and the data can be treated as
deterministic.
The information in figure 14.4 can also be expressedsymbolically, by
elaborating equation 14.1. We shall use i, j , and k to index the levels of
BF, AG , and EL, respectively, where values of the indices are 1, 2, . . . . In
general, the duration of stage A , for example, can be written ajjk, to indicate
the potential relevanceof each factor. However, if we know that a
'
factor has no influenceon ajjk we replacethat factor s index by zero:
+ dojk'
Tjjk = aOjO+ bjoo+ Cooo

(14.2)
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14.3.3 Details of the Effectsof Factorson Stagesof the Trip
Now we consider more precisely how the factors influence stage durations
. StageC is the simplest: the averageduration (c) of the bus ride is 14
min, for all combinationsof the levels of the three factors Alice is considering
. That is, cisinfluenced by neither BF, AG , nor fL .
The averagewaiting time (b) for the bus is 4 min with no strike, and 10
min with a strike. Just as we can consider an effect on RT, we can define
the effect of a factor on the duration of a stage; this is especially
simple
when the stageis influencedby only one factor, and when that factor has
only two levels, as in the caseof factor BF and stage B. The effect of factor
BF on the duration of stageB is the differencebetween the valuesof b
at levels BFj = BF2 and BFj = BFI, or b2oo- bIoo= 10 min - 4 min =
6 min. Becausean effect is a difference, and becausewe will soon be
taking
differencesof differences, it is convenient to define a differenceIIoperator"
Dj, where the subscript i indicates that the difference is taken over the
levels indexed by i, that is, the levels of factor BF. Thus the effect of BF
on the duration of stage B, just calculated, is Dj(biOO
) = b2oo- bIoo, and
its effect on the total duration T is Dj(Tjjk) = T2jk- TIlk.6 Becauseof the
additive combination rule (equation 14.2) for stagedurations, the effect of
BF on T is given by
Dj(Tjjk) = Dj(aOjo
) + Dj(bjoo) + Dj(cooo
) + Dj(dojk).
(14.3)
That is, the effect of a factor on T is the sum of its effects on the stages.
An important property of Dj is that when it is applied to a quantity that is
invariant over changesin index i, the result is zero. For example, Dj( )
dOjk
is the differencebetween dOjkevaluatedat i = 2 and at i = 1. But the zero
in dOjkmeans that these two values are equal: Dj( ) =
dOjk dOjk dOjk= o.
to
14.3
note
that
B
is
the
,
Returning equation
only stage influenced by
BF. The first, third, and fourth terms on the right are therefore zero;
Dj(Tjjk) reducesto Dj(bjoo) = b2oo- bIoo. The relation between the effects
of a factor on the durations of one or more stagesand its effect on the
total duration T reflects a property of a processarrangedin stagesthat is
important enough to embody in
PRINCIPLE2: FULLEXPRESSION
. If the duration of a stage increasesby
At units, and all other stagesare unchanged(the increaseis localized
), then
the total duration T of the processincreasesby At units.
Other measuresof the processmay not have the full -expressionproperty .
Suppose, for example, that we used a speedmeasure(number of processes
per unit time) rather than a time measure(number of time units per process
). A changein the speedof a stagewould not be directly expressedby
the changeit inducesin speedof the full process. The additive combination
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rule (principle 1) is critical; whereas stage durations combine additively ,
stagespeedsdo not. More generally, principle 2 appliesto individual durations
and mean durations, but does not apply to any nonlinear transformatio
of duration.
One important consequenceof principle 2 is that if we know or are
willing to assumethat a factor (say, BF) influencesonly a particular stage
(say, B), then we can use the effect of BF on T as a measureof its effect on
b. Thus, for example, Alice need not measurethe effect of a strike on how
long Jim must wait for the bus. Instead, she can infer the effect of BF on b
from the effect of BF on T, which, without following Jim around, is the
'
Alice can make. (From Alice s viewpoint , the shopping
only measurement
"
"
trip is a black box : the only temporal information she has is when it
begins and ends.)
Collecting the groceries in the market (stage A ) takes an average of
10 min per bag of groceries. BecauseAG has three levels, we must expand
our definition of the effect of a factor.7 The description of the effect of AG
on a requires two numbers rather than one, the difference between one
and two bags, and the differencebetween one and three bags. The effect
of AG on a can therefore be written as (10, 20) min. Corresponding to
this generalizationof an effect, we can generalizethe differenceoperator
Dj when its subscripttakeson more than two values. In this case,
) = (aO20- aOlO, aOJO- aOlO),
Dj (aOjo

(14.4)

a pair of numbers. More generally, Dj producesa set of numbers, whose
size is one lessthan the number of levels of the factor indexed by i.
14.3.4 Trip Duration Data: Additive Factors
Before considering the complexities introduced when the elevator is broken
, Alice selectedjust the data she collected when it was working (EL =
ELI), and consideredhow the effects of BF and AG combine in affecting
the total duration, T. When EL = ELI, Jim rides up in the elevator, which
takes about one minute regardlessof the number of bags in his shopping
cart, so that d = 1 min. BecauseEL does not vary and AG has no effect on
stage D when EL = ELI, we can simplify the diagram of figure 14.4, to
get figure 14.5. The figure shows that factors BF and AG each satisfy an
: becauseBF influencessolely stageB, while
assumptionof selectiveinfluence
AG influencessolely stage A , the two factors influenceno stage in common
. Given a stage model together with selective influence, we shall see
that the pattern of effects of the factors on the total duration T is especially
simple.
Table 14.1 and the points connectedby solid lines in figure 14.6 provide
Alice' s summary of the total durations T when the elevator was
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Figure 14.5
'
Simplerstagemodelof Jims shoppingtrip that applieson dayswhenelevatoris working
=
EL
(
ELI).
Table 14.1
Meandurationof shoppingtrip (in min) as a functionof factorsBFand AG, with factor
effectsshown.FactorELI, = ELI is Axedat its first level.

working . The table shows the basic data (in boldface) for each of the six
conditions, together with the meansover the levels of eachfactor and the
effects of each of the two factors. Potentially, each factor has adifferent
effect on T for eachlevel of the other factor. For this reason, there are
two table entries for the effect of AG , and three entries for the effect of
BF. Note that for the three subscripts, i, j , and k of Tijk, i = 1, 2 denotes
the row (the level of the BF factor), and j = 1, 2, 3 denotes the column
(the level of the AG factor). As for the third subscript, k = 1 in every case
becausewe are considering only the days on which the elevator was
working (EL = ELI). When a dot replacesa subscript, this signifies that a
mean has been taken over the levels of the factor representedby that
subscript. For example, T' 31= 52 min is the mean of T131= 49 min and
T231= 55 min.
Consider first the effect of BF on T- the difference between the Tvalues when the bus drivers were on strike versus when they were not.
The table shows three measuresof this effect. In each case, the BF effect
on T is 6 min; that is, the effect of strike versusno strike is invariant over
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Figure 14.6
Effects on duration of shopping trip of three factors: amount of groceries ( AG), bus frequency
(BF), and statusof elevator (EL).

the levels of factor AG . This is also shown in figure 14.6 by the equality
of the three distancesbetween eachof the circles connectedby solid lines
and the triangle above it . As mentioned in section 14.2.1, effect invariance is symmetric: if the effect of BF is invariant over levels of AG , then
the effect of AG is invariant over levels of BF. One way to see this is to
note that eachof these invariancesimplies and is implied by the fact that
the two bottom curves in figure 14.6 are parallel. The constancy of the
vertical separationof parallel curves tells us that the BF effect is invariant
over levels of AG , and the congruenceof parallel curves under vertical
translation tells us that the AG effect is invariant over levels of BF. Thus
the effect of AG on T is (10, 20) min, with or without a bus strike (the
solid curves in figure 14.6 differ only by vertical translation).
. Consider a plot
Comment3: Graphicalrepresentation
of factor effects
of
curves
bottom
two
that contains just the
figure 14.6. This de-
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scribesa responsevariable (T ) as a function of the levels of two factors
(AG and BF). The best way to think of such data is in terms of
a three-dimensionalfigure in \.yhich each pair of factor levels is a
point in the x-y plane, and the associatedT-value is the height of
a " responsesurface" above that plane. That is, the AG level is the
x-coordinate, the BF level is the y-coordinate, and the associated
T-value is the z-coordinate. The advantage of this kind of plot is
that the factors are representedsymmetrically. If and only if the factors
have additive effects, the responsesurfaceis a plane in threedimensionalspace. Unfortunately, when suchthree-dimensionalplots
are pictured in two dimensions, it is difficult to make quantitative
judgments about the factor effects. And furthermore, this approach
does not generalizeto the analysisof effects of more than two factors
. Instead, we representfactor effectsasymmetrically, as exemplified by figure 14.6. Here the two bottom curves would be described
as " a plot of T as a function of the level of AG , with level of BF as
the parameter." The samedata can be plotted as a function of the
level of BF, with level of AG as the parameter (in which case we
would have three parallel lines, each connecting two points). If the
curvesin one of theseplots are parallel, then so are the curves in the
other. Note that when factor effects are not invariant, there is a
sensein which the graphical patterns may not be symmetric. Suppose
we have a crossoverinteraction, an extreme form of interaction
in which the directionof the effect of one factor (say, BF) and not
merely its magnitude dependson the level of the other (say, AG ):
Di(RTiI) and Di(RTi2) are of opposite sign. When level of AG is the
parameter, then the plotted curves will cross. However, when level
of BF is the parameter, the curves need not cross; they will do so
.
only if there is a doublecrossover
The invarianceproperty illustrates a third important principle, which follows
from the second:
PRINCIPLE3: EFFECTINVARIANCE
. If a set of factors satisfies the
of
selective
influence
such
that they influence no stages in
assumption
common, then the effect of eachfactor on the total duration, T, is invariant
'
over the levels of the others.
Consider, for example, the effect of BF on T. Whatever the level of AG ,
the effect of BF on T is the sameas its effect on b, by principle 2. Because
AG does not influence stage B, changing the level of AG cannot change
the effect of BF on b. Becausethe effect of BF on b is thus invariant over
levels of AG , this must also be true for the effect of BF on T. Symbolically
, for the values in table 14.1, we can write TijI = aOjO+ bioo+ Cooo
+
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doll. That the influence of BF and AG is selective is shown by i and j
in none of the four stage durations. The invariance of
appearingtogether
' s effect on
each factor
Tjjl relative to the level of the other is shown by
Dj(Tjjl ) = Dj(bjoo) being independent of j , and Dj (Tjjl ) = Dj (aojo+ Doll)
being independent of i. Figure 14.6 also shows that, as it happens, the
effect of AG on T is linear when the elevator is working . This follows
from the linearity of its effect on a, together with the direct-expression
8
principle and the absenceof an effect of AG on any other stage.
factors BF
14.1
is
that
table
in
An equivalent property of the T values
in
what
follows
clutter
, the
and AG have additiveeffectson T. (To reduce
" additive" ? In
be
omitted.
) Why
third subscript, which is always 1, will
general, contributions of two variablesi andj to a measureTjj are additive
if the measurecan be written as a constantplus a sum of functions r( ) and
s( ) of the two variables:
(14.5)
Tjj = constant+ r(i ) + s(j ).
It turns out this is guaranteedto be possible for factors like BF and AG ,
where the effect of each factor is invariant over the levels of the other,
and conversely.9 Note first that each of the three differences{ T2j - TIj}
as well as the meandifferenceT2. - T1. measuresthe effect of BF. If we let
the constant in equation 14.5 be T11, we can therefore use Tj. - T1 as the
contribution to T due to the level of BF; this takeson the value zero when
BF = BF1, and the value 6 min when BF = BF2. Similarly, we can use
T.j - T.1 as the contribution to T due to the level of AG ; this takeson the
values 0, 10, and 20 min, respectively, when j = 1, 2, and 3. We can now
write
(14.6)
Tjj = T11+ (Tj. T1.) + (T.j T.1),
which has the form of equation 14.5. For an illustration of its validity , let
i = 2 and j = 3 and extract the relevant values from table 14.1: T23=
T11+ (T2.- T1.) + (T.3 - T.1), or 55 = 29 + (45 - 39) + (52 - 32). We can
embody this idea in a corollary of principle 3:
. If each of a set of factors has an
PRINCIPLE4: ADDITIVITYOFEFFECTS
effect that is invariant over the levels of the other membersof the set, then
the effectsof the factors in the set are additive.
Anot ~er corollary of principle 3 is also sufficiently important to be made
explicit:
. Given a process organized
PRINCIPLE5: IMPLI C An ONOF INTERACTION
in stagesand two factors that interact- that is, each factor modulates
the effect of the other- the two factors must influence at least one
stagein common.
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14.3.5 Trip Duration Data: Interacting Factors
Now let us complicate the situation by considering what happenswhen
the elevator is broken (EL = EL2) and Jim must use the stairs. With the
frequent rests he requires, the duration of this processis especially long,
and depends, furthermore, on how many bags of groceries he has. Given
that EL = EL2' getting the groceries and the shopping cart to the apartment
when AG = AGI , AG2, and AG3, takes Jim 8, 18, and 22 min,
lo
respectively. Thus, with EL = EL2' the effect of AG on d, that is, Dj (dOj2
),
can be described as (10, 14) min. Given a working elevator (EL = ELI),
however, the effect of AG on d is Dj (Doll) = (0, 0). Note that whereasthe
effect of AG on a is linear, with Dj (aOjo
) = (10, 20), becauseeach one-bag
increment producesthe same10 min time increment, its effect on d when
EL = EL2 is nonlinear (the increase from one to two bags adds more
time- l0 min versus 4 min- than the increasefrom 2 to 3 bags). It follows
that the effect of AG on the total duration, T, is also nonlinear when
EL = EL2 becausethe effect on T is the sum of the effects on the four
'
stages(equation 14.2), the effectsof AG on band c are nil , and the sum of
the effectson aOjoand dOjkis (10, 20) + (10, 14) = (20, 34).
Table 14.2 provides Alice' s full summary of her data, including both
levels of EL; the data of table 14.1 are included in the upper half. The full
data are also included in figure 14.6. The table shows the basic data (in
boldface) for eachof the twelve combinationsof factor levels, along with
the effectsof eachof the three factors.
The data pattern becamemore complicated when Alice added the second
level of EL. Now we seethat for AG and EL, the effect of eachfactor
is modulated by the level of the other. Consider first the effect of AG on
T. This effect, under the four conditions defined by the combinations of
levels of the other factors, is shown by the four functions in figure 14.6.
The change from AGI to AG2 increasesT by twice as much when the
elevator is broken (each broken line rises by Ti22- Til2 = 20 min from
A Gj = 1 bag to A Gj = 2 bags) as when it is working (eachsolid line rises
by Ti21- Till = 10 min), and the increment in T due to raising the AG
level from AG2 to AG3 is similarly greater. The effect of EL on T (distance
between correspondingsolid and broken lines) is only Til2 - Till =
7 min with one bag, but Ti22- Ti21= 17 min with two , and Ti32- Ti31=
21 min with three. As we have seen in sections 14.2.1 and 14.2.2, such
modulation of the effect of one factor by the level of another is termed an
interaction
: we say that factors AG and EL " interact."
In thinking about how an interaction might be measured
, it is useful to
keep in mind that a two -factor or two -way interaction is a failure of the
invarianceof the effect of one factor acrossthe levels of another. Thus it
makessensefor the size of the interaction to measurethe extent to which
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the invariancefails. The differenceoperatorD ; introduced in section 14.3.3
provides a way to do this. Consider factorsAG and EL and, for simplicity,
supposeinitially that AG has only its first two levels, AGI and AG2. We
want to measurethe extent to which the effect of AG is modulated by the
level of EL, rather than being invariant over the levels of EL. We could ask
this question separatelyfor each level of BF, but becauseBF is additive
with the other two factors, the answerswould be the same. For
simplicity,
let us consider the data averagedover levels of BF. When EL = ELI, the
effect of AG is Dj (T.jl ) = T' 21- T' ll = 42 - 32 = 10 min. On the other
hand, when EL = EL2, the effect of AG is Dj (T.j2) = T' 22- T' 12= 5939 = 20 min. The 10 min differencebetween 10 min and 20 min is usually
called an " interaction contrast" ; it measuresthe extent to which invariance
fails, and takes on the value zero when the factors are additive. If you
think of the difference of 10 min between the two differences as the
"
effect" of EL on the effect of AG , then it becomesclear that in terms of
the difference operator, this measureof interaction is Dk(Dj (T. )]' You
jk
should be able to persuadeyourself that the difference operator is commutative
"
"
, so that the effect of AG on the effect of EL is equal to the
"
effect" of EL on the effect of AG. Thus Dk[Dj ( )] = Dj [Dk( )], which we
can define to be Djk( ); this permits us to use Djk(T.jk) = 10 min to
represent
the size of the interaction.

Comment
4: Applicationof thedifference
. It is helpfulto see
operator
how the interactionmeasureDjk(T.jk) can be developedusing the
differenceoperatorin this simplecase
, still assumingonly its first
two levelsfor AG. To reduceclutter, the dot that indicatesaveraging
over the levelsof BFjhasbeenomitted(as if the basicdataare
the meansgiven by the third andseventhrows of numbersin table
14.2): Djk(~ k) = Dj[Dk(~ k)] = Dj[~ 2 - Til] = (T22- T21)- (T12- T11).
How do we dealwith the third level of AG7 As indicatedby equation
14.4, whena factorindexedby i hasn levels, Dj( ) is a set of
n - 1 values.In the presentinstance
, the effectof AG hastwo components
, Dj(~ V = (T2k- Tlk, T3k- Tlk), and therefore
, Djk(~ k) =
[Dk(T2k- TIV, Dk(T3k- TIV] = [(T22- T12)- (T21- T11)' (T32- Tu)(T31- T11
)] = (10 min, 14 min). To demonstrate
the commutativity
of the differenceoperator, we canreversethe order of application
:
=
=
=
(
T
(
V
)
T
(
)
(
Djk ~
Dj Tj2 Til Dj Tj2 Dj Til) ( 22 Tu, 32 Tu)
(T21- T11, T31- T11)= [(T22- T12)- (T21- T11)' (T32- Tu)- (T31- T11)1
asbefore.
In contrastto the complexityof theAG x ELinteraction
, the invariance
of the effectof BFwe sawin the morelimitedanalysisabovecarriesover
to the full data. All six measures
of this effectshownin table14.2 (andthe
distances
between
the circleandtrianglein eachof the six
corresponding
pairs of points in figure 14.6) are equal. And the conversealso extends
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to the full data: the effect of each of the other factors is invariant over
levels of BF. Thus, if EL = EL2, then the effect of AG on Tis (20, 34) min,
with or without a bus strike (the broken curves in figure 14.6 are parallel).
The consequenceis that at eachlevel of EL, the effectson T of BF and AG
are additive; you should be able to convince yourself that a representation
like equation 14.5 is possiblefor the six durations in the lower half of the
table, but with the last term taking on the values 0, 20, and 34. Similarly,
BF and EL are additive factors. The evidencefor this in figure 14.6 is that
for eachlevel of AG (value on the x-axis), the separationbetween the pair
of circles (effect of E with no bus strike, i.e., BF = BF1) is the sameas the
=
separationbetween the pair of triangles (effect of E with BF BF2).
To show the additivity of factors BF and AG at each level of EL using
the differenceoperator, we can prove that their interaction must be zero.
) + Dij (dojk). In
) + Dij(cooo
The interaction is Dij(Tijk) = Dij(aOjO) + Dij (biOO
each of the four arguments on the right , either the i subscript or the
i -subscript is zero (as in the casesof aOjO and bioo, respectively), which
meansthat eachstage duration is invariant either over the levels of BF or
over the levels of AG , and that taking the difference with respect to the
corresponding subscript will produce zero. It follows that both terms in
the resulting two -term interaction measure are zero: Dij(Tijk) = (0, 0).
(Recall that there are two terms in the interaction measurebecauseAG
has three levels.) Two factors are additive if and only if all the terms in
their interaction measureare zero. Alice does not know about the component
stages, of course, so must discover the additivity of BF and AG
=
by applying Dij to the observed data. When Ek E2, for example, she
=
=
T
)'
finds: Dij(TijV Di(Ti22 Ti12, Ti32 Ti1V [( 222- T21V- (T122- T112
=
=
36
70
42
76
36
)]
) (
), (
) (T132 T11V] [(62 42) (56
(T232 T212
[0, 0].
On the other hand, AG and EL are interacting factors, not additive
ones; the effect of eachof these factors dependson the level of the other,
rather than ~eing invariant over the levels of the other. Given a fixed
level of bus frequency, for example BF = BF1 (no strike), the T-values
in the 2 x 3 table composedof the first and third rows of boldface values
in table 14.2 cannot be expressed additively as in equation 14.5. For
example, instead of an equality analogousto equatio.n 14.6, we find that
70 > 29 + (36 - 29) + (49 - 29). In figure 14.6, this interaction is indicated
by the fact that insteadof being parallel, the solid and broken curves
joining the circles diverge. Becausethe direction of the inequality means
that raising the level of one factor increasesthe effect of the other, this is a
.
) interaction
positive(or overadditive
A two -way interaction can be thought of as measuring the extent to
which a secondfactor modulatesthe effect of a first. Likewise, a three-way
interaction can be regardedas measuringthe extent to which a third factor
modulatesthe interaction of the first two factors. Again the difference
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operator is helpful; the three-way interaction is given by Dk(Dj [Dj(T;jk)])'
which we define as Djjk(TjjV. For Jim' s trip , from equation 14.2 we have .
) + Djjk(d(Jjv.
(14.7)
Djjk(T;jV = Djjk(aOjO) + D ;jk(bjoo) + Djjk(COOO
Becauseeachof the terms on the right has at least one zero as a subscript,
at least one of the differencesrepresentedby Djjk will be zero; thus for
the shopping trip data the three-way interaction is (0, 0). This also follows
from the fact that BF is additive with both AG and EL, which meansthat
BF does not modulate the two -way AG x EL interaction. (Like two -way
interactions, three-way interactions are symmetric: a zero three-way interaction
implies that none of the three two -way interactions is modulated
the
by
remaining factor. Given three factors, F, G, and H , therefore, if F
does not modulate the G x H interaction, then the three-way interaction
is zero. This in turn means that G does not modulate the F x H interaction
, and H does not modulate the F x G il:\teraction.)
14.3.6 Conclusions&om Jim and Alice' s Story
In our considerationsabout the shopping trip thus far, we have been deducing
the properties of the total duration data T &om what we know to
be the structure of the underlying process- &om our specificationof the
stagesand of the relations between factors and stages. That is, we have
been developing a set of predictions &om a theory. Now let us adopt
'
Alice s perspective; she knows only about the data- the values of T
in table 14.2- and not directly about the stagesor their relations to the
factors.
Like any scientist with a set of data, Alice cannot apply a process of
deduction to the data to arrive at the co~ ect theory. It is true that if the
data are sufficiently reliable, they can be used to deductively rejectsome
theories. For example, the fact that AG and EL interact requires Alice to
reject any theory according to which AG and EL influence no stage in
common. (In general, factors that interact must influenceat least one stage
in common; seeprinciple 5.)
On the other hand, consider what Alice can make of the additivity of
BF with AG and EL. Such data strengthenthe class of theories in which
there are two or more stagesand BF influencesno stagesin common with
AG and EL, but such data do not provethat the correct theory is in that
class. The extent to which that classis strengthenedby the data depends,
for example, on how unlikely it is that if BF and AG influenced the same
stage, the effect of BF on T would be invariant over levels of AG. The last
word has not been said about this matter, but the consensusamong people
who have thought about it is that in virtually every instancewhere it
seemsas if two factors that influencethe samestage have additive effects
on its duration, further analysisshows that stage to be decomposableinto
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Figure 14.7
Two representationsof a stage model of a process. In the box-and-arrow diagram, boxes
, and arrows
representepochsin time during each of which some operation is accomplished
. In the node-and-path diagram, the processmoves through a space
representtheir sequence
in which eachpoint is a state of the information-processingsystem.

top of figure 14.7. It was in the early days of experimentalpsychology, in
the mid-nineteenthcentury, that the idea first arosethat the time between
stimulus and responsemight be occupiedby a seriesof processingstages,
or successiveoperations so arranged that one operation does not begin
until the preceding one has ended. Sucha stagetheoryimplies that the RT
is a sum, composedof the durations of the stagesin the series, just like the
total duration of the shopping trip representedby the flowchart of figure
14.4. Examplesof plausible stagesin a RT task (such as naming a digit )
are the registration of the stimulus, its identification among the set of alternative
stimuli, the selectionof one of the responsealternatives, and finally
the organization and execution of the response.
A stageof processingconsistsof the operation or operations that occur
during an epoch in time. For a mechanismwith two stages, for example,
the stream of events between stimulus and responsecan be cut at some
time point such that the operations before the cut are defined as stage A
and the operations after the cut as stage B and such that the operations
carried out in stagesA and B are functionally distinct. Thus, in a mechanism
with two stages, functionally distinct operations are carried out in
temporally distinct serially arrangednonoverlapping epochs.
In connection with the shopping-trip example, we noted the idea of
selectiveinfluenceof a factor on a stage. Supposefactor F influencesonly
the duration of stageA and factor G influencesonly the duration of stage
B. Then F acts only during the epoch before the cut, while factor G acts
only during the epoch after the cut. Thus, if we consider the occurrence
times of all operations whose durations are influenced by factor F, and
similarly for factor G, thesetwo setsof occurrencetimes will be contained
in two different serially arrangednonoverlapping epochs.
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A warning is in order . Although it is tempting to identify stages (pro cesses) with brain structures (processors), a stage theory says nothing
about the pieces of physical / anatomical machinery that carry out the
are distinct ,
operations in the two stages. For example , whereas the stages
"
the pieces of machinery need not be. Thus information transmitted from
"
one stage to the next does not necessarily go from one place (in the
brain ) to another ; the phrase is unfortunate because it suggests otherwise .
(See section 14.6.1 for discussion of possible relations between processing
stages and brain structures .)
Although the idea of processing stages is an old one , it is only during
the past three decades that convincing evidence for the existence of such
stages became available . Indeed , before then , it was not really apparent
what would constitute good evidence . When can we say that a stage
theory applies? What properties should hold for the components of R T
that correspond to stage durations ? How can we determine that an analysis
into particular processing stages is a good one? Given a series of
stages that have been identified , how can we locate the effects of a new
factor in the series?
An alternative way to think about a process with stages is shown at
the bottom of figure 14.7 as a series of nodes in a state space, connected
by alternative paths . Each point in the space corresponds to a different
state of the information -processing system . During a processing stage, the
system moves from one node to the next by traversing one of the alternative
paths . For example , during stage B , the system moves from the
state specified by the AB node to the state specified by the B- C node .
Some paths take longer than others ; a change in the level of a factor that
influences a stage selectively can be regarded as altering the path taken ,
but not the nodes. It is important that the duration of a stage not depend
directly on the durations of stages that precede it . This is achieved if the
state that corresponds to a node is independent of the path used to arrive
at that state (although the time to arrive there is determined by the path ).
"
"
Such a system satisfies a property of independence of path reminiscent
of Markov chains.
The state and path description need be only as complete as is necessary
to determine the incorporated stage durations . Consider , for example ,
the process described in figure 14.5. Factor AG determines what Jim carries
with him during stages B , C , and D . However , as AG does not influence
the durations of these stages, neither the paths after the AB node
nor any of the nodes need reflect the AG level . For purposes of determining
stage durations , AG and BF influence only the paths (and times )
to arrive at the AB node and to move from the AB to B- C nodes,
II
respectively .
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Figure 14.8
FransComelis Donders(1818- 1889) in 1875.

14.4.2 The SubtractionMethod of FransCornells Donders (1818- 1889)
The first person to apply a stage theory to mental processes was F. C.
Donders, a Dutch scientist also famous for his work in ophthalmology
(see figure 14.8).12 Donders (1868) proposed and demonstrated the subtraction
methodas a way of measuring the times taken by mental operations
. To use this method, we construct two different tasks in which
RT can be measured
, where the second task is thought to require all
the stages of the first plus an additional inserted stage. The difference
between the Rf s in the two tasks is interpreted as an estimate of the
mean duration of the inserted stage. For example, Donders compared
"
"
a selective-reaction ( go/ no-go ) task (where the subject had to make a
prespecifiedresponse to only one of a set of alternative stimuli) to a
choice-reaction task (where the subject had to respond differently to each
of the stimuli). Donders assumedthat in both tasks a stage of stimulus
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identification was required but that only in the second task was there
also a stage of response selection . The difference between RT s in the two
tasks was therefore taken to be the duration of the response-selection
stage.
The subtraction method ran into trouble around the turn of the century
'
.13 Donders interpretation of his data depends on the validity not
"
only of the stage theory but also of what I have called an assumption of
"
pure insertion (Sternberg 1969b ). This assumption states that changing
from task 1 to task 2 merely inserts a new processing stage, without
altering the other stages. Critics of the method argued , however , that
the task change also altered the other stages, basing their argument partly
on the unreliability of the stage duration estimates produced by the
method and partly on introspective evidence. Given failure of the pure insertion assumption , the difference between RTs could not be identified
as the duration of the inserted stage.14 As we shall see in section 14.5.8.2,
the subtraction method can be regarded as a special case of the AFM . The
assumption that a task change causes pure insertion of a stage is a strong
version of the assumption that the change in a factor level has selective
influence on a stage: insertion (or deletion ) is an extreme form of duration
change. The purity of the insertion is similar to the selectivity of the
influence : both can be tested by determining whether factor effects are
additive . (Think of the task I - task 2 variation as a factor . If changing
the level of this task factor does nothing other than insert a stage- - - pure
insertion - then the effects of factors that influence other stages should
be invariant over levels of the task factor .)
One modem version of the subtraction method arises in the study of
processes with multiple operations of the same kind , as in comparing visual
patterns (as discussed in chap . 9, this volume ), searching visual displays ,
or retrieving information from memorized lists . Instead of attempting to
insert qualitatively different stages into the process, this work attempts to
vary the number of similar stages. This is done by controlling the number
of elements to be searched, or the number of relevant features or elements
in the patterns to be compared . The hope is that this kind of task difference
will be more likely than the ones Donders ( 1868 ) used to satisfy the
pure insertion assumption . (For discussion of this modem version of the
method , see appendix 2 of chap . 9, this volume , and section 14.5.11.1 on
substage equivalence .)
14.4.3 How Plausible Is It for Mental Processes to Be Sequential?
Given that mental processes are carried out by the brain , a system with
1012 highly interconnected but relatively slow elements that are able to
function concurrently , it seems reasonable to expect mental operations to
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be carried out in parallel. Nonetheless, we find that somemental processes
are carried out sequentially, even when a person is performing a practiced
task under time pressure. And it is on this finding that the use of the AFM
depends. As discussedin section 9.2.5, somepairs of processes PI and P2
are data-dependent
, in the sensethat P2 requires information that is produced
by Pl . In this casesequentialorganization is unsurprising (in terms
of the shopping-trip analogy, Jim cannot take his grocerieshome- stages
B, C, and D - until he has finished collecting them at the market).
Perhapsmore surprising is the finding of operations that are partially or
. Examples
wholly sequentialwhen there is no apparent data dependence
we shall encounter below are the selection of responsesin two independent
tasks (section 14.5.9), the recognition of the words in a pair (section
14.5.11), and the sequenceof tests carried out during somekinds of visual
search (section 14.5.14). The basis for the sequential structure in such
casesmay be that the system that carriesout the set of operations, possibly
the same " single" processor, is inherently limited in capacity. (If Jim
had to retrieve a pair of Alice' s shoesfrom the repair shop as well as collecting
groceriesat the market, thesetwo operationswould have to occur
sequentially, becauseJim cannot be in two places at the same time.)
Another possiblebasisis that the computational overheadrequired to coordinate
the operations of parallel processorsmay sometimesmake them
lessefficient than they might appear.
Given what we know about the brain, it has beenargued that models of
mental operations should make use of "brain -style computation" - paralleI distributed processingin which numerous autonomous elements participate
concurrently in each computation (see, for example, Anderson,
.
7
this volume, and Rumelhart 1989). It has to be recognized that
,
chap
there is no inconsistencybetween a global analysisthat revealssequential
that show each of these operations to be
operations, and local
" analyses
"
brain
style computation. Returning to the shoppingaccomplishedby
trip analogy, our analysisof that processinto four stageswas at a global
level. Within a stage, at a lower, more local level, it is clear that some
operations occur in parallel. For example, during stage A , Jim does not
wheel his cart separatelyfrom the market entranceto the location of each
item he needs, and if he needstwo of something he may reach for them
and put them in his cart concurrently, with his two hands. And during
"
"
stagesBand C, the individual items that Jim purchasedare processed in
parallel.
In the real world we often have to deal with a continuous stream of
stimuli, each of which may require some level of analysisand possibly a
response. It is appropriate that laboratory tasks be simple relative to real
ones; one frequent simplification made by experimental psychologists is
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to use the discrete-trials paradigm, presenting a single test stimulus on each
of a series of separated trials , rather than a continuous stream. However ,
-trials paradigm cannot reveal the kind of parallel
performance in the discrete
"
"
(Harel , 1992 ; Johnson -Laird , 1983 ).
processing called pipelining
Here each stimulus Sk in the stream is subjected to a sequence of operations
, Ak , Bk , and so on , just as each car in an automobile assembly line
is created by a sequence of assembly operations . Under pipelining , however
, the A process for one stimulus and the B process for another can be
concurrent . For example , as soon as Sk has advanced from process Ak to
Bk , process Ak +l can be applied to Sk+l ' That is, whereas different operations
are performed sequentially on the same stimulus , they are performed
concurrently on different stimuli , just as installation of the engine of one
car can be done concurrently with installation of the transmission of
another . When a discrete - trials experiment indicates that individual stimuli
are processed by a sequence of successive mental operations , this is
sometimes taken as evidence against parallel processing by the brain . But
the observation of such sequential operations does not preclude the concurrent
application of different mental operations to different stimuli , as in
an assembly line . (In section 14.5.14, we shall see a possible instance of
such parallel processing in relation to visual search.)
Neuroscientists are continuing to revolutionize our understanding of
"
"
what , exactly , brain -style computation is, and some of their findings can
be taken as consistent with sequential operations . For example , anatomical
and physiological research on the parts of the brain of the macaque monkey
that process visual information , probably the best -known complex
system in the brain , have revealed thirty two differently specialized areas
"
ten
levels of cortical visual processing
organized in a hierarchy containing
"
of
subcortical
processing ("Van Essen",
plus several additional stages
Anderson , and Felleman 1992 , 419 ; see also Young 1992 ). By hierarchy
here is meant an ordering - a directional chainlike structure of connected
processing units ; it appears that there are two separate and parallel ana
for
retina
one
at
the
kind
both
of
this
,
tomical pathways
,
processing
starting
motion and the other for processing form and color ( Van Essen,
Anderson , and Felleman 1992 ; Van Essen and Maunsell1983 ). Machinery
with an anatomical structure that is both serial and parallel could underlie
a combination of temporally serial and parallel operations : parallel analysis
of motion and color / form features, each accomplished by a set of serially
arranged operations that move the information from one processing unit
to another , with operations within each unit being carried out in parallel .
In another sensory domain , from their studies of the somatosensory system
of the brain (the parts that process skin sensations), Pons and others
have argued for an evolutionary shift from parallel to serial processing .IS
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14.4.4 An Example : Stages in a Choice Reaction
14.4.4.1 SeparateStagesfor Stimulus Identification and ResponseSelection
Section 14.2.1 described some of the data from an experiment in which
digits were presented one at a time and subjects named them as fast as
possible . Here we consider this experiment in greater detail , using it to
exemplify the reasoning associated with the AFM . Which mental operations
might underly this performance ? Donders ( 1868 ) based some of his
work on the idea that the processes of identifying the stimulus and selecting
the response in the choice - reaction task occur in separate stages.
Indeed , it seems plausible that there is an initial set of operations (stage A ,
with mean duration a) that start with the stimulus display and establish
the identity of the digit , followed by a second set of operations (stage H,
with mean duration b) that start with the identity and select and execute
the response. A further subdivision of A and H (into substages) may be
possible , but for now we consider decomposing the process into just
these two stages. (Because any sequence of stages is itself a stage, it is a
reasonable first step to try to decompose a complex process into just two
stages.) How might we test this hypothesis ? If A and H are indeed separately
modifiable , and if we succeed in finding two factors , one that influences
only A and another that influences only H, then we should be able
to construct a test.
Let us start by noting that together with the additive combination property
(principle 1, section 14.3.2), our hypothesis implies that the reaction
time is the sum of the durations of the two stages: j [ f = a + b. Given the
hypothesized functions of A and H, what might we vary that has a chance
of influencing a but not b? When I designed the experiment described in
section 14.2.1, because it seemed likely that stimulus quality , SQ, as described
in that section , might do this , I chose SQ as one factor . When
SQ = SQt , the stimulus digit was intact ; when SQ = SQz, it was degraded
.) As shown in figure 14.9, we suppose SQ influences only stage A .
Let the mean duration of A when SQ = SQt and SQz be at and az,
respectively , and assume az - at = U ms. From the direct -expression
property (principle 2; section 14.3.3 ), j [ f (SQz) - j [ f (SQt ) = az - at ~ U
ms. If the assumption of selective influence of SQ on stage A is valid , we
can reverse the argument , and attribute any change that SQ produces in
j [ f to its effect on A .
Comment 5: Selectiveinfluence and visual sensory latency. One area of
research where a similar assumption of selective influence has been
important over the years is the study of visual sensory latency using
RT measurements (see, for example , Mansfield 1973 and Vuorinen
1989 ). The effect of the intensity of a visual stimulus on the RT of a
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Figure 14.9
.
stagesin digit namingwith two factorsthat mightinfluencethemselectively
Hypothesized

"
on an early
simple reaction is often attributed" entirely to its effect
"
reaction
A
.
A
(
experiment is
sensory registration stage,
simple
one where there is a single prespecifiedresponse, which the subject
is asked to produce whenever the signal is presented.) This interpretatio
requiresus to assumethat stimulus intensity has no influence
on the duration of later stages, B. Support for this assumption
is provided by studies that attempt to intercept the output of stage
A by measuring electrical activity produced at the scalp near the
occipital cortex the part of the cerebralcortex at which visual signals
are first registered. When a visual signal occurs, a wavelike pattern
of voltage changes can be measuredat the scalp, the visual
evokedpotentialor VEP. Let VEPT be the time between the visual
stimulus and the occurrencetime of a particular feature of the electrical
pattern, that is, a measureof the latency of the VEP. Consider
the difference between j [ f (the sum of a and b) and il EPT (which
perhapsprovides an estimateof a plus a constant). The finding that
over a large range of visual intensities this difference is approximately
constan~ supports the assumptionthat intensity influencesa
but not b (seelaskowski, Pruszewicz, and Swidzinski 1990; Vaughan,
Costa, and Gilden 1966; and, for a contrasting conclusion, Ulrich and
Stapf 1984).
Next , what factor might we vary that has a chanceof influencing b but
not a7 (Becauseit seemedplausible that the familiarity of the mapping of
"
"
digits onto namesmight do this, I chose MF , mapping familiarity , as
the second factor. As describedin section 14.2.1, when MF = MFI ' the
"
" name the
digit ; when"MF = MF2' the map
mapping was very familiar:
"
durations
the
mean
.
Let
the
next
name
larger digit )
ping was less familiar:
of B when MF = MFI and MF2 be bI and b2, respectively, and let
b2 - bI = Vms .
Now consider the four experimental conditions that can be generated
by pairing the two levels of SQ and MF in all possible ways. This gives
"
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us the simplest factorial experiment- the " 2 x 2 experiment" - whose
four conditions are shown in the first two columns of table 14.3. In accordance
with principle 3 (section 14.3.4), information in the middle column
of table 14.3 shows that the effect of SQ is expected to be invariant
over the levels of MF (RT21- RT 11= RT22- RT 12= U ), and vice versa.
Applications of the difference operator lead to the same conclusions;
.for example, writing a and b with expanded subscripts, D ;(RT;j ) =
D ;(a;o + bOj) = D ;(a;o) = a20- al0, which is independent of j . Recall that
this follows from the fact that D ;(bOj) = bOj- b Oj= o. And in accordance
with principle 4 (section 14.3.4), the invarianceof their effectsmeansthat
factors SQ and MF are additive, as shown in the middle column of the
table.
Now we turn to the actual results for the effectsof SQ and MF , which
you have already seen in figure 14.1A. The excellent fit of the parallel
lines to the data tell us that SQ and MF are additive factors. If they had
not been, we would have to conclude that the stage theory is wrong for
this task, and/ or that the factors do not satisfy the assumptionof selective
influence, and/ or that there was an experimentalartifact. The result, however
, favors the hypothesis of figure 14.9. The four mean data values
are given in the last column of table 14.3; the corresponding four fitted
values, which define the plotted parallel lines in figure 14.1A, are given
in the adjacent column. These fitted values are determined by estimates
for RT11, U, and V of 349.9 ms, 41.5 ms, and 61.1 ms, respectively. For a
quantitative measureof the deviation from perfect additivity in the data,
we can use the interaction measure:

- RTjl
) = Dj[Dj(RTjj
)] = Dj[RTj2
] = Dj(RTj2
) - Dj(RTjl)
Djj(RTjj

= (RT
22- RT12
)- (RT
)
21- RT11

= (453.1 - 410.5) - (390.9 - 350.5) = 2.2 ms.
14.4.4.2 Why Are ChoicesSlowedby Signal Uncertainty?
The data in figure 14.1A are actually the result of averaging over the two
levels of a third factor that was also varied in the experiment: the number
NAk of alternative digit -name pairs used during a seriesof trials, which
could be NA1 = 2 or NA2 = 8. As mentioned in section 14.2.1, this is a
way of varying the amount of signaluncertaintyon a trial. For over a century
it has been known that choice RT is slowed by signal uncertainty,
but much of the mystery remainsas to how this comesabout. In the 1950s
the signal-uncertainty effect was one of the phenomenataken to support
the view of a person as an information-transmitting channel of limited
capacity, partly becauseRf was approximately linear with the logarithm
of the the number of stimulus-responsepairs, n: Rf ~ IX+ P log n, and
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'
log n was a measureof the amount of information, in Shannons sense
(1948), that had to be transmitted by the subject in responding correctly
to the stimulus. But the information-theoretical view did not provide an
acceptabledescription of the underlying processes that produce the effect.
If SQ and MF could success
fully be used to isolate two stagesin generating
a choice response, then this might permit us to discover which of
these two stages, if either, contributes to the uncertainty effect. Such an
answercould then guide the development of more refined explanationsof
the effect. This was one reason for including NA in the experiment. If
the effect of NA is localized in the process of identifying the stimulus
(stage A ), we would expect to find that NA modulates the effect of SQ,
but that NA and MF are additive. If the effect of NA is localized in the
processof selecting the response(stage B), we would expect to find that
NA modulates the effect of MF , but NA and SQ are additive. If signal
uncertainty hasits effect by slowing a stagedistinct from those influenced
by SQ and MF , we should find NA to be additive with both of them, and
we will have decomposedthe processinto three stagesrather than two .
My second reason for including the uncertainty factor in the experiment
was to permit a more rigorous test of the stageshypothesis. If two
factors (SQi and MFj ) selectively influencedifferent stages, then their additivity
should hold up whatever the level of a third factor (NAk ) and whatever
stagesthat third factor influences. To seethis, supposeNA influences
both A and B as well as a third stage C, while SQ influencesonly A and
MF influencesonly B. Then RTijk = aiOk+ bOjk+ COOk
. Now use ~ e difference
to
determine
x
the
MF
interaction:
SQ
operator
Dij (RTijk) =
.
+
Because
+
either
the
i
(ai
)
(
)
(
)
Ok
Dij
Dij bOjk Dij COOk
subscript or the j or
both
are
zero
for
each
of
the
three
subscript
stage durations, the result
of applying Dij is zero for each term, so the two -way SQ x MF interaction
is zero for both k = 1 and k = 2: Dij (RTijl ) = Dij (RTij2) = 0.16
Furthermore, the equality of these two two -way interactions meansthat
the three-way interaction, Dijk(RTijk), should be zero.
Comment6: Meaning of the three-way interaction
. Recall that the
three-way interaction measuresthe extent to which one of three
factors modulates the two -way interaction of the two others. To
express this precisely requires us to work with simple two -way
interactions. A simple two -way interaction is the two -way interaction
at particular levels of the remaining factors or factor, for
example, Dij (RTijl ). By expanding Dijk(RTijk), it can easily be shown
that in any 2 x 2 x 2 factorial experiment the three-way interaction
is given by the differencebetween the simple two -way interactions
associatedwith each of the three pairs of factors, and that these
differencesmust all be equal: Dijk(RTjjk) = Dij (RTij2) - Dij (RTijl ) =
Dik(RTi2k) - Dik(RTilk) = Djk(RT2jk) - Djk(RT Ilk).
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In general, principles 3- 7 of section 14.3 imply certain kinds of consistenc
among patterns of factor effects in an experiment with three or
more factors. Testsof thesepredictedrelations are thereforeempirical tests
of the principles. If the relation between a pair of factors- whether they
interact or are additive- dependson whether or not they influencea stage
in common, then we expect this relation to remainthe sameas the levels of
other factors are varied. In a three-factor experiment, therefore, the consistenc
of the relation between the factors in each of the three pairs is
tested by variation in the level of the remaining factor. Supposethat at
one level of SQ, NA interacts with MF . Using principle 5, we infer that
NA and MF influence at least one stage in common. Principle 7 tells us
that they should interact at each level of SQ. If Djk(RT Ilk) ~ 0, we therefore
expect that Djk(RT2jk) ~ o. Similarly, if we observe that SQ and MF
are additive at one level of NA , principle 6 tells us that they influence no
stage in common. Principles 3 4 tell us that they should be additive at
eachlevel of NA . If D ;j (RT;jl ) ~ 0, we therefore expect that D ;j (RT;j2) ~ o.
Such tests of the principles that underlie the additive-factor method are
not provided by the data from a 2 x 2 experiment. However, a two -factor
experiment with one or both factors at multiple levels rather than only
two levels does provide other suchtests, describedin section 14.6.7.2.
I therefore ran a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial experiment with eight conditions
rather than the four shown in table 14.3; the data in that table are averages
over the NAk levels. What is plotted in figure 14.1A can thereforebe
describedas RT;j .. Similarly, the data in figure 14.18 have been ave~ ed
over the two levels of stimulus quality, SQ, and can be describedas RT.jk.
Mean RTs for the eight conditions in the experiment are given for eachof
the five subjects in table 14.4; the means over subjectsare given at the
bottom of the table and also plotted in figure 14.10.
At the top of the figure are results for NA2 = 8, and at the bottom , for
NA 1 = 2. Parallellines have beenfitted to eachsubsetof data, corresponding
to additivity of SQ and MF at each level of NA . The additivity is
nearly perfect, the mean absolute deviation of the data from the parallel
lines being less than 1 ms in both cases.The figure also shows that signal
uncertainty interactedwith both of the other factors. The interaction with
the mapping factor is the stronger; the effect of MF is much greater with
NA2 = 8 than with NA1 = 2. That is, the top two lines are much steeper
than the bottom two. The interaction with stimulus quality is weaker, but
clearly present: the top two lines are further separatedthan the bottom
two .
The important features of the data are summarized quantitatively in
table 14.5, for each subject and for the data averagedover subjects. The
last row of the table provides the standard error (s.e.) of the corresponding
mean.17 Consider, for example, the main effect of stimulus quality,
given in the second column. The mean of this effect is 42 ms, and the
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Table 14.4
Values of RTIlk for five subjects and their mean in a 2 x 2 x 2 choice-reaction experiment
with digits as stimuli and digit namesas responses
.

effect for individual subjects ranges from 31 to 54 ms. The s.e. reflects
the variability of the effect over subjects. Insofar as the values for individual
subjectsare close to each other, the s.e. is small, and we can have
more confidencethat the meanfor this " sample" of five subjectsis close to
the mean over all the potential subjects in the experiment- the " true
"
value. Roughly speaking, if a mean based on five observations differs
from zero by more than about three times its standard error, we can be
reasonably confident that the true value differs from zero, and we would
"
"
say that the meandiffers reliably from zero. On this basis, all three main
effects, and two of the four interactions- NA x SQ and NA x MF - are
reliable. However, consistent with the goodness of fit of the additive
models shown in figure 14.10, the SQ x MF interaction basedon the data
averagedover levels of NA does not differ reliably from zero, and neither
does the three-way interaction. The absenceof any three-way interaction
reflects the fact that the magnitude of the simple SQ x MF interaction,
D ;j (RT;jk)' whose averageover k is effectively zero, is not modulated by
the level of NA : it is approximately true that D ;j (RT;jI ) = D ;j (RT;j2) = o.
The interpretation of theseresults is shown in figure 14.11, an elaboration
of figure 14.9. Above the horizontal line are shown the relations found
among the three factors. Below the line are shown the inferred processing
stagesand the relations betweenfactors and stages. The additivity of stimulus
quality and mapping familiarity supports the proposal first made by

(
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Donders that stimulus identification and response selection are accomplished
in separatestages. The finding that signal uncertainty (controlled
of NA ) modulates the effects of both SQ and MF indicates
the
level
by
that this factor influences both of these two stages. Knowing that the
effect of signal uncertainty is due to more than one processdoes not provide
a deep understandingof it , but there is little point in generating and
testing more detailed theories that do not acknowledgethis.
-specificfactor effects
. Basedon these results, what
Comment7: Stage
effects
of the three factors on the
canwe say quantitatively about the
factors
b1
For
SQ and MF , whose
separatestage durations a and
individual stage is
relevant
on
the
effects are selective, the effect
For
example, Dj(ajOI), the mean
equal to the effect on the full RT.
=
NA
effect of SQ on stage A when
NAI , is given by Dj(RTj .I) =
=
=
The problem of determining
ms.
30
RT2.1 RT 1.1 369 339
like
a
factor
the stage specific effects of
signal uncertainty (NA ),
two
is
shared
whose effect on RT
by
stages, is much more difficult.
14.5.13, it canbe solved if an
and
14.5.12
in
sections
(As we shall see
of repetitions of one
the
number
to
experimenter can arrange vary
effect
of SQ so much less
the
NA
modulates
.
Because
of the stages)
its effect on A is
that
to
believe
is
MF
it
of
than the effect
,
tempting
to
of
no
I
know
H
but
its
effect
on
smallerthan
,
way justify this inference
. However, if we make the reasonableassumption that raising
the level of signal uncertainty cannot decreasethe time required
to either identify the stimulus or select the response(that is, that
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Dk(aiOk) ~ 0 and Dk(bojk) ~ 0), then the data do imply bounds on the
stage-specificeffectsof signal uncertainty. Thus the effect of NA on
a can be no greater than its effect on the full RT when MF = MF1,
or Dk(RTilk)' which is 42 ms and 67 ms for SQ = SQl and SQ =
SQ2, respectively. Now consider the effect of NA on b. BecauseMF
influencesB selectively, this stage is also the locus of the NA x MF
interaction. This interaction of 81 ms = Djk(RT.jk) = Djk(bOjk
) is the
increasein the effect of NA on b causedby raising the level of MF .
The effect of NA on b when MF is at its high level must be at least
as great as this increase: Dk(bO2k
) ~ Dk(bo2k
) - Dk(bo1k
) = Djk(bOjk
).
The effect of NA on responseselection when MF = MF2 is therefore
greater than its effect on stimulus identification when SQ is at
either of its levels, a conclusionyou will find also obtains for eachof
the five subjectsindividually . This conclusiondepends, of course, on
the particular levels of SQ and MF used in the experiment. For a
more general conclusion (such as " signal uncertainty influencesA
"
less than B ), it is interesting to consider how to adjust such statements
for any differencein the relative potency of SQ and MF .
14.4.5 The Method of Additive Factors
In our discussionof the shopping-trip analogy and of the processes that
underly digit naming, we have used two sorts of reasoning, summarized
in principles 1- 7 (sections 14.3.2- 14.3.4 and 14.3.6). One direction of
inferenceis &om hypothesizedstagesand factor-stage relations (that is, a
theory) to the expectedpattern of factor effects (that is, predictions &om
the theory). In terms of figure 14.11, the reasoning is from the arrangement
below the horizontal line to the pattern above it . Where two factors
influenceno stage in common (like AG and BF in figure 14.4 or SQ and
MF in figure 14.11), we expect their effects to be additive (principles 3
and 4). Where two factors influenceat least one stagein common (like AG
and EL in figure 14.4 or NA and MF in figure 14.11), there is no reasonto
expect additivity ; the most likely relation is some sort of interaction,
where the effect of one of the factors on j [ f is modulated by the level of
the other (principle 7).
The additive-factor method, which can also be called the " method of
invariant factor effects," employs the reverse direction of inference: &om
an observed pattern of factor effects on j [ f to a set of hypothesized
stages and factor-stage relations that underlie that pattern. In terms of
figure 14.11, the reasoning is &om the pattern above the horizontal line
to the arrangementbelow it. (This is the method that Alice had to use
in her attempt to understandthe variations in the total duration of Jim' s
shopping trip becauseall she had were her records of total duration as
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three factors varied.) In using the method to discover stagesof processing
, we searchfor factors, like stimulus quality (SQ) and mapping familiarity
(MF ), that have additive effects on Rf . Whenever such additive
factors are found, and given no stronger argumentsto the contrary, it is
reasonableto believe that there exists a corresponding pair of stages, A
and B, between stimulus and response(principle 6). If a third factor is
found, for example, to interact with MF but not with SQ, this is taken to
imply that this factor influencesRT at least in part becauseof its effect on
B, but not becauseof any effect on A (principles 5 and 6). (See section
14.6.3 for further discussionof the nature of the reasoningassociatedwith
the AFM .)
Analyses of the kind shown in figure 14.11 have to be tentative, of
course. As new instancesof additivity are found, the method leads to the
postulation of new stages. And as new instancesof interaction are found,
the functions of the stagesalready identified becomebetter known.
14.5 Some Applications of the Additive - Factor Method

In previous sectionsI have used the analysisof digit naming, describedin
detail, to introduce the AFM . In the present section I discuss a further
set of fourteen applications (in correspondingly numbered subsections
14.5.1- 14.5.14), selectedto addressa wide range of issuesin human cognition
. The applications include problems in perception (1, 9, 12, 13), categorizati
(3, 6, 9, 13), preparation for action (2), working memory (3, 4,
13), learning (4, 10), word recognition (10, 11), visual search(14), control
of multiple tasks (6, 9), informational overload (9), brain-behavior relations
(5, 6), and the control of action sequencesin speechproduction (7).
Factorsinclude variablesthat can changefrom trial to trial (such as stimulus
characteristics
), as well as relatively enduring states (such as sleep
and
localized
brain damage; 1, 6). Many of the applicationsare
deprivation
concernedwith whether factor effects are invariant or not, while others
makeuse of the direction of an interaction (3, 6, 9, 10, 14) or its quantitative
form (11- 13). The subtractionmethod, treated as a specialcaseof the
AFM , plays an important role in one application (8). While the question
of the " architecture" of cognitive processes is presentin every application,
the issueof parallel versusserial organization of two operations (9, 11) or
of multiple similar operations (12, 13) is also explicitly considered. Most
of the applications are discussedbriefly, but three that raise especially
interesting issues of both method and substancerequire more of the
reader(6, 8, 9). While many of the applications involve processingstages
that are data-dependent, some do not (3, 9, 11- 14). Most of these applications
sections can be read independently, but there are exceptions.
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Application 13 dependson application 3, and applications 12 and 13 depend
on ideasabout substageequivalencedeveloped in application 11.
In treating these examples, I make numerous quantitative claims about
the data, each of which should be accompaniedby a statistical defense.
Such a defense would include at least a statement about the precision
(the sampling error) of the critical quantitative relations, and an explanation
of how this statementis derived from measuresof variability in the
data.18I have omitted statistical defensesbecauseincluding them would
makethe chapterungainly, becauseyou, the readerof this volume, are not
assumedto know about statistics, and becauseI would like you to think
of these examplesas illustrations of the nature of the arguments, rather
than as final statements.
14.5.1 What ElseDo We LoseWhen We LoseSleep?

The most commonly employed strategy for investigating the cognitive
effects of sleep deprivation is to use the task-comparisonmethod. The
effects are measuredin a range of contrasting tasks- tasks that presumably differ in the kinds of cognitive demandsthey make. Each such case
requiresa task analysis- a theory of the mental operations the task calls
for. If the task analysesare valid, then differencesin performancedeficit
from task to task may help us to infer which mental operations are especially
sensitive to sleep loss and which are relatively insensitive. If we
learned this, not only might we know something about why we need
jobs less sensitive
sleep (still a mystery), but we might be able to design
'
to sleep deprivation, which is pervasive in today s society- not merely
an affliction of undergraduates
. The samestrategy is also often employed
to investigate other " state" variables, such as drug effects and localized
brain damage.
In using the task-comparisonmethod to searchfor selectiveeffects of a
factor (such as sleep-deprived versus normal) on a particular mental operation
, we need a pair of tasks: an experimental task that calls for that
mental operation plus others, and a control task that calls for only the
others. Let us call this claim about a pair of tasks a " task-difference hypothesis
." Except that the mental operations in each task need not be
arranged as stages, it should be evident that this 'method requires the
same pure insertion assumption on which Donders subtraction method
(section 14.4.2) depends. That is, it requiresvalidity of the task-difference
hypothesis, which in turn depends on a valid analysis of each task. If
proper precautions (see, for example, Shallice 1988) are taken (especially
to demonstrate sensitivity of the measure of control-task performance)
this strategy can produce persuasiveresults when it leads to discovery of
- an effect of the factor under study on the
a dissociation
experimental
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task but not the control task. Such a finding is persuasivebecauseit supports
aspectsof the task analysesas well as informing us about the factor
under study. Failure to find a dissociation, however, tells us little ; among
various possibilities, one is that the task-difference hypothesis, often difficult
to test independently, is wrong .
One conclusion that has been drawn about sleep deprivation from the
task-comparisonapproachis that it has a global effect: there is " ageneralized
effect of sleepinesson all cognitive functioning" (Dinges and Kribbs
1991, 117).
Sanders
, Wilnen, and Van Arkel (1982, experiment 1) used an alternative
strategy, in which they applied the AFM to examinethe effects of
experimentally induced sleep deprivation on different mental operations
within the sametask. You are already familiar with a task close to the one
they used, the digit -naming procedure discussedin sections 14.2.1 and
14.4.4. The digits were presentedasdot patterns; degradation(SQi = SQ2)
consistedof adding " noise" in the form of other dots. The possiblestimuli
were " 2," " 3," " 4," and " 5." In the familiar-mapping condition (MFj =
MF 1)' the correct responseto a stimulus was to pronounce its name; in
the unfamiliar-mapping condition (MFj = MF2), the associatedresponses
were " three," " four," " five," and " two ," respectively.
These manipulations, then, created two levels each of stimulus quality
(SQi) and mapping familiarity (MFj ). The third principal factor was the
'
subjects sleep state (SLPk), which also had two levels: normal (data
taken during the day after a normal night ' s sleep; SLP = SLP1) and sleepdeprived (data taken during the day after a night awake in the lab; SLP =
SLP2).19 Given the conclusion from the task-comparison approach that
sleep deprivation has a global effect, interfering with the performanceof
all cognitive operations, what would we expect here? If SQ and MF have
additive effects on Rf (as in the data discussedin section 14.4.4) we
would conclude that they selectively influence different stages. If each
stage is also influenced by sleep deprivation in accordancewith the
global-effect hypothesis, we would expect SLP to interact with both SQ
and MF . Put another way, raising the levels of SQ and MF adds to the
difficulty of different cognitive processes: identifying the stimulus and
"
, respectively. If sleep loss interferes with all cognitive
selecting the response
" it should
exacerbateboth kinds of difficulty . (Suppose
functioning,
this expectation were not borne out. It is interesting to speculateabout
which kind of difficulty would be more likely to increasewith sleep deprivation
, considering exactly what is made more difficult by raising the
levels of SQ and MF . For SQ, it is perhapsthe processof extracting contours
from the stimulus pattern that is made more difficult. For MF , the
subject must inhibit a well-learned association to produce a conflicting
response.)
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In considering the data, we should first ask whether they support
the conclusion (section 14.4.4.1) that stimulus identification and response
selection are carried out in separatestages. The main effects of SQ and
MF are substantial: for stimulus quality, Di(Ti..) = 139 ms; and for mapping familiarity, Dj (T.j .) = 137 ms. Nonetheless, in each sleep state SQ
and MF are close to being perfectly additive; mean absolute deviations
between the data and fitted additive models are 2.3 ms (sleep state normal
; Dij(RTijl ) negligible) and 4.3 ms (sleepstate deprived; Dij(RTijV negligible
). The earlier stages analysis is thus confirmed (moreover, in a
Dutch laboratory, and with a different way of controlling SQ) and, more
interesting, extended to a condition of sleep deprivation. This permits us
to ask the crucial question: are both of these stages influenced by sleep
state?
What is striking in the results, shown in figure 14.12, is the almost perfect
invariance of the effect of mapping familiarity across sleep states,
which obtains for each level of SQ. Separateadditive models have been
fitted to the data for SQ = SQl and SQ = SQ2. In each case, the mean
absolutedeviation is 1.0 ms; both Djk(RT Ilk) and Djk(RT2jk) are negligible.
The effect of sleep deprivation is thus not modulated by mapping familiarity
. On the other hand, it is strongly modulatedby stimulus quality: the
averageeffect of deprivation with intact stimuli is only Dk(T1.k) = 17 ms,
but the effect with degradedstimuli is about six times as great: Dk(T2.k) =
98 ms. (Comparethe separationsof the lower two and upper two lines in
the figure.) Given the substantial interaction of sleep state with stimulus
quality, the absenceof an interaction of sleep state with mapping is especially
persuasive, and contrasts strongly with the conclusion of Dinges
and Kribbs (1991). In terms of the model describedin figure 14.11, sleep
state influencesstageA but not stageB.
. A frequently reported
Comment8: Theproblemof omittedresponses
in
of
consequence sleep deprivation
experiments where a subject
must respondto a sequenceof stimuli is a high frequencyof omitted
, and the experiment of Sanders, Wilnen, and Van Arkel
responses
1982
was
no exception. For example, in the trial blocks with the
(
)
most difficult condition- degraded stimuli, unfamiliar mappingsleep-deprived subjectsfailed to respond on 26 percent of the trials.
(Interestingly, the error rate when they did respondwas not affected
by sleep loss.) The problem of such high rates of nonresponseis
that, as a consequence
, the RT data might be biased. ( Whatwould
the RTs have been on those missed trials?) The remarkableorderliness of the results suggeststhat any such bias was probably small,
but this is an issuethat needsto be kept in mind. (For a discussionof
how error rates bear on the interpretation of RT data, seeappendix
2 of chap. 9, this volume.)
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Figure 14.12
Effects of sleep deprivation on performancein task where digits are stimuli and names of
. Sleep state (SLP) interacts with stimulus quality (SQ): the difference
digits are responses
between RTs for intact versus degraded stimuli is substantially greater when subjects are
sleep- deprived. But SLPdoes not modulate the effect of mapping familiarity (MF ) for either
intact stimuli (the additive model fitted to the lower pairs of points fits well) or degraded
stimuli (the additive model fitted to the upper pairs of points fits well). Data from Sanders.
Wilnen. and Van Arke11982. experiment 1.

14.5.2 How We Prepareto Choose
We have seenthat decreasingsignal uncertainty by reducing the number
of alternative stimulus-responsepairs permits subjects to respond faster.
(In section 14.2.1 I suggestedthat this effect occursbecausethe reduction
permits subjectsto preparebetter for the alternatives that remain.) A second
kind of uncertainty that slows the choice response is time uncertainty
- uncertainty not about which signal will occur, but about when it
will occur. To reduce time uncertainty in choice-reaction experiments so
as to minimize the mean and variability of the RT, a warning signal is
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often employed, presentedshortly b~fore the reaction signal. This permits
the subjectto estimaterelatively precisely when the signal will occur, just
as " ready, set" allows you to estimatewhen you will hear " go ." The optimal
"
"
foreperiod from warning signal to choice-reaction signal is thought
to be between 0.5 and 1.0 sec. Longer foreperiods or ones that vary randomly
from trial to trial are used if the high time uncertainty of many
real-world situations is desired (imagine a dog dashing into the street
ahead of your car). A long foreperiod produces more time uncertainty
becausethe precision of our estimate of a time interval decreasesas the
duration of that interval grows.
Why is RT increasedby uncertainty about when the stimulus will be
presented? In particular, why is the responseslowed by a long or variable
foreperiod? If all aspectsof being prepared to make a choice could
be maintained over time, then time uncertainty should not hurt. The fact
that it does impair performanceindicatesthat some or all aspectsof preparation
can be maintained only briefly . An increasein time uncertainty
would then either discouragepreparation or reduce the chanceof being
prepared at the moment the signal arrives. Supposethe advantage of a
smaller number of signal alternatives is due to a state of preparedness
that is short-lived. This advantage- and, in general, the effect of signal
uncertainty- should then be lessenedby an increasein time uncertainty.
That is, the two kinds of uncertainty should interact; any stage that is
sensitiveto signal uncertainty should be sensitiveto time uncertainty, and
vice versa.
Consider this idea in relation to the conclusions embodied in figure
14.11. It leads to the expectation that in addition to stimulus quality and
mapping familiarity, a third factor that will interact with signal uncertainty
is time uncertainty. Furthermore, becauseNA influencesboth stages
A and B in figure 14.11, FP (foreperiod) should, also, and should therefore
also interact with SQ and MF .
Alegria and Bertelson (1970, experiment 2) varied the two kinds of
uncertainty in a 2 x 2 factorial experiment, with the results shown in figure
14.13. They used digits as stimuli, with eachdigit corresponding to a
distinct key assignedto a distinct finger; the responsewas to press the
corresponding key as fast as possible when the digit appeared. The two
levels of time uncertainty were createdby using foreperiods of FP1= 0.5
sec and FP2= 5.0 sec. The two levels of signal uncertainty were created
by using some series of trials with NA 1 = 2 digit -key pairs, and others
with NA2 = 8 pairs.
In relating these findings to those plotted in figure 14.10, it is important
to keep in mind that while the stimuli are similar in the two experiments
, the responsesare not.20 As a working hypothesis, however, it is
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reasonableto assumethat similar processingstagesare used to perform
the two different tasks, so that a stage structure like that indicated in figure
14.11 would apply here, also. Contrary to the expedations above, and
as shown in figure 14.13, the fit of the additive model is excellent; the
mean absolute deviation is only 0.2 ms. The increasein time uncertainty
had the sameS3 ms effed for eachlevel of signal uncertainty. BecauseNA
influencesboth the encoding (A ) and translation ( 8) stages, the additivity
suggeststhe existenceof a third stage, C, inBuencedby time uncertainty
but not signal uncertainty (see figure 14.14). BecauseFP does not inBuencestagesA and B, the preparation associatedwith the set of alternative
signals, which influences those stages, must be persistent rather than
short-lived. On the other hand, becauseCisinfluenced by FP, there must
be a short-lived preparatory processassociatedwith that stage.
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Becausestimulus quality (SQ) and mapping familiarity (MF ), which
influence A and B, respectively, might also influence C, our interpretation
does not require that FP be additive with SQ and MF . But the inference
that there is a third stage influenced by time uncertainty would be
strengthened if such additivity were found. In a 2 x 2 x 2 experiment
with the factors FP, SQ, and MF , Frowein and Sanders(1978) found pairwise
additivity of all three factors, strengthening the inference.21
What is the function of stage C7 One possibility is that it has to do
with execution of the response, with time uncertainty influencing ageneral
readinessto respond. One way to lend credenceto such a possibility
would be to discover a response-related factor that interacts with time
uncertainty. Sanders(1980a) used instructed muscletension as such afactor
, training subjectswith biofeedbackto relax the responding arm during
"
"
the foreperiod in the " relaxed" condition, and comparing that to a tense
condition in which subjectscould tense their musclesin a way they regarded
as optimal. Muscle tension (MT ) and FP interacted, supporting
the conjecturethat Cisrelated to responseexecution: the advantageof a
short foreperiod was greater when subjectswere permitted to tense their
muscles. A related experiment showed that MT was additive wit ~ both
SQ and MF , further supporting the existenceof the three stagesand the
selectiveinfluenceof MT on stage C.
Figure 14.14 provides a summary of the inferencesof sections 14.4.4
and 14.5.1 together with those of the present section. We have reviewed
someof the effectsof five factors, SQ, NA , MF , FP, and MT . Ten pairs of
factors can be constructedfrom these five, and in one or more of the five
experimentsmentioned, nine of these pairs have been examined, leading
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to the inferred structure in the figure. Given that structure, we would expect
the unexaminedpair (NA and MT ) to be additive. With respect to
sleepstate (SLP) consideredin section 14.5.1, we have already concluded
that it influencesA (leading us to expect that it will interact with NA ), but
not B. Unless we are to increasethe number of stagesinfluenced by this
set of factors, the way the effects of SLP combine with those of FP and
MT , yet to be determined, will tell us whether it influencesC.
14.5.3 Retrieving Item versusContext Information from Memory
What is the basis for the dramatic interaction (figure 14.3) of list length
and the task difference between item recognition and context recall? As
the task is changedfrom requiring the recognition of item information to
requiring the recall of contextual information, the effect of list length
increasesmarkedly, becoming about three times as great (the slope of the
fitted linear function increasedfrom 38 ms per digit to 113 ms per digit ).
Context recall calls for position as well as item information. According to
a theory about the item task, this implies that a searchprocessin the context
task should be slower (Sternberg 1969b, section 11); I ran the context
recall experiment to test that prediction, which was pleasantly confirmed
by the results.
Unfortunately, there was an obvious alternative explanation possible,
which attributes the interaction to the difference between recognition
and recall. Becauserecognition of information in "long -term memory"
is believed to require less detailed information and less extensive memory
searchthan recall, why not also for information that has just been
memorized and is held in working memory? One indicator of the difference
between recall and recognition in the amount of information
required is the amount of responseuncertainty: in item recognition there
are only two alternative responsesregardlessof list length, whereas in
context recall the number of alternative responses(k - 1) increaseswith
list length.
To distinguish between kind of information (item versus context) and
amount of information (recognition versus recall), I ran the contextrecognition experiment. A plausible starting assumption is that all three
tasks involve stages of encoding a test stimulus, comparing it in some
way to a memory representationof the list, and then selecting and executing
a response. It is plausible that list length influencesat least the second
of thesethree stages. The interaction of list length with the difference
betweenitem recognition and context recall then tells us that this task difference
influencesthe memory-interrogation stage. The question is, what
aspectof the task differenceis responsible- is it the differencein kind of
information or in amount?
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If we define a context task factor with levels corresponding to context
recognition and context recall, then becausethese tasksdiffer in both test
stimuli and responses
, it is plausible that both the encoding and response
stages are affected by this factor. The question is whether context task
influencesthe memory interrogation stage as well. If it does, we would
expect an interaction of context task and list length. In particular, we
would expect the effect of list length to be greater in the recall task,
which presumably requires that more information be extracted from the
list. The additivity of context task and list length that we find suggests,
instead, that the memory-interrogation processes in the two context tasks
are identical. At least in this special case, the searchprocessrequired for
recall appearsto be no different from that required for recognition. Taken
together, the results therefore indicate that the kind of information
required (item versuscontext) strongly affectsthe time per item for memory
interrogation, whereasthe amount of information (recognition versus
recall) does not.22
The example of additive factors in figure 14.3 differs in an important
respect from the examplesconsidered thus far, in which each factor has
two levels. In the relevant part of figure 14.3, the list length factor has
four levels, so that we have a 4 x 2 design. In general, experimentsusing
factors at more than two levels provide more sensitive tests of additivity
becausethey enableus to seewhether the deviations from additivity are
systematic(are orderly, have a pattern), a property not reflected in the
meanabsolutedeviation of points from fitted curves. In practice, the most
common such pattern to be concernedabout are deviations that increase
or decreasemonotonically with one of the factors (seefigures 14.29A and
14.39B for examples). If deviations from additivity are systematic, we are
more likely to believe there is a true interaction, rather than to attribute
the apparent interaction to the natural variability of experimental data
(that is, to sampling error, discussedin chap. 12, this volume). Because
the additivity of factor effectshas powerful implications, the conclusionof
additivity must always be evaluated with skepticism. For example, suppose
the separationbetween the data points for context recall and context
recognition grew larger with each increasein list length from k = 3 to
k = 6. Then we might believe that there was actually a small interaction
of the two factors. In fact, the separationsneither increasenor decrease
monotonically: their values are 113, 107, 90, and 110 ms, respectively,
for k = 3, 4, 5, and 6} 3 Factorsexaminedat only two levels afford neither
the possibility of finding that deviations are erratic nor the sensitivity to
their systematicpatterning. Unfortunately, the use of just two levels tends
to be quite common, perhaps becausebigger experiments are harder to
4
design and more costly to run}
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14.5.4 When We Improve with Practice, What Improves?
A central question in the study of human and animal learning is exactly
what has been learned as the result of a given training procedure. The
most common approachto answeringthis questionis probably the experiment
on transferof training. After a training procedure is completed, the
subject is asked to perform a transfer task, which, for example, places
some demandson the subject that are sharedwith the training task, and
other demandsthat are not. (For a modem exampleof the use of transfer
of training see Lindemann and Wright , chap. 11, this volume.) This is a
version of the task-comparison approach discussedin section 14.5.1 in
connectionwith sleepdeprivation. The interpretation of suchexperiments
dependson- but also contributes to- valid task analysesof the training
and transfer tasks, that is, theories of the mental operations they call for.
A great deal of learning goes on in RT experiments. Often some of the
"
"
largest effects are learning effects (usually called practice effects ) in
which RTs becomeshorter with no loss of accuracy. Which mental operations
are being influenced by practice? One way to answer this question
- an alternative to the transfer of
training method- is to determine
which factors have effects that are invariant over levels of practice, and
which factors have effects that change. In other words, if we think of
practice as a factor, then the stagesit influencescan be identified by the
other factors with which it interacts.
One task in which the effects of training have been explicitly investigated
is the item-recognition task discussedin sections14.2.2 and 14.5.3.
We turn now to the results of two suchexperiments: experiment 1, which
I did at the University of Pennsylvania(Sternberg 1967); and experiment
2, which Kristofferson (1972) did at McMaster University . Both experiments
measuredperformancewith lists of length 1, 2, and 4. Instead of
changing from one trial to the next,-as described in section 14.2.2, the
digit list was fixed for about fifty trials in both experiments, but the lists
were changed from session to session. What was being practiced from
sessionto session, therefore, was not the retrieval of item information from
a particular digit list, but rather the retrieval of item information from digit
lists in general. Experiment 1 involved two sessionsof 432 trials, separated
by about a week, while experiment 2 had a seriesof thirty sessions
of 146 trials on consecutiveweekdays, with RTs reported as meansover
setsof five sessions
.
RTs from both experimentsare shown in figure 14.15. To avoid clutter,
only the data from the first and last sets of five sessionsare shown for
experiment 2. Both factors have substantial effects: the mean list -length
effect (length 4 versus length 1) is 110 ms, and the mean practice effect
(experiment 1, session1, versus experiment 2, sessions26- 30) is 72 ms.
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Effectsof training on item recognition in data drawn from two experiments(experiment 1
from Sternberg 1967; experiment ! -from Kristofferson 1972). The four sets of data (open
) were generated
squareswhich show meansof the RTs for positive and negative responses
after increasingamounts of training, from top to bottom. Sourcesof the data are as follows:
Top curve: experiment 1, session1. Secondcurve: experiment 2, sessions1 5. Third curve:
experiment 1, session2. Bottom curve: experiment 2, sessions26- 30. The averagenumbers
of training trials when the data were collected, starting with the top curve, are 215, 365, 645,
and 4,015. An additive model (filled squaresconnectedby solid lines) was fitted to the four
data sets, and fits well, indicating that the effect of list length (k) is invariant over levels
of training. Dotted lines are linear functions fitted separately to each data set. From the
top function down, their equations are 371.7 + 35.6k, 349.4 + 36.sk, 331.7 + 37.2k, and
299.2 + 36.ok.
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What is striking is not only the similarity of the data from different groups
of subjectsin different laboratories, but the remarkableinvariance of the
list-length effect acrosslevels of practice. The filled squaresand solid lines
are the parallel curves that best fit the four sets of data, and they fit very
well, with a mean absolutedeviation of only 1.3 ms. Another way to describe
the invarianceis in terms of the slopesof the fitted linear functions
dotted
lines), which, in order of increasing practice, are 35.6, 36.8, 37.2,
(
and 36.0 ms per item, remarkably similar, and showing no systematic
trend.2s
What should we make of the invariance of the list-length effect across
levels of training? These results provide a clear answer- albeit a negative
one- to the question 'What is learned?" as it applies to the itemrecognition task. The reduction in RT is apparently not the result of
an increasingly efficient memory-interrogation process. It remains to be
determined which processor processes are responsiblefor the improvement
with practice. The absenceof a practice effect on memory search
bears on the question of the " ecological validity " of the task. If a laboratory
task is " artificial," in the senseof calling on skills not often practiced
"
"
outside the laboratory (hence ecologically invalid ), we expect
relatively large effectsof laboratory practice. Seenin this light , the invariance suggests that the memory-interrogation process called on in the
item-recognition task is one that is also used in " everyday life."
14.5.5 Transfer of Information between the CerebralHemispheres
The two cerebralhemispheresof the brain appearto have different specialities. For some functions they are differentially efficient; other functions
may be localized in only one hemisphere. Reaction-time methods have
been applied in interesting ways to analyzethesedifferences, and to measure
the transmissionof information between the hemispheres
. By presenting
a stimulus to one side or the other of the visual field, the input can be
made to arrive at the contralateral(opposite side) hemisphere. To arrange
for the responseto be controlled by a particular hemisphere, the experimenter
can require it to be expressedby movementsof the fingers of the
contralateral hand, or by spoken responses(controlled by the left hemisphere
in most people).
.
Consider an experiment in which a stimulus is delivered to either the
left hemisphere(SL) or the right (SR), but the responseis always controlled by the right hemisphere(RR). When SL is used, the information
must presumablycross to the other hemisphereat somepoint, in order to
control the response. On the other hand, when SR is used, transmission
from one hemisphereto the other is not needed. Basedon this analysis, it
seemsas if the differencebetween the two RTs, RT(SL, RR) - RT(SR, RR),
or alternatively, RT(SR, RJ - RT(SL, RL), might provide an estimate of
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A model of information processingin experiments in which stimulus is delivered to either
left or right cerebralhemisphereand responseis controlled by a particular hemisphere. Stage
T is the transmissionof information from input to output hemisphere, required if they differ.

the time it takesfor information to be transmitted from one hemisphereto
the other. An analysis in terms of hypothetical processingstagesshould
make it clear why this simple-sounding approachhas met with difficulty
and controversy (Bashore1981; Brown, Larson, and Jeeves1994).
The model implicit in some of the thinking in this area is shown in figure
14.16. By controlling the hemisphereto which the stimulus is presented
factor, 1H), we determine the hemispherein
(an input-hemisphere
to
which all the stagesup
stage T (transmission&om one hemisphereto
1H does not change which hemispherecarries
are
carried
out.
the other)
that
follow T. Consider the effect of 1H on RT. If
and
D
C
out the stages(
)
and
output hemispheresare the same(IH = 1HI), stageT is null, and
input
takes zero time. If input and output hemispheresdiffer (IH = 1Hz), information
is transmitted from one to the other during T. Can the effect of 1H
be used as an estimate of transmisEiontime? Yes, if the shift in the hemisphere
that carries out the early stages(A and B) has no effect on their
durations- that is, if the assumption of pure insertion applies to the
transmissionprocess. Otherwise the differencealso includesany effectsof
1H on the durations of these early stages(that is, effects of which hemisphere
carriesthem out). Even though transmissiontime may not be easy
to estimate, much can be learnedfrom such experiments.
A simple starting view is that a stage such as C, whose hemisphereis
fixed acrossthe two levels of 1H, is not influencedin any way by 1H. The
effect of a factor, G, that influencesC selectively, is therefore expectedto
be invariant over levels of 1H. On the other hand, a stagesuchasB, whose
hemisphereis determined by the level of 1H, is likely to function differently
as 1H is varied.z6 In consequence
, a factor, F, that influencesB selecwith
1H.
Similar
interact
is
to
reasoningapplies, of course, if
tively , likely
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the output hemisphere(OH ) is varied, where the quantity examined is
RT(SL, RR) - RT(SL, RJ or RT(SR, RJ - RT(SR, RR).
This approach would enable us to discover which stages have their
hemispheresswitched, and which do not, by determining which factors
interact with input and output hemispheres
, and which do not. One byproduct
of such investigations is the information they would provide
about the ordering of the inferred stages. If the model depicted in figure
14.16 has merit, then a stage, such as B, that is influenced by IH must
precedea stage, such as C, that is not. Consistency among the findings
from variation of IH and OH can be used to test the model.
14.5.6 Task Switching and the Frontal Lobes: Inferenceabout Stagesfrom
LocalizedBrain Damage
Supposethat, in the performanceof some task, additivity of the effectsof
factors F and G has been used to identify two processingstagescalled A
and B and influenced by F and G, respectively. It is possible that the
activity during one of thesestages, say A , dependson or is carried out in
a particular brain region, (x, that is specializedfor that activity . Suppose
this region of Jim' s brain was functionally impaired. If the impairment was
moderaterather than severe, suchthat Jim could still perform the task and
did so without a fundamentalchangein strategy (that is, stagesA and B
still occurred), then the impairment should influence A but not B. The
presenceversus absenceof impairment in region (X(a new, third factor)
should then interact with F but not with G.
Sucha finding would not only provide useful insights about brain function
but could also help support (or deny) conclusionsabout mental operations
arrived at in other ways. If localized impairment of function had
selective effects that could be associatedwith a particular hypothesized
stage, this would constitute evidencefavoring the existenceof that stage.
Of course, there is no requirementthat the functions of different processing
stagesbe carried out by different processors, anatomically distinct or
otherwise, but it is a possibility. (As mentioned above and discussedin
section 14.6.1, a flowchart is not necessarilya circuit diagram.)
Although methods for reversible localized impairment of human brain
function are being developed (see, for example, Beckersand Homberg
1991), they are not yet well established. For humans, the most widely
practiced approach of this sort is therefore one that capitalizeson naturally
occurring localized damage, such as certain traumatic head injuries
and strokes.27 Becausethis approachpresentsmany obstacles, the results
must be interpreted with caution.
Comment9: Difficultiesin makinginferences
. Some
from brain damage
of the obstaclesare as follows: (1) There is typically no performance
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measurebefore the damage, so different levels of the new factor, BD
(brain damage), can be studied only by comparing damagedindividuals
to differentundamagedones. Becauseindividual differencestend
to be large and ubiquitous even among people with no obvious
"
"
brain damage( normals ), clear-cut inferencesare therefore difficult.
(2) Traumatic head injuries tend to produce widespreadminor damage
, as well as localized major damage. The victims of strokes often
have widespreadcerebrovasculardisease. This may be why damage
that appearsto be localized seemsoften to produce at least small
effectson many functions. (3) Even where functionally distinct brain
regions are spatially distinct, there is no reason to expect that the
'
region of damagedue to a stroke (which is determinedby the brain s
vascularorganization) corresponds, so as to be functionally specific.
Indeed, the localized effects of a stroke may be to damage nerve
tracts that project to many brain regions. (4) It may be difficult to
find undamagedcontrol subjectswith overall levels of performance
low enough to be comparable. One approachis to increasethe difficulty
of the task for these subjects, but such increasesmay themselves
have differential effects on different aspectsof performance.
(5) After losing tissue that contributes to some function, the brain
can sometimesdevelop a different way to carry out the samefunction
. (6) The requirementthat despite brain damagethe subject can
still perform in the task introduces subject-selection blases with
unknown implications.
Despite the obstacles, intriguing findings are beginning to emergefrom
studies using the AFM where one of the factors is the presenceversus
absenceof damagein a particular region of the brain. For an example of
what is possible, let us consider findings from work on the role of the
frontal lobes of the brain in switching from one task to another (Rubinstein, Meyer, and Evansforthcoming; Rubinstein, Evans, and Meyer forthcoming
) using normal and brain-damagedsubjects.
In the task used, four target patterns are displayed, and on each of a
seriesof trials a test pattern is presented. On each trial the subject must
decide which target pattern is matched by the test pattern. Eachpattern
consists of one or more geometric shapes, which vary in (a) number, (b)
shape, (c) size, and (d) shading; each of these attributes can have one of
four values. In a condition with a low -complexity matching rule, each of
the four targets matches the test pattern on a different single attribute,
and the subject is instructed to base the match on a particular critical
attribute. For example, if the test pattern contained (a) four (b) triangles of
(c) size 2 with (d) shading level 3, and the critical attribute was shading
level, then the matching target might contain (a) two (b) stars of (c) size 3
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with (d) shading level 3. By merely instructing the subject to switch the
critical attribute in this kind of experiment, the experimenter can change
the task without altering the test or target patterns, so that such switching
can be carried out &om trial to trial. And the complexity of the judgment
can be increasedby requiring the matchesto be based, for example, on
two critical attributes rather than one.28
Three hypothesesguide this research. First, an executive cognitive system
overseesthe coordination of tasks and some aspectsof their performance
. Second, this system is called into action when a person has to
switch between one task and another. And third , the pre&ontal region of
the cerebral cortex is the part of the brain that carries out the executive
function.
The primary factor manipulated in these studies to investigate executive
functioning is the requirement of switching between tasks: a taskfactor, TS. In the pure-task condition, the critical attribute remains
sequence
the same&om one test pattern to the next. For example, in one pair of
pure-task conditions the critical attribute was shapein one seriesof trials
and number in another series. In the corresponding alternating-task condition
, the critical attribute alternatedpredictably &om one test pattern to
the next, so that it was shapefor stimuli 1, 3, 5, . . . and number for stimuli
2, 4, 6, . . . . Becausethere is nothing in the stimulus sequencethat indicates
which attribute is critical, the subject must rememberit (or them) in
both pure and alternating conditions. The effect of TS is the difference
between Rf for an alternating-task condition and the averageRf for the
correspondingpair of pure-t~sk conditions. Rubinstein, Meyer, and Evans
suggest that before determining the match in the alternating condition,
the subject must engagein executive processes: shifting to the new goal
"
"
by storing a command (for example, Match on number ) in short-term
memory, and then retrieving &om long-term memory the detailed procedures
used to carry out that command.
Figure 14.17A shows findings of Rubinstein and colleaguesthat favor
the idea that the executive processand task performanceare carried out in
distinct stages. In this experiment, normal subjectssorted a deck of cards
containing the test patterns into one of four piles, depending on which of
the displayed targets was matched. Cards were held face down in one
hand and sorted with the other. The Rf was determined by dividing the
total time to sort the deck by the number of cards. One factor that influences
. task
performanceis the discriminability of the critical attribute, AD
(attribute discriminability); how long it takesto discover which of the four
targets is matched by a test pattern varies systematicallywith the attribute
. In this experiment, the attributes number and shape were discrimin
more rapidly than shading and size. The figure shows that AD
has an effect that is virtually invariant over the two levels of TS, which
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supports the hypothesis of two stages, executive processes (A ) and task
performance(B), with TS influencing A selectively, and AD influencing B
selectively.
A secondfactor manipulatedby Rubinstein and colleaguesis the complexity
of the matching rule (RC, rule complexity). A task like the example
above (with a single critical attribute) is defined as having low RC,
while a task in which a subject had to base the matching decision on a
conjunction of two attributes (like shading and size) is defined as having
high RC. (In the alternating condition with high RC, two pairs of attributes
were specified, which alternated from trial to trial. For example, on
odd trials the subject might have to choose the target that matched the
test stimulus in both shading and size; on even trials in both number and
shape.) It seemsreasonablethat
1. Rule complexity should influencethe executive stage A , because
activatinga more complex rule should take more time, and
2. Rule complexity should also influencethe task-performancestage
B, becauseimplementinga more complex rule should take more time.
The data in figure 14.17B support assertion 1 becauseRC interacts positively
with the task-sequencefactor, which has been shown (panel A ) to
influencea distinct stage, A . For support of assertion2 in the spirit of the
AFM , we might test whether RC interacts with a factor that influencesB
selectively. But the only such factor currently known is discriminability,
which is difficult to vary independently of RC.
Is there any other argument for assertion 27 Suppose the executive
stageA vanisheswhen task switching is not required, without altering any
of the other processingstages. If so, the evidencein panel B that there is
an RC effect under pure-task conditions, when task switching is not called
for, would support assertion2. (Without the assumptionthat A vanishes,
the effect of RC under both alternating-task and pure-task conditions
could be explained as due to stage A .) How might we determine that a
changefrom alternating-task to pure-task conditions causesdeletion of A ,
rather than merely reducesits duration7If there is a factor that influences
only stage A , and A is deleted, then we expect to see no effect of that
factor on Rf . Thus the complete elimination of an effect of a factor when
TS is changedfrom alternating-task to pure-task is a specialkind of interaction
that could be taken as evidence favoring deletion rather than
merely shortening of the executive stage. As we shall see, frontal lobe
damagemay influenceonly stageA , and may thus be such a factor.
"
"
Comment10: The meaningof pure insertion. The relation we are
and the presenceof stageA is an
consideringbetweentask switching
"
'
instanceof the assumptionof " pure insertion required by Donders
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"
subtractionmethod, and has two parts. The first part (" pure ) asserts
that the manipulation should have no influence on other stages. In
accordancewith the AFM , this part can be tested by determining
whether factors believed to influencetheseother stageshave effects
on RT that are invariant with and without the insertion of A . Suppose
the increasein TS level inserts the executivestage. Then invarianceof the attribute-discriminability (AD ) effect (assumedto be due
to the task-performancestage) over levels of the TS factor provides
"
"
such a test. The secondpart of " pure insertion (" insertion ), asserts
that the experimental manipulation (say, an increasein level of TS)
should insert a stage (say, A ), rather than merely prolong a stage
that is already present. This is the part that would be favored if a
factor that influencesRT under alternating conditions had zero effect
under pure-task conditions.
To acquire the data shown in figure 14.17C, Rubinstein, Evans, and
Meyer (forthcoming) ran several groups of brain-damagedpatients in a
pattern-matching experiment, along with a group of matched normals.
The task was similar to the low -complexity condition used earlier, but
instead of sorting cards the subjectsrespondedwith key pressesto video
displays; it is perhapsbecauseof the procedure change that the RTs for
normals are shorter in this figure. The data shown are from the normals
and from the largest group of patients, those with damagein the left prefrontal
cortex. In almost all casesthe damage was due to a stroke. In
thinking about such data, we need to realize that such damageis a crude
manipulation: even given preciselocalization of executive function in the
brain, with the neurons in a particular region responsiblefor it and nothing
else, the likelihood is small that the damagedue to a stroke would be
limited to that region, and henceto that function.
Figure 14.17
Effectsof four fadors in a categorizing task. TS: task sequencepure (matching criterion stays
the same from test stimulus to test stimulus) versus alternating (criterion alternates); AD :
high versus low discriminability of the criterial attribute when rule complexity is low ; RC:
complexity of the classificationrule low (one criterial matching attribute) versus high (two
criterial attributes); and BD: normal versus damagedleft prefrontal cortex. Panel A shows
additive effectsof TS and AD in normal subjects: the effect of task sequenceis invariant over
levels of discriminability. Panel8 shows the interadion of TS and RC in normal subjects: the
effed of task sequenceis modulated by rule complexity. PanelC shows an interadion of TS
and BD: the effect of task sequenceis greater in patients than normals. Data from the seleded
subsetof patients (dotted line) show that prefrontal damagethat degradesperformancewhen
tasks alternate can leave pure-task performanceunimpaired. Data in panels A and 8 from
Rubinstein, Meyer, and Evans(forthcoming), experiment 1; data in panel C from Rubinstein,
Evans, and Meyer (forthcoming), experiment 1.
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Seenin this light , the data in figure 14.17C are impressive. The top pair
of points are the meansfrom the full set of eleven patients, and the bottom
pair from the normals. The effect of BD is substantially greater when
task switching is required. Whereas the introduction of task switching
produces a mean increase in RT of 57 percent for normals, the mean
increaseis 122 percent for patients. Even more interesting, in four of the
eleven patients, their RTs in the pure-task condition fall within the range
of RTs for that condition in the nine normals. The meanRT for those four
selectedpatients is shown by the middle pair of points. It is no doubt premature
to draw firm conclusionsfrom such limited data, especially when
the selection criterion is a potential source of bias} 9 Suppose, however,
that the data pattern for the selectedgroup were confirmed. This would
indicate that it is possiblefor the brain to be damagedin such a way as to
leave the task-performancestageunimpaired, while prolonging the executive
stage considerably (the mean increasein RT due to task switching
for this selectedgroup is 140 percent). Furthermore, the absenceof an
effect of BD on pure-task performance (for these patients) is consistent
with the idea that the executivestageis deletedwhen task switching is not
required and the task is sufficiently simple, rather than merely shortened.
These tentative conclusionsare illustrated by the flowcharts in figure
14.18, which are intended to apply to normals and to the selectedgroup
of patients for whom BD has no effect on B. PanelA contains the sort of
diagram you have seenbefore. But in this casethere is evidence that the
effect of TS on the executive processis special, in the sensethat at the
pure-task level (TS = TS1) this stageis deleted. The result is that BD interacts
with TS in a special way, such that the BD effect disappearswhen
TS = TS1in~ ead of merely shrinking. This feature is spelled out in figure
14.18B. A symbolic representationof the conclusionsis also helpful. Let
levels of TS; (task sequence
), BDj (brain damage), RCk (rule complexity),
and A Dm (attribute discriminability) be indexed as shown, by i, j , k, and m,
respectively. The model of figure 14.18Bcan then be expressedas RT;jkm=
a;jko+ bookm
, with the condition aljko = 0 added, to capture the idea that A
is deleted in the pure-task condition, TS = TS1.
How might these conclusionsbe strengthened? This could be done by
confirming implicationsof the model. First, we needevidencethat the same
processingstagesare used by brain-damagedsubjectsas by normals, as
reflected in the model. Thus, for example, it is important that TS and AD
have additive effects in brain-damaged as well as normal subjects, that
is, that Dim(RT;jkm) = Dim(a;jko) + Dim(bOOkm
) = 0 for both BDj = BDI and
=
BDj BD2. Second, becausebrain damageis assumedto have no effect
on B in the selectedgroup of patients, the effect of AD should be the
samefor that group as for normals. That is, Dm(RT;lkm) = Dm(RT;2km
)=
)' And third , whereas RC might have a larger effect in brainDm(bookm
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Figure 14.18
Two -stage model of classificationperformancefor normals and for selectedset of patients
in which brain damage has no effect on pure-task performance. In panel A the model is
expressedas a typical flowchart. The diagram in panel B makesexplicit the deletion of stage
A under pure-task conditions.

damaged subjects than normals in the alternating condition, this should
not be true in the pure-task condition, where the RC effects for the two
) - Dk(RT21km
groups should be equal. That is, whereas Dk(RT22km
)=
RT
) - Dk(a21ko
) may be positive, Dk(RT12km
Dk(a22ko
) Dk( llkm) =
) - Dk(bookm
) should be zero. If it is to apply to the entire group
Dk(bOOkm
of patients, for whom BD influencesstage B as well as A , the model, and
hencethe secondand third implication, would have to be modified.

14.5.7 Stages
in Speech
Production : Real-Time
Effect
Specific

Evidence of a Stage-

"
"
Try to say one , two , three , four , five as fast as you can. It is not surprising
that the shortest time per word that you can achieve depends on
the properties of the words , such as the number of syllables each one contains
. More unexpected is the finding that the time per word in utterances
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plannedin advancealso dependson the number of words in the utterance.
For utterancesof up to about six words, even when they are as simple as
" one two three " the more words
,
,
,
they contain, the more time elapses
between the beginning of one word and the beginning of the next
of
(Sternberg, et al. 1988). For example, the time &om the beginning
" one two
" two " is about 20 ms
" one" to the
in
of
,
,
longer
beginning
"
"
"
three, four, five than it is in one, two , three. That a property of the
whole utterance (its length) influencesthe production of each element is
consistentwith the idea that the production of a plannedutteranceis controlled by a representationof the entire sequence- an utteranceprogram.
The discovery of how the effect of utterance length (number of word
units, n) combines with the effect of unit size (number of syllables per
unit), provided a clue about the basis of these effects.3o Results of the
experiment are shown in figure 14.19A, where the meanword duration in
millisecondsper word is plotted as a function of the length of the utterance
"
"
, for utterancesof one-syllable words (like bay , rum, limb ) and of
"
"
two -syllable words (like baby , rumble, limit ).31 The excellent fit of the
additive model in figure 14.19A suggeststhat two stagesare associated
with the production of eachunit in the utterance, one influencedby utterance
length but not unit size, and the other influenced by size but not
length. This is the direction my colleaguesand I took in developing a
model of the rapid production of planned speech, sketchedbelow.
We assumethat after seeinga visual display of the utteranceto be produced
, but before the signal to speak, the subject preparesan utterance
"
"
program, which is stored in a motor -program buffer. The program consists
of a set of subprograms
, one for each unit in the utterance. (For the
experiment whose results are shown in figure 14.19, the number of units
equalsthe number of words, although production unit boundariesare not
An
.
alternating sequenceof selection
necessarilythe sameas word boundaries)
and commandstagesusesthe information in the program. Before the
Figure 14.19
Effectsof utterancelength on word and segmentdurations. PanelA shows effects of utterance
length (number of words, n) and word size (number of syllables per word ) on mean
word-duration. An additive model (filled squaresconnectedby solid lines) has been fitted to
the data (open squares
) and fits wen, indicating that the effect of utterance length on word
duration is invariant over word size(and vice versa). The fitted linear fundions (dotted lines),
constrainedto have the sameslope, are 8S + 12n ms (one-syUablewords) and 169 + 12n ms
(two- syUablewords). Panel B shows mean word duration for utterancescomposedof twosyllable words seleded to facilitate segmentation based on the acoustic signal. The fitted
linear function is 194 + Iln ms. PanelC (under panel B) shows mean segmentdurations for
the sameutterances. The fitted linear functions are, in ms, Cl : 29.0 + 0.3n; Rl : 31.2 + 2.2n;
VI : 71.8 + 0.9n; C2: 23.3 - 0.3n; R2: 37.0 - 0.2" : and V2: 1.7 + 8.2n. Data from Sternberg
et aI. 1988, sections2.2 and 4.3.
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Figure 14.20
Inferred stagesassociatedwith typical unit in rapidly producedplannedutteranceof sequence
of suchunits. Horizontal arrows betweenstagesare omitted to clarify time relations.

be
production of a unit can be initiated, the relevant subprogram must
selectedfrom the buffer; the command stage then causesit to be " executed
." We assumethat the duration of the selection stage is influenced
by the number of subprogramsbut not by the length of the subprogram
selectedor the size of the corresponding unit. In particular, the duration
of the selection stage increaseslinearly with the number of units. (This
would not be unreasonableif selectionwere accomplishedby a sequential
searchthrough a set of directory entries. However, many find implausible
the idea that any searchfor the next unit should be required.) We also
assumethat the duration of eachcommandstage is influencedby the size
of the subprogrambeing executed(and thus the size of the unit ), but not
by the number of units in the utterance. As indicated in Agure 14.20, the
time from the beginning of one unit to the beginning of the next (the
duration of the unit ) is thus occupied by the command stage for the unit
now being produced, followed by the selectionstagefor the unit that will
follow . The duration of the unit is then the sum of the durations of these
commandand selectionstages.
From the viewpoint of the AFM , what is interesting about this application
is that during the inferred stagesof processingnot only are mental
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(and brain ) events occurring , as in the other applications discussed, but also
overt behavior (speech) is being produced . This provides us with a new
way of testing the stage model . We have inferred that utterance length
influences the duration of only the selection stage. The influence of length
is therefore intermittent . We should be able to define a series of epochs
during the utterance , such that the even epochs are influenced by utterance
32
length , while the odd epochs are not .
This suggests that the series of articulatory events in the produced
speech might reflect the underlying stages, which would thus beexternal ized, and thus separately measurable. Suppose the command stage directly
controls an initial subsequence of the sequence of articulatory gestures that
makes up a unit . Because the command stage is not influenced by utterance
length , the articulation rate within the initial subsequence should also
be independent of length . It is thus possible that , within the production of
each unit , the extra time required when we lengthen the utterance is localized, perhaps toward the end of the unit , when the selection stage for the
next unit is taking place. An alternative to localization of the effect of
utterance length on the maximum speech rate is that it is a global effect ,
distributed over all the articulatory events , as it might be if maintenance
of a longer utterance program in memory made more use of a limited
resource shared by the speech production process.
Comment 11: More on the model and its predictions. Because rapid
speech does not contain regular periods of silence as long as the
duration required by the selection stage, the command stage must
have delayed effects as well as direct effects, as indicated in figure
14.20. This permits control of the subsequent articulation of the
end of the unit , articulation that occurs during the ensuing selection
stage. But to explain the additivity we observed , any such delayed
effects must end before the next command stage begins , or must
give way to it . Also , because the boundaries of the production unit
are not necessarily the boundaries of the word , it does not follow
from the model that the segments influenced by utterance length
will be those at the end of the word . Finally , because there is supposedly one selection stage per unit , there should be as many such
sets of contiguous rate -varying segments as there are units in the
utterance .
The prediction based on the additive effects of length and size about the
externalized stage structure also depends on a sufficient degree of moment to -moment coupling between the underlying processing operations and
the speech-production process itself . Although we had no evidence about
this coupling , the prediction seemed worth testing . We used two -syllable
"
"
"
"
words like copper and token , with stress on the initial syllable and
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with each syllable starting with an articulatory closure (during which no
sound is emitted), to facilitate segmentationbasedon the acoustic signal.
Mean word duration is shown as a function of utterance length in figure
14.198. We decomposedeach word into six segments, Cl , Rl , VI , C2,
R2, and V2, which correspondroughly to the consonantclosure, the consonan
release, and the vowel, for each syllable, and we measuredthe
durations of eachsegment. The meansegmentdurations, in figure 14.19C,
show that the prediction is confirmed. Although VI is the longest segment
(a feature of two -syllable words with initial stress), its duration is
virtually unaffectedby utterancelength. In contrast, most of the effect of
length on word duration (74 percent) is localized in the vowel of the second
syllable, V2, which, for two -word utterances, consumesonly 8 percent
of the duration of a word. Rather than pervading the unit , the effect
of utterancelength is indeed intermittent in the speechitself, just as it is in
the stagesshown by the AFM to underlie its production.
14.5.8 Rotation and Magnification of Mental Images

Studentsof psychology have beencaptivatedby the claim that people can
form a mental image, store it , compareit to a new stimulus, and transform
it in various ways without changing its shape, suchas mentally rotating it
in the plane or scaling its size up or down. Rotation and size scaling are
especiallyinteresting becausetheir duration patterns suggestthey are similar
to correspondingmanipulationsin the physical world .
When the orientation of a physical object is changedfrom upright (0 )
to upside-down (180 ), for example, it must pass through the full set of
intervening orientations, 0 ~ (J ~ 180 . And when the projection on the
retina of a real object 100 cm from you shrinksbecauseit moves to 200 cm,
it must passthrough the intervening sizes. The similarity to mental operations
arisesin tasks that subjectssupposedlyaccomplishby using mental
images. In some experiments, when two patterns are presented successively
and subjectsmust decidewhether they have the sameshapedespite
possible disparities in orientation (or size), the time to respond increases
systematically with the magnitude of the disparity. One explanation is
that to align the mental image of one stimulus (51) with the percept of
the other (52), the image of 51 is gradually transformed into the orientation
(or size) of 52, passing through the intervening orientations (or
sizes). Suchan effect is similar to what would happenif the transformation
were carried out by " analog computation" - by manipulating a representat
of the physical object that captures its spatial properties relatively
directly, rather than a more abstract representation of the object.
? One possible
Why might the alignment of image and percept be necessary
reasonis that they are comparedby a processof template matching:
33
position-by -position point correlation.
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14.5.8.1 Combining Two Image Transformations
It is tempting to think that there might be separatespecial-purpose processesfor mental rotation and mental size-scaling. How might we test this
idea? On a simple view of the image-transformation process, the time
to rotate an image from orientation (Jl to (J2 should not depend on the
size of the object, and the time to scalethe size of an image from 51 to 52
should not depend on its orientation. One approach to testing for separate
processes is to require subjectsto comparepatterns that differ in both
orientation and size. Do subjects implement separatetransformations of
each? If they do, the rotation process(and hencethe effect of disparity in
orientation on it ) should be invariant over changesin size ratio. And similarly
, the size-scaling process (and hence the effect of size ratio on it )
should be invariant over changesin orientation disparity. If, in addition,
thesetwo transformationsare accomplishedin different processingstages,
the AFM provides the desiredtests of such invariance.
On each trial in thei( experiment, Bundesen
, Larsen, and Farrell (1981)
askedsubjectsto view two successivestimulus presentationsof the same
character(the charactersthey used were " 3," " 4," " 7," "J," " P," and " R,"
all asymmetricboth vertically and horizontally). The subject first saw the
"
"
"
"
target (51), for 0.5 sec, and then after 1.1 sec, the probe (52), which
remainedvisible until the responsewas made. The target and probe could
differ in size, orientation, or both, to varying extents. In addition, each
stimulus could be either normal or mirror-reversed. If both target and
, or if both were reversed, the correct responsewas
probe were normal
"
to press the same" button; otherwise, the correct responsewas to press
"
the different" button. Eachcharacterhad a bar superimposedon it , from
its center to its top, to facilitate discrimination of its orientation.
The effects of the orientation and size disparities between the target
and the probe, averagedover responsetype (" same" and " different" ) and
over six subjects, are shown in figure 14.21. The orientation disparity was
0 , 30 , 60 , or 90 , either clockwise or counterclockwise; data are averaged
over direction. The ratio of linear sizes, size of probe / size of target,
was either , or , 1, where , could be 1.0, 1.5, 2.67, or 4.0. Data are averaged
over , and , 1 for each , . Shown with the data is a fitted additive
model, which fits very well; the meanabsolutedeviation is only 2 ms. The
deviations appear nonsystematic and are small, especially in relation to
the range of over 200 ms covered by the means. The effect of orientation
disparity is invariant over differencesin size, and the effect of size ratio is
invariant over differencesin orientation. We thus have strong support for
the idea that mental rotation and mental size-scaling are accomplishedin
separate stages. Introspective reports from two of the subjects might
lead to a minor modification of this idea; they reported experiencing
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Figure 14.21
Effectsof orientation and size disparitiesbetween target and probe in same-different experiment
"
"
"
"
. Mean RT averagedover same and different responses(open squares) is shown as a
function of the ratio of linear sizesof target and probe, for eachof four orientation disparities
indicated in degrees. An additive model (filled squaresconnectedby lines) has been fitted to
the data, and fits wen, indicating that the effect of each kind of disparity is invariant over
levels of the other. Data from Bundesen
, Larsen, and Farren 1981.

changesin the size and orientation of their images as concurrent rather
than sequential. How might this be reconciled with the support for an
, Larsen, and Farrell suggestthat the rotation
arrangementin stages? Bundesen
and size-scaling operations may each be composedof a sequenceof
partial transformations, so that at any given time only one such transforma
is occurring, and that these two kinds of partial transformation
are interleaved.J4 That is, instead of two stages there are two processes
that alternate, with orientation disparity influencing one processand size
ratio influencing the other. Another possibility is that introspective reports
on these rapid processes may not be accurate reflections of the underlying
operations, and that in fact one transformation is completed before
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the other begins. The AFM alone cannot discriminate between these
possibilities.
Any evidence of other factors that influence one of the two transformation
and not the other would strengthen the conclusion of separate
processingmodules. Between-subject differencesfortuitously provide
such an effect in this study. The subjectsfell into two groups, based on
their overall mean RTs: for four of the subjectsthese values ranged from
508 to 548 ms; for the other two they were 643 and 665 ms. The effectsof
the orientation and size factors are shown separatelyfor the two groups in
figure 14.22. PanelA shows that orientation effectsdiffer dramatically: for
the fast group, the effect is approximately linear with a range of 119 ms,
whereasfor the slow group, the effect is distinctly nonlinear with a range
of 267 ms, more than twice as great. In contrast, panel B shows remarkable
similarity between the size effects in the two groups. Both are approximately
linear, and the fitted linear functions have similar slopes (13 and
16 ms per unit ratio). Apparently the mental rotation mechanismsdiffer
markedly between groups, while the mental size-scaling mechanismsare
similar. That is, the factor SUB (subjects) interacts with orientation disparity
but virtually not at all with size ratio. Such a close approximation
to the selectiveinfluenceof SUB on mental image rotation is further evidence
that rotation and size scaling of mental images are carried out by
functionally distinct processes operating in separatestages.
14.5.8.2 Mental Rotationin Detail: Applicationof the SubtractionMethod
By detailed analysisof trials for the four fast subjectson which the target
(51) and probe (52) could differ only in orientation and were equal in size,
Bundesen
, Larsen, and Farrell (1981) tested the stagewisestructure of the
rotation
image
process and, using a modem version of the subtraction
method, produced convincing evidence for the idea that when a mental
image is transformed from orientation (Jl to orientation (J2, it traverses
intermediate orientations. To explain how they did this, I provide a few
more details of their experiment. Figure 14.23 shows the set of twelve
possible orientations of the target and probe, denoted by (Jt and (Jp,
respectively, in degrees counterclockwise from vertical. The target (51)
could have anyone of thesetwelve orientations, and the probe (52) could
be separatedfrom the target by l(Jp- (Jtl = 0 , 30 , 60 , or 90 clockwise
or counterclockwise. Bounded by each pair of adjacent orientations are
two directed sectors, one directed away from the vertical and one toward
it , denoted by upper- and lowercase letters, respectively. For example,
associatedwith 120 and 150 are sectors e (directed toward 0 ) and E
(directed away from 0 ). The need for directed sectors will become clear
below. With twelve (Jt values and seven (Jp values for each (Jt, the full
data set of RT((Jt, (Jp) has 84 values. By averaging over (Jt values and
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Figure 14.23
Thetwelvepossibleorientations
of targetandprobein experiment
of Bundesen
, Larsen
, and
Farrell1981,with directedsectorsdenotedby letters.Orientationson a typicaltrial areindicated
"
"
"
"
by thelocationsof thewords target (8t = 150) and probe (8" = 90 ). In themodel
discussed
in the text, the imagestartsat the orientationof thetargetandis mentallyrotated
to the orientationof theprobe.

dir ~ on of the orientation disparity, the data set is reducedto four values
of RT(IOp- OfI), exemplified by figure 14.22A,...:!fhere there is also averaging
over size difference. ( Note the use of RT to indicate the further
averaging.)
Supposetarget and probe have orientations Of = 150 and Op= 90 ,
respectively, as indicated in figure 14.23. One model of the process, diagrammedin figure 14.24A,B, is as follows: The image starts at Of = 150 ,
the orientation of the target. After the probe is presented and its orientation
determined by an initial encoding process, the image is rotated
clockwise through lOp- Of! = 190 - 150 1= 60 to Op= 90 , traversing
sectorse and d. Finally, the rotated image and the probe are compared, a
same-different decision is made, and the responseis initiated. Let RTed
denote the meanRT for such a trial.
As suggestedin the figure, the image-rotation processin the model is
influencedby twelve factors, HA, HB, . . . , HR, one for eachsectorthat might
be traversed. (The rotation processis of courseregardedascontinuous; the
cuts that define discretesubstagesare inserted at 30 intervals only to reflect
the manipulationsin this particular experiment.) Eachof thesefactors
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Figure 14.24
A model for the mental rotation task. PanelA shows the four hypothesizedstages. Encoding
the probe is likely be influencedby its orientation, 8, . As discussedbelow, probe encoding
might also be influenced by priming of the probe by the target (presented earlier), to an
extent that decreasedwith the differencebetween their orientations, 18, - 8, 1. The rotation
stageis influencedby which sectorsmust be traversedby the rotation process. For example,
factor HA is elevatedif sector A must be traversed. The responsetype (" same" or ':different" )
is likely to influencethe comparisonand decision stages. As discussedbelow, if mental rotation
is not distortion-free and the distortion increaseswith the amount of rotation, the comparison
stage might also be influenced by the orientation difference between target and
probe. PanelB shows the substagesof the mental-rotation stageon a trial when only sectors
e and d must be traversed, as in figure 14.23. In this case, the levels of factors H , and Hd are
elevated
, and substagesR (e) and R (d ) have nonzero durations. In panel C (discussedbelow)
stageB has been segmentedinto B1 (for traversing the context sectors) and B1 (fortraversing
a critical sector). The factors are the size of the context rotation (CS), the presenceof the
critical sector (Halt), and the time to traverse the critical sector (TTait>. The order of B1 and
B1 dependson the particular critical and context sectors.
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has two levels, " present" and " absent." Only when a factors level is elevated
"
"
(i.e., present ) does the rotation include traversalof the corresponding
sector. A changein factor level thereforeinserts or deletesa (sub)stage
of the image rotation process, and the effect of that factor is the duration
of that substage- the time taken to traverse the corresponding sector.
"
"
(For example, if the level of Hd is present, but not otherwise, the rotation
includesstage R(d), during which the image traversessectord. Figure
14.24B shows the sequenceof twelve stagesof image rotation for the trial
describedabove, for which (Of, Op) = (150 , 90 ). Only the levels of factors
He and Hd are elevated; the stagescorrespondingto the other sectors
are all shown as consumingzero time.35
To test the idea that the image passesthrough intermediate orientations
, Bundesen
, Larsen, and Farrell (1981) strengthenedthe image rotation
model with an additional property that they would also test. They
assumedthat not only must the image be rotated through all the sectors
-sectorsproperty), but also that the time
between (Jf and (Jp(the intervening
to traverse any particular sector is the same, regardlessof the other sectors
-duration invariance
with which its traversal is concatenated(the sector
.
This
second
which
excludes
all context effects
property)
strong
property,
on rotation rate, makespossiblea quantitative test of the first property .
If sector-duration invariancecould be confirmed, we would have another
instanceof the invarianceof factor effects. For example, the invariance of
the time to traversesectorf relative to the presenceor absenceof sectord
in the rotation can be describedas the invariance of the effect of Hf with
respect to the level of Hd. This analysis illustrates the fact that the subtraction
method (section 14.4.2) is a special caseof the AFM where the
critical factors all have two levels and a change in factor level inserts
or deletes a stage, thus providing an estimate of its duration. The pureinsertion assumptionthen implies (and is tested by ) the invariance of the
effectsof such factors. This view of the subtraction method makesit clear
that an additivity test provides one way to assessits validity . For example
, one test of sector-duration invariance is provided by asking whether
the effectsof factors Hd and Hf are additive. One estimate of td, the time
to traverse sectord , is provided by the effect of Hd when sectorf is also
traversed, RTfed- RTfe. Another estimate is provided by the effect of Hd
when sectorf is not traversed, RTed- RTe. If the effectsof .!!.!l and
are
additive, then these two estimates of td are equal, and RTfed- RTfe =
RTed- RTe (such comparisonsare discussedbelow). Equality would tell
us that insertion of stage R(d) has the sameeffect on RT whether or not
stage R(f) is present (and vice versa), thus supporting the pure-insertion
assumption.
, Larsen, and Farrell
By evaluating averagesof such estimates, Bundesen
(1981) discovered that the traversal times for different sectorsdiffer radi-
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. In general
,
cally, and alsothat they dependon the directionof traversal
rotationis slowerwhenthe imageis fartherfrom upright (sectorf in figure
14.23 is slowerthansectorb), andwhenthe directionof imagemotion
is awayfrom upright ratherthantowardit (sectorB is slowerthansector
b). However, the bilateralsymmetryindicatedby the repeatedlettersin
the figure seemsto obtain(for example
, sectorA hasthe sameduration
whetherclockwiseor counterclockwise
).
Comment
12: Sectordifferences
andtheirimplications
. One set of estimated
traversaltimesfor individualsectorsa, ... , fare 26, 32, 33,
54, 34, and67 ms, respectively
, andfor A, ... , Fare 32, 54, 56, 70,
94, and 53 ms, respectively
; thesetwelve values(which also estimate
the effectsizesof the factorsshownin figure 14.248) covera
rangeof almostfour to one. Eachof thesevalueswas obtainedby
. For example
, fa is the meanof RT,baRT
averagingfour estimates
,b, RTba- RTb, RTaAB- RTAB, and RTaA - RTA. Note that if
thereis an effectof probeorientationOpon an initial stagein which
the probe (Sv is encoded
, then the first two of theseestimates
would includethis effect and would thus be biased
, becausethe
orientations
differ
between
the
two
terms
in
these
.
estimators
probe
, the traversals of cbaand cb end at Op= 0 and
(In the example
.) This is not a problemfor the secondtwo
Op= 30 , respectively
estimators
, however. (In the example
, the traversals of aA and A
both end at Op= 30 .) You may wonderhow the largedifferences
amongthe sectordurationscanbe c~ istentwith the approximate
linearityof the functionthat relatesRT to lOp- Ot\ (figure 14.22A,
fast subjects
). Thesedifferencesare irrelevantbecauseeachplotted
valueis a meanof rotationsthat start equallyoften at eachof the
twelveorientationsand, for lOt- Bpi> 0, aredirectedequallyoften
clockwiseand counterclockwise
. Hence, given the intervening
sectorsproperty, eachplotted valuereflectseachsectorwith equal
frequency(twice eachfor the set of rotationsthat areaveragedfor
60 , for example
, the sametwelve
). Givensector-durationinvariance
sectord~ tions are thus includedwith equalfrequencies
i !Leach
.
In
RT
value
for
which
O
the
RTs
for
>
,
Otl
particular
plotted
lOp
30 , 60 , and 90 aremeansover trials on which rotationdurations
are, for 30 , fa, tb, ... , IF; for 60 , (tb+ fa), (t, + tb), ... , (tE+ IF); and
for 90 , (t, + tb + fa), (td..:t.t, + tb), ... , (tD + tE+ IF). Thus, while linearity
of the effecton RT of lOp- Otl is consistentwith a uniform
rotationrate, it by no meansdemonstrates
it. To seethis in a more
dramaticcase
, supposeonly one sector takesnonzerotime (for
, supposethe intervalfrom Otto Opaddsk ms to the RT if it
example
includessectorF, and zero ms otherwise
). The meaneffectof ori-
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entation disparity on Rf would still be linear . Furthermore , while
consistent with the conjunction of the properties of intervening sectors
and sector -duration invariance , such linearity would also be
found if the duration of each sector increased or decreased with the
number of sectors traversed , if the increase or decrease satisfied certain
constraints .
In an important insight , Bundesen, Larsen, and Farrell ( 1981 ) recognized
that the systematic differences among the traversal times for sectors a,
h, . . . , f , A , B, . . . , F permits a strong test of the property of sector duration invariance , and thereby the intervening - sectors property . To see
what sector differences can contribute to such a test , suppose instead that
traversal times are equal for all sectors and directions . The entire pattern
of durations of the rotation process, for all combinations of Of and Opincluding additivity of the sector factors could then be described by the
mean
duration
, tmr, of the mental - rotation stage
single assertion that the
model of the effect of orientation
.
An
alternative
with
increases linearly
lOp OfI
was
not
due to the duration of an
in
which
the
effect
disparity
to
would
have
only
approximate such a linear
image rotation process
increase.
Comment 13: Alternative explanations of the orientation-disparity effect.
One such alternative is that there is no transformation of the image .
Instead, corresponding features in the image and probe are compared
sequentially . However , locating a feature in the probe that corresponds
to one in the image requires search, and if the orientation
disparity is greater , more search (and hence more time ) is needed. A
second alternative is that the image is rotated to correspond to the
probe , but the average time to perform the rotation is fixed , rather
than increasing with orientation disparity . The rotated image is a distorted
version of the target , however , with an amount of distortion
that increases with lOp- OfI. The resulting shape discrepancies between
the rotated image and the probe slow the comparison process
by an amount that increases with orientation disparity . In a third
alternative , discussed below , the encoding of the probe is primed
by presentation of the target to an extent that decreases with disparity
. Any - 2f these alternative mechanisms could produce an
increase in Rf with lOp- OfI, as required . (To adjust such mechanisms
so that the increase is linear might make them less plausible ,
but an image -rotation mechanism in which mean rotation rate is
independent of the size of the rotation is also implausible , and the
truth is sometimes implausible . Furthermore , the data are only
approximately linear .) The three alternative mechanisms differ in an
important respect from the proposed image rotation explanation :
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for neither of them is the process for a small orientation disparity
nested within the more prolonged process required when the disparityis
greater .

One way to think about the implications of the differences of traversal
"
time across sectors is that each sector has a distinctive durational signature
"
, expressed as an additive contribution to tmr when that sector is
traversed . According to the model , that signature should stay the same as
we vary the other sectors that must be traversed . Notice that more than
one such kind of invariance can be examined . For example , we could ask
whether the traversal time for a sector is the same whether it begins or
ends a rotation (one kind of invariance ). Or we could ask whether it is the
same regardless of the durations of the sectors with which it is concatenated
(a second kind of invariance ). The test of a third kind of invari ance is shown in figure 14.25. Here we ask whether the traversal time for
"
"
a critical 300 sector is the same whether it is concatenated with another
"
"
300 rotation (the low level of a context size factor ; CS = CS30) or with a
600 rotation (the high level of context size; CS = CS6o). Each sector can
be regarded as the critical one, and we can ask whether the corresponding
sector factor interacts with context size. Supposed is the critical sector
and thus Hcrit = Hd the sector factor . One way to answer this question is
to compare two effects. The first is the effect of concatenating R (d ) (the
traversal of sectord ) with traversal of one other sector (the effect of Hd
when CS = CS30) and is estimated by the mean of Rf td - Rf t and Rf dcRf c. (In each of these differences the Rf for context alone is subtracted
from the Rf for context plus critical sector.) The second is the effect of
concatenating R (d ) with traversal of two other sectors (the effect of Hd
when CS = CS60) and is estimated by the mean of Rf fed- Rf ft and
Rf dcb- Rf cb. Given the invariance property , these two means should be
36
equal. Instead of making this comparison separately for each of the
twelve sectors, I combined them into three sets according to their mean
traversal times , to simplify the test and improve reliability . Membership
of the critical sector in a set can be regarded as the level of a factor that
specifies its traversal time , TT crit. Mean traversal times for the fast, medium
, and slow sets are 32 , 54 , and 77 ms, respectively , and are reflected
differences
by
among the vertical separations between the .fitted parallel
lines in the three panels of figure 14.25 ; the separations increase from left
to right .37 Within a panel , in figure 14.25A , for example , the mean effects
of concatenating a fast sector ( TT crit short ) with 300 and 600 rotations are
shown , respectively , by the distances between the left -hand and righthand
pair of data points .
The data for context -alone rotations (bottom pair of data points in each
panel ) differ across panels A , 8 , and C because the sets of context sectors
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differ for the three levels of TTcrit. Context and critical sectors must be
adjacentor almost adjacent; also for most rotations they are traversed in
the samedirection relative to vertical. As a result, the traversal times of
critical sectors and their associatedcontext sectors are positively correlated
. This correlation is reflectedby the slopesof the fitted lines in figure
14.25, which are correlatedwith their separations, increasingwith TTcrit.
To help in thinking about this analysis, it is useful to considerthe model
of figure 14.24 asrestatedin panel C. Here the rotation process(stageB) is
segmentedinto two stages, B1 for traversing the context sectors, and B2
for traversing the critical sector. The factors to consider are context size
(CS), presenceor absenceof the critical sector (Hcrit), and time to traverse
the critical sector (TTcrit, short, medium, or long). The context-size factor
determinesthe levels of the two sector factors associatedwith stage B 1:
For the sectors depicted, CS = CS30omeansthat He is elevated, but not
Hf ; CS = CS60 means that both are elevated. The figure also indicates
relations between these factors and stagesB1 and B2. The heavy broken
arrows between factors and stages represent the model with sectorduration invariance: context size (CS) influences only B1; presenceor
absenceof the critical sector (Hcrit) influencesonly B2. Traversal time of
the critical sector (TTcrit) influencesboth B2 (a direct effect) and B1 (an
indirect effect, due to the correlation of traversal times for critical sector
and context). Given this model, the effect of inserting the critical sector
would be invariant over levels of context size.
Figure 14.25 shows that the model with sector-duration invariance(sector
factor additive with context size for each of the three sector groups)
fits reasonably well: the meanabsolutedeviation is 4.8 ms, only 9 percent
of the mean traversal time of 54 ms. On the other hand, the deviations
'
from the fit (which represent a failure of the subtraction method s pure
insertion assumption) must be taken seriously: first, becausethey are consistent
in direction (for each of the three groups, the duration added by
traversing a sector is greater with 60 context than with 30 context); and
second, becausethey are quantitatively consistent, being very close to the
samemagnitude (for short, medium, and long levels of TTcrit, respectively,
the increasein the effect of their being concatenatedwith two other sectors
rather than one is 9.6, 10.0, and 9.3 ms). This interaction of CS with
t
implies that rathe.E-!han bei~ a precisely linear fu~ ion of I~ Bpi,
~
: RT(900) - RT(600) should exceedRT(600) RT(300).
RT should accelerate
at
back
figure 14.22A , note that the function (for fast subjects)
Looking
.38Once we take seriously the nonlinearity for the fast subjects
does accelerate
, it is tempting to regard slow and fast subjectsas differing quantitatively
rather than qualitatively and to explain their behavior with the same
model, differing only in its parametervalues.
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How can we explain the small but systematicviolation of the modelthe interaction of CS and Hcrit? One way is for CS also to influenceB2, or
for Hcritalso to influenceB1, or both, as indicated by the dotted arrows in
figure 14.24C. This pattern of influencescan produce the required twoway
interaction. However, becauseall three factors then influenceat least
one stage in cornmon, we also expect a three-way interaction. That is, if
TTcritinfluencesa stage that producesthe CS x Hcrit interaction, then the
magnitude of that interaction should be modulated by the level of TTcrit.
Does this occur? Consider the data pattern further. Let T;jk denote the
mean RT for the ith level of CS, the jth level of Hcrit, and the kth level of
TTcrit. Now , using the notation of section 14.3.5, we evaluate the threeway
interaction: D;jk(T;jk) = Dk[D ;j (T;jk)]. Recall that D ;j (T;jk) is the twoway
interaction, (T22k- TI2k) - (T2Ik - TIlk ), which takes on the values
9.6, 10.0, and 9.3 ms for k = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Applying Dk to these
values, we get (10.0 - 9.6, 9.3 - 9.6) = (0.4, - 0.3) ms, a negligible threeway
interaction, evidence against the influencesindicated by the dotted
arrows in figure 14.24C, and favoring sector-duration invariance. In short,
if we explain the two -way interaction as resulting from the image-rotation
process (stage B), we are led to expect a three-way interaction as well,
which is strikingly absent.
With the model so close to working well, it is tempting to try to
resolve this paradox, and explain the CS x Hcrit interaction as a result of
their cornmon influenceon a stage not also influencedby TTcrit, that is, a
stage not a part of the image-rotation processitself. If so, the property of
sector-duration invariance would apply to image rotation. Candidates
include the probe-encoding and comparisonstages(figure 14.24A ), which
presumably precedeand follow the image-rotation process. One way to
phrase the problem is that we must explain how a three-sector rotation
can be too slow relative to a two -sector one, but by an amount that is independe
of traversal time.
Figure 14.2.5
Mean RT in mental rotation task for small (30 ) and large (60 ) context rotations alone, or
"
concatenatedwith " critical 30 sector. PanelsA, B, and C provide such data for three different
sets of critical sectors, distinguished by their estimated traversal times. In panel A, for
example, the bottom pair of values (open squares) are the iTs produced when just contexts
of size (CS level) 30 and 60 must be traversed, while the top pair of values are the iTs
produced when the required rotation includes the critical sector concatenatedwith those
contexts. Insofar as the traversal time for the critical sector (the effect of Hcrit) is invariant
over levels of CS, the additive model (filled squaresconnectedby lines) would fit well. The
model does fit wen, but the consistencyof the pattern of deviations over sets of fast, medium
, and slow critical sectors(panelsA, B, and C) requiresus to take thesedeviations seriously
. Data from Bundesenand Larsen1996.
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One possibility is that the number of sectors in the required rotation
influencesthe processof encoding the probe, a processthat must be completed
before any image-rotation operationsbegin. To appreciatethe possibility
of such an effect on encoding the probe, recall that the orientation
disparity I(}p - (}tl is what determines the number of sectors to be traversed
. If the prior presentationof the target (51) facilitatesencoding of the
"
"
probe (52), as suggestedby studies of priming, then it is possible that
the amount of priming depends on the similarity of the orientations of
39
probe and target. That is, the larger the orientation disparity, the less
the priming and the greater the duration of the encoding stage. If this
effect were appropriately nonlinear, the 10 ms interactions could be generated
, and we would not have to complicate the image-rotation process
itself. A conjecture like this would need empirical verification, of course,
probably in an experiment in which the priming effect was measuredas
directly as possible.
A secondpossible locus of the C5 x Hcrit interaction is the comparison
stage. If the image suffered increasing distortion as it was rotated, then
this could slow its comparisonto the probe by an amount that increased
"
with context size. Becausesuch an effect might differ between " same
"
"
trials and different trials, one test would be to searchfor modulation of
"
"
"
the two -way C5 x Hcrit interaction by responsetype ( same or different
" - that is a three,
)
way interaction of C5, Hcrit, and responsetype, a
factor that is likely to influencecomparisonbut not encoding.
14.5.9 Doing Two Things at Once: Why Are We Slower?
In everyday life we often seemable to do two things at once (like conversing
and driving a car) without interference, but this may be an illusion
. Laboratory measurementsshow that even simple tasks can interfere
drastically (see, for example, Pashier, 1994a). This section describesthe
overlapping-tasks procedure that has been used to study dual-task interference
. To explain many of the findings, psychologists have developed
"
"
"
a theory of a "bottleneck (or single channel ) that prevents concurrent
operation of two processes and causesa brief interruption in the processing
streamfor one of the tasks. The AFM has been extended, initially by
and to discover the
Pashier(1984), to test this theory of deferredprocessing
locus of the hypothesized bottleneck, that is, to determine which operations
in the two tasks cannot proceed concurrently. The argumentsassociated
with this problem are more complicatedthan others in the chapter.
Work on the problem is of specialinterest in relation to the AFM , however
, becauseit provides some of the strongest available evidence for
mental operations arranged in stages even when the operations are not
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data-dependent- that is, even when the second operation does not
dependon information furnished by the first.
- TasksParadigm
14.5.9.1 TheOverlapping
On each trial in a typical experiment, the subject performs two different
choice-reaction tasks (tasks I and 2), each with its own sets of alternative
stimuli and responses
, sets 51 and Rl for task I , and sets 52 and R2 for
task 2. To simplify notation, I use RT ' and RT " to denote the reaction
times in tasks I and 2, respectively. The stimuli are presentedin the order
"
51 followed by 52, separatedby a short time At, often called stimulus
"
onset asynchrony, which varies unpredictably from trial to trial. It is the
variation of At that is the diagnostic tool at the heart of this paradigm.
Typical values of At might be 50, ISO, 300, and 800 ms. With a value of
At as long as 800 ms, Rl will have occurred well before 52 is presented.
But as At is shortened, the tasks overlap increasingly. The subject is
instructed to complete task I as fast as possible (that is, to minimize RT' )
and is often expectedto produce Rl before R2' and, given that thesegoals
are met, to minimize RT" . Dual-task interferenceis indicated by the finding
that RT" is prolonged as we reduceAt and thus force the two tasksto
overlap more in time. In idealized data from the overlapping tasks paradigm
'
(figure 14.26), RT is not influenced by At, and when the tasks are
"
widely separated(large At), neither is Rt . But once At is reduced sufficiently
"
, further reduction producesa corresponding increasein RT . Such
effects are shown for actual data in figures 14.30 and 14.31, by the
increaseof 250- 350 ms in Rt ', as At is reduced.
-Processing
14.5.9.2 TheBottleneck
Model
/ Deferred
Before I discussany data, it will be helpful to consider the model that
motivates many of the experiments, diagrammedin figure 14.27. Unlike
most other flowcharts in this chapter, the widths of the boxes and other
horizontal distancesin this figure are intended to be proportional to the
durations of the operations they represent. For this reason, the horizontal
arrows that usually indicate the temporal ordering of stages have been
omitted. The emphasizedleftmost edge in each flowchart representsthe
time of stimulus presentation, and the emphasizedrightmost edge represents
the time of responseoccurrence. Thus it is the distance between
thesetwo edgesthat representsRT' or RT" .
Supposetask I is accomplishedby stagesA , B, and C, and task 2 by
stagesU , V , and W . The model is basedon the assumptionthat with one
exception, all between-task stage pairs such as the pair C and V can
be carried out concurrently and without influencing each other. The
exception is the pair of stagesB and V , which, according to the model,
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- I
an overlapping-tasks experiment. Mean reaction-times for task 1 (RT )
Idealized data Horn
"
and task 2 (RI ) are plotted as functions of Ait, the time elapsing between the stimulus for
task 1 (51) and the stimulus for task 2 (5z) .

cannot be carried out concurrently, possibly becauseeachof them requires
the full capabilitiesof the sameprocessor. Instead, V must be delayeduntil
B is completed. At the outset, the functions of theseinterfering stagesare
unknown; one of the goals of the researchis to discover what they are.
The boxes that representB and V in figure 14.27 have been drawn taller
than the others to help convey the idea that they cannot overlap. If At is
small (panel B), stage Vends before stage B does, so the bottleneck is
engaged, task 2 operations are interrupted, and the start of V must await
the completion of B. GP will denote the waiting period- the gap between
"
"
the end of V and the start of V (sometimescalled the slack ); its duration
is gp. GP is an additional epoch, concatenatedwith V , V , and W , whose
duration contributes, along with theirs, to RT" . Thus RT " is the sum of
four meandurations:
RT" = u + gp + v + w.
(14.8)
It is becausean increasein At causesgp to shrink (until it reacheszero) that
it also causesRT " to shrink. To make the notation clearer, let us define a
factor FAt associatedwith At; as indicated by the downward arrow in
GP. Note that becauseof our convention
panel B, FAtmust then" also influence
"
that identifies higher levels of a factor with the levels that pro-
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Figure 14.27
-processingmodel. Eachtask is assumedto be
Bottleneck
/ deferred
in three
accomplished
, A. B, andC, for task1, andV, V, andW, for task2. Theeffed of thebottleneckis to
stages
. PanelA showsthat whenAt is sufficiently
preventB in task1 andV in task2 from overlapping
, and
- II long (F4Iat a low level), Vends lateenoughthat the bottleneckis not engaged
RT is the sumof the durationsof V, V, andW. PanelB showsthat whenAt is sufficiently
short(F4Iat a high level), V- endsbeforeB does. Thebottleneckis engaged
, anddelaysthe
II
startof V until Bends, andRT is prolongedby theduration
, gp, of theresultinggap.
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duce longer RT " s, a higherlevel of FAt(and greater task overlap) is associated
with a shorterAt. In panel A , At is sufficiently long so that U does
not end until after B is completed; thus there is no delay of V , and gp = o.
Consider the effects of two other factors, G and H , which influence U
the bottleneck) and V (after the bottleneck), respectively. The crux
before
(
'
of the model s predictions, and the power it has to illuminate the organization
of mental processes, residesin the way in which the effects of G
and H behaveas FAtis varied. We shall seethat the effect of a factor that
influencesa stage (such as V ) that is at the bottleneck or after it is unaffected
"
by FAt, whereasthe effect on RT of a factor that influencesa stage
(such as U ) earlier than the bottleneck is modulated by FAt; the modulation
is strong enough so that at sufficiently high levels of FAt (small
valuesof At ) the effect of G on RT" can vanish altogether.
Becausethe gap is the sourceof the FAt x G interaction, it is helpful to
considerexactly how gp varies with these two factors. To be precisehere
we should considerthe durations of A , B, and U on particular trials, instead
of their means, a, b, and u. Let an, bn, and Unrepresentsuch individual trial
values. (Think of the subscript n as a trial number.) By examining panel B
you should be able to seethat on any particular trial, gpn dependson the
relation betweenan + bn and At + Un:
gPnij-

an + bn - Ati - Unj, if an + bn > Ati + Unj;
.
If an + bn ~ Ati + Unj.
{ 0,

(14.9)

Here, Unjrepresentsthe duration of stageU on trial n when G is at level j .
When At and/ or Unjare sufficiently long, gpnijis zero.
. I have written thus far as
Comment14: Deterministicapproximation
if the duration of a processingstage, given particular factor levels,
was a constant, having no inherent variability , despite the fact that
variable processdurations are more realistic. As discussedin comment
10 (section 9.2.6), this deterministic approximation works very
well in accountingfor meandurations of sequentialprocesses, where
the durations that are variable contribute as terms in a sum. This is
becausemean(xn + Yn) = mean(xn) + mean(Yn) = x + y. That is, averaging
over trials after summing of stagedurations (as when we average
RTs) gives the sameresult asaveragingbeforesumming (as when
we make predictions from mean stage durations). Thus, for sequential
processes, we can ignore the variability of stage durations in
making predictions about RT. In the overlapping tasks paradigm,
however, someprocesses occur in parallel and, as a consequence
, the
deterministic approximation fails in certain respects. Consider equation
14.9, for example. Here At is a fixed quantity, determined by
the experimenter. But becauseRT is observed to vary acrossidenti-
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cal trials, some or all of a, b, and Uj must be inherently variable, and
it is plausiblethat all three are. This meansthat if a + b is sufficiently
close to Ati + Uj, we will have a mixture of trials, on some of which
an + bn is large relative to At i + Unj, engaging the bottleneck and
producing a gap, and on some of which an + bn is small and the
bottleneck irrelevant. The result is that the deterministic approximation
is just that- an approximation. Another way to see this is
to express equation 14.9 as gpnij = max{ O, an + bn - Ati - Unj} . In
general, mean(max{ xn, Yn} ) :#: max{ mean(xn), mean(Yn)} = max{ x, y} .
That is, the average of the maxima over trials (which determines
mean gap duration) can differ from the maximum of the average
(used in the predictions pictured in figure 14.28). Thus the mean of
gpnij cannot in general be determined from just the means of the
constituents, an, bn, Ati, and Unj. However, in much of the remainder
of section 14.5.9, we will assumethat variability is relatively small,
so that the deterministic approximation is a good one. In comment
15, I explain one way the approximation fails.
14.5.9.3 SomeImplicationsof theModel
.tion 1: Propagationthrough the bottleneckof effectsin task 1. Suppose
Implicp
a factor P that influencesA (before the bottleneck) and/ or B (at the
bottleneck) but none of the other stagesin either task. Equation 14.9 shows
that if At is small (gp is large), then gp will fully expressthe effect of P,
and thus, given equation 14.8, so will RT " . Becausesuch an effect is also
'
fully expressedby RT = a + b + c, one implication of the model is that
when At is small, P will have the sameeffect on RT " as it has on RT ' .
This phenomenoncan be describedas propagation through the bottleneck
of task 1 effectsonto task 2 (an exampleis discussedbelow and shown in
figure 14.29). Figure 14.27B should make it clear why the equality of the
effectsof P on RT' and RT " requiresthat P can have no influenceon C in
task 1 or on V or W in task 2. Furthermore, full propagation can occur
only with valuesof At such that on all trials the bottleneck is engagedand
the gap is nonzero. The figure should also help you see that if a factor
influencesonly a stage in task 1 that follows the bottleneck (exemplified
"
by C), it can have no effect on RT .
Implication2: Effectsin task 2 that are invariant relativeto FAt. Of the four
"
components of RT (equation 14.8), only v is influenced by factor H . It
should be clear from figure 14.27 that whatever the value of gp, any effect
of H on the duration of V is fully expressedin RT" . That is, the effect of
H on RT" is invariant over values of gp, and henceover levels of FAtand
G: H is additive with both FAtand G. Similarly, there would be no modulation
by FAt of the effect of a factor influencing a stage beyond the
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bottleneck, such as W . In short, if a factor influencesonly stagesof task 2
at or after the bottleneck, the effect of that factor is not modulated by FAt.

Implication 3: Effectsin task 2 that are modulatedby FAt. On the other
hand, FAtdoes modulate the effect of a factor like G that influencesa stage
in task 2 that precedesthe bottleneck. To understand this we have to
considerfurther how gp dependson FAtand G. Figure 14.28 illustrates the
behavior of gp (also describedby equation 14.9) and the consequencesfor
the sum u + gp, and hencefor RT " .
The heavy curves in each of the three panels of this figure show a
duration as a function of At, for G = G1 (broken curve) and G = Gl (solid
curve). Panel A shows that u dependson the level of G, but not on At.
PanelB representsthe effect of G on gp as the vertical separationbetween
the two heavy curves. Within region I , an increasein At producesacor responding decreasein gp, and the effect of G on gp is invariant over At
values. Becausethe effect of G on gp (panel B) is equal in magnitude to its
effect on u (panel A ), but opposite in direction, its effect on u is hidden;
the sum u + gp of the two durations, shown in panel C, shows no net
effect of G. It is this sum that is expressedin Rf " .
Within region 2, however, the effect of G on gp declinesas At increases
,
and in region 3 it is zero. As a consequence
, the effect of G on u emerges
from hiding in region 2, and in region 3 is fully expressedin the sum
u + gp and therefore in Rf " .
Examination of figure 14.27B may also help clarify the behavior of gp.
The arrows show GP as being influencedby G as well as by FAt. This is
because
, like increasingAt, raising the level of G so as to prolong U also
causesgp to decrease(until it reacheszero). Thus, ifgp is sufficiently large,
"
an effect of G on U is hidden by the gap (or " absorbedinto slack ), and is
not expressedin RT " . On the other hand, if gp is zero (figure 14.27A ), an
effect of G on U is fully expressedin RT " . The effect of G on RT " is
therefore modulated by the level of FAt: factors FAt and G interact. Furthermo
, the nature of the interaction is underadditivity(the combination
RT "
of the two effectsis lessthan their sum): a changein FAtthat increases
"
(a reduction in At that increasesgp) will reducethe effect of G on RT .
Similarly, FAtwould interact in this way with a factor that influencedany
stagebefore V , the stagesubject to the bottleneck.
It follows from implications 2 and 3 that determination of which factors
interact with FAt and how they interact can not only test the deferredprocessingmodel but can also inform us about the locus of a bottleneck
within the stagesof task 2, if there is one. A factor like G, which influences
a stage that precedesthe bottleneck, must interact (underadditively)
with FAt(an exampleis discussedbelow and shown by the effect of stimulus
contrast in figure 14.31). On the other hand, the effect on Rf " of a
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factor like H , which influencesa stage that is at the bottleneck or follows
it , must be invariant over levels of FAt(an exampleis discussedbelow and
shown by the effect of mapping difficulty in figure 14.30). Becausestages
before the bottleneck must precedestagesthat follow the bottleneck, such
an analysisalso provides information about the ordering of stages, something
we normally cannot learn from patterns of factor additivity and interaction
without information or assumptionsthat go beyond the AFM
itself. Implication 1 can be used in a similar way, to determine the locus
among the stagesof task 1 of a bottleneck, if there is one. If the effect of a
factor on task 1 is propagated to task 2, the stage it influencesin task 1
'
must precedeor be at the bottleneck; if a factor s effect is not propagated,
the stageit influencesmust follow the bottleneck.
. Consider the data we might obtain with FAtat two
Furtherimplications
levels, one with At small enough to produce a gap, and the other with no
gap, and with G and H also eachat two levels. If we let i, j , and k index
the levels of FAt, G, and H , respectively, and use the notation introduced
in section 14.3.2, equation 14.8 becomes
- II
=
.
(14.10)
RTijk uOjo+ gPijO+ vook+ Wooo
One implication is that Dij (RT:~J = Dij (gpijO) ~ o. This interaction
) < 0, corresponding to the
between FAt and G is negative, with Dij(gPijO
Another
above.
implication is that the effects
underadditivity explained
of G and H and of FAt and H are additive, when averagedover levels of
the respective third factor, and also-at each individual
- II level of that third
"
That is, we expect that Dik(RTi.J = - Djk(RT.jk) = 0, and also that
factor.
- II
II
Dik(RTijJ = 0 for all values of j , and Djk(RTijJ = 0 for all values of i.
Finally, becausenone of the stagedurations in equation 14.10 dependson
the levels of all three factors, the three-way interaction is expected to be
zero: Dijk(RT:;J = o. The deferred-processing model is thus remarkably
rich in testable consequences
; tests and elaborations of the model are
.
being energeticallypursued
14.5.9.4 Testsof ThreeImplicationsof the Model
. The first of three
Test1: Propagation
of task 1 effectsthroughthe bottleneck
tests of the deferred-processingmodel is from a classic study by Karlin
and Kestenbaum(1968), who varied a task 1 factor at twelve values of At
ranging from 90 ms to 1190 ms, and observed the resulting effects on
both .task 1 and task 2. In task I , the subjecthad to pressa key with a lefthand
finger in responseto a visually presenteddigit . The factor was the
number of digit -finger pairs, NA ; in different blocks of trials NA was I , 2,
or 5. Task 2 was a two -choice pitch discrimination, involving two tones
"
"
"
"
and two right -hand keys, one for high and one for low. The data for
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four sets of valuesof At, averagedover the Rfs in eachset, are shown in
'
figure 14.29. The effect of NA on Rf (task 1) is substantial(about 270 ms
from NA = 1 to NA = 5) and essentially independent of At. When At is
"
long (panel D), Rf is about 280 ms, with virtually no effect of the task 1
factor. As the two tasksare brought together (moving to panelsC and B)
Rf " increasesdramatically, and the effect of the number, NA , of stimulus2.
responsepairs in task 1 has an increasingeffect on performancein task
"
When At = 90 ms, the shortest value in the experiment (panel A ), Rf is
about 140 ms longer than Rf ' , but most important, the effect of NA on
Rf " is almost as great as its effect on Rf ' . This can be seenby how well
the additive model fits; considering the large size of the effects of both
task and NA , the deviations are small (the meanabsolutedeviation is only
4 ms), though systematic.
Test 2: Additive effectson Rf " of FAt and classificationdifficulty. In an
attempt to discover the locus of the bottleneck in a classification task,
McCann and Johnston (1989) used stimuli in task 2 that varied in the
. The stimuli
difficulty with which they were mappedonto their responses
1 (smallest),
denoted
as
widths
of
different
were
four
outline
,
S2
rectangles
2, 3, and 4 (largest). Widths 1 and 2 required a button presswith the left
hand, widths 3 and 4 with the right hand. Becausethey were further from
the responsecriterion, extreme widths 1 and 4 elicited faster responses
than moderate widths 2 and 3. Thus the moderate widths are associated
"
"
with the difficult level of a mappingdifficulty (MD ) factor, the extreme
'
"
"
widths with the easy level. McCann and Johnstons hypothesis was that
MD is a factor like H in figure 14.27, influencing a stage at or after the
bottleneck. Task 1 was a pitch-discrimination task: 51 was a high or a low
"
"
"
"
tone and R1 was a spoken response, either high or low.
"
Rf s for easy and difficult mappings (factor MD ) are shown as a function
of At (factor FAt) in figure 14.30, along with the best-fitting additive
model. The excellent fit of model to data tells us that the effect of MD is
almost perfectly invariant (about 60 ms) over levels of FAt; the meanabsolute
deviation is 1.0 ms, and Dik(Rf :k) = (1, - 3, 4) ms, a good approximation
to (0, 0, 0). This is what we would expect from the bottleneck
model if the stage influencedby the differencebetween stimulus size and
responsecriterion was at or after the bottleneck (was either V or W in
figure 14.27).
Note that the role of mapping difficulty , and hencethe function of the
stage or stages it influences, is ambiguous. For example, suppose there
are separatewidth -encoding and response-selection processes. Which of
them is influencedby moderate width (difficult mapping) versus extreme
width (easy mapping)? The answer probably dependson details of what
the width -encoding processdoes. If it producesan analog representation
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of the stimulus width , then the decision whether the responseshould correspond
to " large" or " small," determinedby a response-selectionprocess,
could be influencedby MD . But if the width -encoding processproducesa
"
"
"
"
categorization( one of the large pair or one of the small pair ), then it is
hard to see how it could matter to a subsequentresponse-selection process
whether the stimulus was moderate or extreme within its category.
This is a relatively obvious instanceof a general problem: learning that a
hypothetical stage is influencedby a particular factor (which in this case
is distinguished by being at or after the bottleneck) provides only the
beginning of an understandingof what function is performed during that
stage. Within the context of the AFM , additional factors must be studied.
Outside that context, more detailed models of the functionally distinct
processes that have beendiscoveredmust be developedand tested.
Test 3: Underadditiveeffectson RT " of FAt and stimulus quality. Pashier
and Johnston (1989, experiment 1) varied the contrast of visually presented
letters, which were either white (high contrast) or gray (low contrast
a black background. Their hypothesis was that contrast (factor
on
)
would
influencean early stagesuchas U in figure 14.27, likely to precede
SQ)
the bottleneck. In task 1, subjectspresseda key with one of two lefthand
fingers, depending on whether the pitch of a tone was high or low.
In task 2, they identified a letter as A , B, or C, responding with one of
three right -hand fingers; the letter followed the tone by At = 50, 100, or
400 ms. Also, in some trial blocks subjectsperformed task 2 alone; this
condition canbe regardedas equivalent to a very large At. In figure 14.31,
the rightmost pair of points representsthe RT " values for this condition
and revealsa 53 ms effect of SQ. When task 1 is introduced and the toneletter interval At shortenedto 50 ms, the mean SQ effect shrinks to 7 ms.
The existenceof the interaction, and its direction (underadditive), are consistent
with their hypothesis.
Comment15: Cautionaryremarks:Implicationsof the variability of stage
durations. One way in which the deterministic approximation (comment
14) fails is in predicting the shapeof the function that relates
Figure 14.1.9
-response
of effectin task1 throughbottleneckto task2. Number
Propagation
- I of stimulus
alternatives
in task1 (NA) hasapproximately
the sameeffecton RT (opencirclesconnected
of the time interval~t betweenstimulifor the two tasks
by brokenlines) regardless
- .II(Com.) Forlong~t (panelD) NA hasno effecton RT (filled
parethesedataacrossthe four panels
circles
by solidlines). As ~t is shortened(movingto panelsC, B, andfinallyA),
- II connected
RT growslongerand revealsan increasing
effectof NA. When~t = 90
- II
- Ims, the shortest
valueexamined
, the effectin task2 (RT ) is almostasgreatasin task1 (RT ). Thisis shown
of the datato the fitted additivemodel(represented
in this figureby open
by the closeness
1968.
). DatafromKarlinandKestenbaum
squares
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Figure 14.30
Mean reaction times in task 2 &om overlapping-tasks experiment in which task 1 was discriminatio
of pitch of tone. and task- 2IIwas classificationof size of rectangle. achievedby
either easy or difficult size mapping. RT (open squares) for eachlevel of mapping difficulty
(MD ) is plotted as a function of the interval At between tone and rectangle(factor FAt); as the
interval shrinks (moving leftward in the figure) it can be seento increase.The excellent fit of
effect of MD is invarithe additive model (filled squaresconnectedby lines) shows that
- the
II
ant over levels of FAt. This finding as well as the increasein RT as At shrinks would be
expected&om the deferred processingmodel if MD influencesa stage at or after the bottleneck
, such as V or W in figure 14.27. The impressionthat the curves diverge is a visual illusion
. Data &om McCann and Johnston 1989.

the mean gap duration , gp to At (which determines the shape of the
"
function that relates Rf to At ). Equation 14.9 and figure 14.28 indicate
that insofar as gp is at all responsive to At , a.decrease of t ms
in the latter causes an increase of t ms in the former : the plot of gp
versus At has a slope of - 1, until gp reaches zero. Variation in a, b,
and u would have the effect on figure 14.288 of producing a set of
vertically separated curves , like the two in the figure , as if the level
of factor G was subject to variation . The mean gap duration for a
given At would then be the average of the points on that set of
curves. (To educate your intuition , imagine there are just two such
curves - the two heavy curves in the figure - and that each applies
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Tone - Letter Interval , ~t (ms )

Figure 14.31
Mean reaction times in task 2 from overlapping-tasks experiment in whim task 1 was dis- II
crimination of pitch of tone and task 2 was letter identification. RT for high-contrast letters
(filled circles) and low-contrast letters (open circles) is plotted for intervals ~I between tone
and letter of so, 100, and 400 ms, and for a condition in which no tone was presented
- II
(effectively a very large value of ~I ). As ~I shrinks (moving leftward in the figure), RT
can be seen to increase
and
the
effect
of
,
contrast to decrease
, an underadditive interaction
of the contrast and FAI factors. This pattern of data would be expected from the deferredprocessingmodel if contrast influencesa stagebefore the bottleneck, suchasU in figure 14.27.
Data from Pashierand Johnston 1989, experiment 1.
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on 50 percent of the trials. The resulting gp would then be the average
of the two curves, indicated by the dotted curve in the figure. In
region 2 the slope is - .5 inste~d of 1.) Thus, whereasthe slope for
small At may be 1, we expect it to changegradually to zero as At
increases
. It may be such variability that causes the descending
functions in figures 14.30 and 14.31 to be curved rather than linear,
and to have slopes less extreme than - 1. But without knowing the
distributions of the relevant durations, we cannot make detailed
quantitative predictions about such curves.

14.5.10 How Do Repetition and Familiarity SpeedWord Recognition?
Much hasbeenlearnedabout how words are recognizedby measuringthe
RT to name a word , or to classify it semantically(e.g., is it the name of a
is a word, that is, to
living thing?), or to decide whether a letter string
"
makea word/ nonworddecision(" lexical decision ). On eachtrial in a typical
word / nonword task, the subject sees a string of letters (e.g ., STEP or
STIP) and, consistent with accuracy, must press one of two buttons as
"
" 4O
"
"
quickly as possible, one for word , the other for nonword .
One of the most surprising findings to have emergedfrom suchresearch
is the long duration of the aftereffect of having seenand respondedto a
word. As shown by Scarborough, Cortese, and Scarborough(1977), one
consequenceis a reduction in the RT for a subsequentword/ nonword
decisionabout the sameword by asmuch as 100 ms. This facilitation effect
"
"
"
"
( repetition priming ) declines by only 15 percent as more trials ( lags
from 0 to 31 trials) intervene between the first and secondpresentations;
it even persists(albeit attenuated) when the secondpresentationoccursin
a subsequentsessionas much as three days later.
The long persistenceof the effect is especiallyremarkablewhen we consider
what happens if instead of making a word/ nonword decision, the
" "
subject makesan old/ new decision ( old if the word was presentedpreviously
"new " otherwise . In this kind of
,
)
experiment the aftereffect of a
there
is rapid forgetting ): As the lag
that
is
declines
,
(
rapidly
presentation
increasesfrom 0 to 31 trials, the error rate increasesto about 25 percent,
consistent with forgetting of half of the words. And for the correct
, RTold slows by about 100 ms. The effect of repetition on the
responses
word / nonword decision may thus reflect a different kind of memory
mechanismfrom that on which the old/ new decisiondepends.
Scarborough, Cortese, and Scarborough(1977) wanted to know which of
the processes that underlie the word/ nonword decisionare responsiblefor
the remarkablerepetition effect. The way they approachedthis question
was to vary factors assumedto selectively influenceeachof a sequenceof
three hypothesized stagesin the word/ nonword task, along with presen-
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tation number, PN (first versussecond), and to determinewhich, if any, of
these factors interacts with PN. (The effect of PN- the reduction in Rf
from first to secondpresentationof a word or nonword- is the repetition
effect.) The hypothesized stages (any of which might be susceptibleto
repetition effects) and the factors assumedto influence them selectively
can be describedas follows:
StageA : Stimulus encoding
Factor: Same-caserepetition versusother-caserepetition (CR)
Words were printed in all uppercaseor all lowercase. The idea behind
using the case repetition factor CR was that if repetition facilitates the
encoding process, then the effect should be reducedif the caseis changed
such that the second presentation is physically different from the first.
This factor is definedjust for PN = PN2, of course.
StageB: Searchof lexical memory
Factor: Usagefrequencyin English (FRQ)
Usage frequency has a substantial effect on the RT for many tasks,
including wordfnonword decisions. Thus the Rf differencebetween rare
and frequent words (1 versus 1,000 occurrencesper million ) is as much
as 150 ms, a large effect, especially given that the total Rf for lexical
decisionsis only about 600 ms. It has to be kept in mind that naturally
occurring variation in usage frequency is a complicated factor because
orthographic, phonemic, and semantic features of words, some hard to
control, are correlatedwith it .
StageC: Decision and response
Factor: Proportion of trials calling for the " word " response (WB for
word bias)
This proportion could be either .57 or .78, and was expected to affect
decision and responseblases for " word " versus " nonword." One possibility
for the repetition effect is that as a result of the first presentation,
the subject associatesthe wordfnonword responsewith the stimulus, and
that on the secondpresentationthe decision processis then altered, as it
now makesuse of the stored association. Sucha changein the basisof the
decisionis likely to interact with a changein decisionbias.
Process
es with these three functions are clearly necessaryfor performance
in the wordfnonword task. But this does not mean that they are
organized as stagesor that the factors listed have the appropriate selectivity of influence. In the spirit of the AFM , a full test requires demonstrating
that each of the three two -way interactions among the three
factors is zero, along with the three-way interaction (becauseof the definition
of CR, such a test has to be restricted to the RTs for second
presentations).
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Scarborough , Cortese , and Scarborough ( 1977 ) evaluated these interactions
, but because the main effect of CR and the effect of FRQ on second
presentations were small, the tests were not sensitive . To some extent , they
relied on indirect evidence to support the stages and selective -influence
assumptions , for example , the finding in other experiments that the effects
of stimulus quality and FRQ are additive in the wordjnonword task. For
decisions about words , they found that the effect of FRQ was consider ably reduced by repetition (PN = 2); indeed , it was halved in one experiment
and eliminated altogether in another (see figure 14.33B ).41 This
argues that the PN effect is due at least in part to its influence on B. They
also found that the effect of WB - 26 ms- was additive with the effect of
PN ; this argues against C as a locus of the repetition effect (and, like any
instance of additivity , favors the stages hypothesis ). Finally , the effect of
PN was slightly greater for same-case repetition than for different -case
repetition ; this argues that A is another locus of the repetition effect.
Taken together , the findings suggest that , for words , repetition influences
both the encoding stage (A ) and the memory - search stage (B ). One conjecture
is that the presentation of a word has two effects. First , it produces
an episodic memory on which remembering of the presentation is based.
And second, it causes a change in the stored representation of that word
in a lexical memory, which facilitates the search for that representation .
(Indeed , the cumulative effects of such changes in lexical memory induced
by repeated presentations may be an important component of the FRQ
effect.)
That the repetition of a nonword facilitates the nonword decision requires
us to elaborate this story . If nonwords have no representations in
lexical memory , the mechanism for repetition priming of nonwords must
differ from the mechanism for words . Consistent with this idea is adifference
between words and nonwords in the degree to which the PN effect
is modulated by lag . As shown in figure 14.32 , the aftereffect of presenting
a word is surprisingly persistent (the separation between the
unbroken lines is reduced very little as lag increases). In contrast , for nonwords
the aftereffect is relatively short - lived (the separation between the
broken lines declines rapidly with lag ).
To test further the idea that the repetition effect for words is due
mainly to a search of lexical memory (stage B ), Scarborough , Cortese ,
and Scarborough ( 1977 ) tried to devise a task that would be performed
without this stage. They compared the vocal Rf s of subjects asked to
pronounce the letter string to the (manual ) Rf s for wordjnonword decisions
. By mixing words with (pronounceable ) nonwords , and not requiring
correct pronunciation of the words , they hoped to induce subjects not
to use their lexical memories . Figure 14.33A shows , for nonwords , the
joint effects of this TASK factor and PN . Invariance of the repetition effect
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for nonwords across the two tasks indicates that the locus of the effect for
nonwords is in a stage that is common to the two tasks, and that there
exists at least one such common stage. Clearly , the decision and response
stages must differ between tasks. If we assume that the memory search
task
an
in
the
eliminated
been
has
indeed
(
assumption
pronunciation
stage
I comment on below ), we are left with the encoding stage A as the common
one, and with the conclusion that , for nonwords , A is the locus of
the repetition effect. Together with the observation that the repetition
effect for nonwords declines rapidly with intervening trials , we infer that
whereas the effect of repetition on memory search is persistent , its effect
on encoding is short -lived .

"i ~

Nd
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For words , modulation by TASK of the effects of usage frequency
(FRQ ) and repetition (PN ) is shown in figure 14.338 . In the pronunciation
task the effect of usage frequency almost vanish es, evidence favoring the
assumption mentioned above that the memory search stage has been
42
eliminated . However , the repetition effect , although attenuated , is still
present , indicating that part of the effect for words is due to the encoding
stage. Given that the effect of repetition on encoding is short lived , the
tells
us
that for
effect
for
words
the
combined
substantial persistence of
be
cannot
due
to
the
them the component
large , consistent
encoding stage
the
on
of
the
effect
of
the
small
size
with
pronunciation
repetition
of words .

14.5.11 Do ReadersRecognizeOne Word at a Time?
One approachto answering this question would be to devise an experiment
where, to respond correctly, the subject had to recognize all members
of a set of simultaneously displayed words. SupposeRT increased
linearly with the number of words in the set. It would then be tempting to
conclude that the words were recognized one at a time, that is, sequentially
. We should be skepticalof this conclusion, however. While suchdata
would suggest that somecomponent of the processing of words occurs
sequentially, those data by themselveswould not tell us which component
. One possibility is indeed the recognition process- the processduring
which an internal representationof the stimulus makes contact with
the stored representationof the corresponding word in lexical memory.
But other possibilities include the sequentialcomponent being limited to
the encoding processthat forms the stimulus representation, for example,
or to the processthat combinesthe decisionsabout individual words once
recognition has occurred, or preparesthe response. Instead of manipulating
a factor like the number of words, sharp inferencerequiresus to use a
factor to which the recognition processitself is known to be sensitive.
e 14.33
~
RTs in lex.ical-decisionand pronunciation tasksfor nonwords (panel A ) and words (panel B).
Data are averagedover lag. For nonwords, panel A shows the observed effects of PN and
TASK (open squares
). An additive model (6lled squaresconnectedby lines) fits well, indicating
that the effect of PN (repetition) is invariant over tasks, suggestingthat it is mediatedby
a stagethat is common to the two tasks. For words, panel B shows, in contrast to nonwords,
that the repetition effect is attenuated in pronunciation relative to lex.ical decision, blJt still
present. Panel B also shows that the frequency effect is virtually absent in pronunciation.
Although the frequencyeffect in lex.ical decisionhas been found to decline with repetition in
other studies, elimination of the effect after a single presentation is atypical, and should
probably be attributed to sampling error. Data from Scarborough, Cortese, and Scarborough
1977, experiments1 (lex.ical decision; data also shown in figure 14.32) and 3 (pronunciation).
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Scarborough and Landauer ( 1981 ) realized that the study of repetition
effects described in section 14.5.10 showed that repetition priming was a
factor that met the requirements , because most of its effect on lexical
decisions was associated with the recognition stage - the search of lexical
memory . Also , the long persistence and large size of the effect of repetition
priming on recognition helped lead to a feasible experimental design .
On each test trial in their experiment a subject saw a pair of letter strings
side by side, and had to decide whether or not both strings were words .
One or the other or both strings might be pronounceable nonwords (like
"
"
"
"
"
feeb or govify ), calling for a no " response; only if both strings were
"
"
words was a yes response correct . The two strings contained the same
number of letters and, when both were words , they were of the same
form class (nouns or verbs ), but were otherwise unrelated . Thus , given
"
"
accurate performance , a yes response could be made only after the subject
determined , for both strings , that they were words .
Before the series of test trials subjects had a series of priming trials on
which they made lexical decisions about individual letter strings that
might later be repeated in the test series. Among the series of test trials
that followed , those in which both strings were words were of four types :
the left -hand and right -hand words , wL and wR, could each be primed (P )
or unprimed ( U ), yielding the patterns UU , PU , UP , and PP. We shall
"
"
discuss only these yes trials .
It is helpful to define priming factors PjL and
PjRassociated with wL and
wR, respectively , each with levels 1 (primed ) and 2 (unprimed ). The combinations
are shown in table 14.6. Also shown is the variable nupr' which
represents the number of unprimed words (0, 1, or 2), that is, the number
of the factors pL and pR that are at elevated levels.
Let BL and BR, with durations b~ and b~ , be those processes associated
with wL and wR, respectively , that are influenced by repetition priming . It
is reasonable to believe that the two priming factors PjL and R have
~
selective effects on the two sets of processes. That is, PjL influences BL but
not BR, and vice versa. Now consider the implications of the temporal
organization of BL and BR. First , suppose they can proceed in parallel .
Table 14.6
Factorlevelsfor two-word test trials in the repetition-priming experim~nt of Scarborough

andLandauer
(1981
).
Trialtype
PP
PU
UP
uu

PjL
pt
pt
pi
pi

PjR
pr
pf
pr
pf

n""
0
1
1
2
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The RT would then depend on the slower of these processes for the two
.
strings. Priming just one of the two words would help relatively little , but
priming both would have a big effect.
es. How
Comment16: Implicationsof parallel word-recognitionprocess
L
two
if
the
combine
p
and
of
the
effects
would
recognition pro;
PjR
cessesproceeded in parallel? This is most easily seen by starting
with the simplifying assumptionthat the durations, bfoand b~j of the
two processes take on fixed values bI if primed and b2 if unprimed,
" "
with bI < b2. Becauseinitiation of the yes responserequires that
both letter strings be classified as words, it must await the completion
of both processes. The contribution to Rf would then
be the slowest of the two durations: max{ b2, b2} = b2 for Rf uu'
max{ bI, b2} = b2 for Rf pu, max{ b2, bI } = b2 for Rf up, and
max{ bI , bI } = bI for Rf pp. However, it is reasonableto expect
variation from word to word of both the processdurations and the
magnitudes of the effect of priming on those durations. One consequenc
, for example, is that, on average, max{ b2, b2} is expected
to be somewhatgreater than max{ bI , b2} . The longest of two variable
long durations is likely to be longer than the longest of a long
and a short duration. (For related discussionseesection 9.3.2.3.)
.
In contrast, supposeBL and BR are arrangedas substagesof a stageB .
Then their contribution to Rf will be the sum of their meandurations, so
that
L + R.
RT;j = aoo+ b;o
(14.11)
boj
L
Equation 14.11 reflects the additivity of the two priming factors p; and
of BL and BR
, but we can say more than this becauseof the equivalence
PjR
and of the corresponding priming factors. Balancingof the test words in
the experiment guaranteedthat wL and wR were not systematicallydifferent
in any way. This suggests that the effects of priming on the two
words should be equal, on averageD ;(b~) = Dj (b~ ) = p . It follows from
Rf ;j = aoo+ pnupr. Thus
~ effects ~ ng equal as well as addit~ that
RTPU and RT UP should be equal and RT should increaselinearly with
nupr.
'
Results from the word / word trials in Scarborough and landauer s
second experiment (1981), in which the size and spacing of the words
approximated those encounteredin normal reading, are shown in figure
14.34.43 The linear function fits remarkably well, and Rf PU= Rf UP is
nicely approximated, confirming the seriality of word recognition under
these conditions, as well as the substage-equivalencehy othesis. More
~
specifically, the results argue for the seriality of BL and B ; they do not
speak to the temporal organization of any parts of the processingof the

(
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Number of Unprimed Words
Figure 14.34" "
Resultsfrom yes trials in two- string lexical decision task in which subjectswere to respond
" "
yes only if both strings were words. Some of the word and nonword strings had been
primed by being presentedin a previous one-string lexical decision task. RTs (open squares)
are shown as a function of the numberof unprimed words in the stimulus pair. Also shown is
a fitted linear function (filled squaresconnectedby lines). This function expresses a model
with two properties. First, the effect of priming the left-hand word is invariant over primed
and unprimed right -hand words (and vice versa), that is, the effects of priming are additive.
Second
, the effectsof priming the left-hand and right -hand words are equal. Data from Scarborough
and Landauer1981, experiment 2.

two words not influenced by priming . As Scarborough and Landauer
(1981, 8) point out, however, it has to be recognized
that repetition affects many important parts of the processes required
to recognize a word. Repetition can remove most of the
effects of word familiarity, which in turn can produce variations of
over 100 ms [in lexical- decision RTs for single strings] and also
affects visual encoding processes (Kolers 1975) that are not influenced
by word frequency. . . . The additivity of repetition effects in
our experiments is therefore indirect evidence that much, perhaps
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all, of the encoding and retrieval processes for the two items of a
pair occurssequentially.
14.5.11.1 EquivalentSubstages
The analysesof the present section and the two that follow depend on
the idea of equivalent substages
. It is plausible that people accomplish
tasks
sets
of
many
by employing
operations that are similar. For example,
in some kinds of visual searchyou must test whether each displayed element
is a target. Likewise, identification of a string of k charactersor
searchof a memorized set of k items may be accomplishedby a set of k
similar operations, which carry out the samefunction and are influenced
by similar factors. Given an experimentaldesign in which the words, characters
, or other elementsare appropriately balancedor randomized, it is
then reasonableto supposesuch substagesare equivalent, in the senseof
having the samemean duration and being influenced to the sameextent
when the level of a factor that influencesthem (a " substagefactor" ) is elevated
"
"
; equivalent can then also be applied to the correspondingfactors.
In general, equivalenceleads to linearity of the combined effect of the
number of substagefactors at elevatedlevels, a property that implies, but
is not implied by, the additivity of factor effects.44 In the example of the
present section and the two that follow , the hypothesis of equivalenceis
plausible. Not only can the hypothesis be tested, but if it is valid the
implications of these operations being arranged in stages are stronger
than the implications of stage theory discussedthus far (becauseof added
quantitative predictions) and increasethe power of tests for the existence
of stages. As we shall see, they also permit us to infer the stage-specific
effects of a factor even when it influencesmore than one stage, which is
normally not possible(seecomment 7).
In the application of the present section, the number of substagesis
fixed (at two , BL and BR). Becausethe substagefactors pL and pR are
varied in a standardfactorial design (seetable 14.6), this method of testing
for the seriality of equivalent operations can be called the " factorial diagnostic
." In the work describedin the next two sections, all substagefactors
are set at either their low levels or their high levels, while the number
of substagesis varied. Becausethe durations of all substagesare thus
either short or long, this method of testing for seriality can be called the
"
"
homogeneousdiagnostic.
14.5.12 Are CharactersEncodedin Parallel, Sequentially, or Both?
An alternative approachfor exploring the temporal organization of equivalent
operations is to use the homogeneousdiagnostic mentioned in section
14.5.11. Here we vary the number, k, of operations required, rather
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than fixing that number as in the example of that section , where it was
k = 2. And we also vary the level of a factor believed to influence the
durations of all of the k required operations . (To apply this diagnostic to
word recognition , we would vary the number of displayed letter strings
and arrange for either all of them or none of them to be primed .)
Consider , for example , a task used to study the temporal organization
of the encoding of an array of digits by Pashier and Badgio ( 1985, experiments
3 - 5).45 Subjects had to speak the name of the largest digit in an
array of k random digits . This task has the virtue that , whereas an increasing
number of digits must participate in encoding and decision processes
as k increases, the complexity of the response remains the same. Let ASk
(array size) be the factor whose level is k. The most obvious measurement
is of the effect of ASk on RT . The interpretive difficulty is that for a task
of even modest complexity , we do not know which of the component
operations might be responsible for such an effect. To name the largest
digit , not only must the k digits each be encoded , but time is probably
also consumed by magnitude extraction and comparison operations and,
as the comparisons proceed , by storage and retrieval operations as well .
Pashier and Badgio made the reasonable assumption that to perform in
this task, all the displayed digits had to be encoded to the point of identification
.46 They wanted to decide between two simple alternatives : are
the digits encoded in series or in parallel ? They recognized that determining
how RT grew with ASk would be of little help ; the effect of ASk could
indeed be due to a sequential encoding process, but it could also be due to
other sequential operations that follow a parallel encoding process, for
example .
Comment 17: Implications of linearity . If RT were found to increase
linearly with k, it would be tempting to argue that there is a set of
operations carried out sequentially , with one for each digit in the
array , and with each operation having a fixed mean duration , regardless
of the number of other such operations . This is of course a
description of the modem version of the subtraction method that has
been applied in the studies of same-different judgments discussed in
chapter 9. (See comment 12 in that chapter for an alternative explanation
of linearity .) A linear effect is a special kind of invariant factor
effect: the effect of an increment factor (adding one item ) is invariant
o ~er levels of a size factor (the number of items present ). For the
task of naming the largest digit , however , it is a matter of controversy
whether the effect of ASk on RT is linear ; in the data set to
be presented below , RT increases in an accelerating fashion with k.
Inferential leverage is provided by another factor , used with ASk in a
factorial experiment , a factor that can be assumed to selectively influence
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Figure 14.35
A model for encoding array of charactersin which stage B. consists of sequenceof equivalent
. B1, B2, . . . , Bk. whose number is determinedby array size ASk. and whose
substages
meandurations (which are equal) may be influenced(equally) by stimulus quality (SQj).

the encoding process. Figure 14.35 should help makeclear the implications
of a sequentialencoding processfor the interaction of the two factors.
The figure shows that one of the encoding operations, stage B. , is
, B1, B2, . . . , Bk, one for
hypothesizedto consist of k equivalent substages
each displayed digit , with the number of displayed digits given by the
level of factor ASk.47 Factor SQi (stimulus quality) is a factor assumedto
influencethe encoding process(SQi might correspondto the level of visual
contrast of the displayed digits, or to the presenceor absenceof a
superimposedmasking pattern, for example). Becauseall displayed items
are treated homogeneously (unlike the words in the example of section
14.5.11), SQi is shown as influencing each of the k substagesof B. . The
.
possibility that SQi may influenceanother stage, as well as B (for example
, a stageduring which the displayed digits are processedin parallel), is
indicated by its potential influence on A . And the possibility that ASk
.
may influence another stage as well as B is indicated by its potential
influence on C; for example, C might correspond to a processof magnitude
comparison of the encoded digits, a processwhose duration might
increasenonlinearly with k. The model can be expressedby
RTik = aiO+ bik + ' ok.

(14.12)

The hypothesis of substageequivalence(section 14.5.11) assertsthat the
durations of the substagesof B. are equal, on average, and that on average
their durations are equally influencedby SQi.48Thus
'
bik = kPiO
(14.13)
where PIOand P20are the substagedurations under the two levels of SQi.
The subscripting of P expresses the assumption that ASk influencesthe
number of substagesbut not their durations.
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MeanRTs(right-handordinate
, circles
) for naminglargestmemberof arrayof from 2 to S
circles
intact
stimuli
,
for
, SQ= SQt) and disorientedstimuli (6Uedcircles
,
(
open
digits
, triangles
) is the effectof stimulusquality, SQ
,
SQ= S~ ). Also shown(left-handordinate
which is well approximated
by a linear functionpassingthrough-! he origin: Dj(RTit) =
21.6k ms (brokenline). The dottedcurveshavebeenfitted to the RTs, subjectto the constraint
linearfunction. Datafrom Pantzerand
that their differenceis specifiedby that fitted
.
Sternberg1992.

Before considering the implications of equations 14.12 and 14.13, let us
look briefly at the results of a relevant experiment by Pantzer and Sternberg (1992). Subjectshad to namethe largest digit in a row of k = 2, 3, 4,
or 5 digits . Factor SQ; controlled digit legibility by determining the orientation
of the digits, which could be either normal or disoriented by
both reflection about the vertical axis and rotation through 900 in the
plane. Resultsare shown in figure 14.36.
As can be seenin the figure, the effect of array size is nonlinear for both
normal and disoriented rows, consistent with a nonlinear effect of ASk
on c. Also, the effect of disorientation grows with array size. How should
it grow? Assuming two levels of SQ;, and using the operator notation
introduced in section 14.3.3, it follows from equations 14.12 and 14.13
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that the effect of SQi on RTik (the difference between the functions for
disoriented and intact digits) should be linear in k:
Di(RTik) = (a20- aID) + k(P20- PIO) = Aa + kAp,
(14.14)
and that the interaction of SQi (i = 1, 2) and ASk (k = 2, 3, 4, 5) has a special
form: it is a multiplicativeinteraction
:
Dik(RTik) = (AP, 2Ap, 3AP).

(14.15)

If we think of Di(RTik) as a function of k, its slope is given by the mean
effect of SQi on the substageduration, and its zero intercept is given by
the effect of SQ on aiD. If there is no effect of SQi on a (or if there is no
stage A ), then the zero intercept of the effect of SQi on RT should be
zero, and Di(RTiv should fall on a line through the origin . Such a line
(broken line in Agure 14.36) has been Atted to the observed effect of disorientatio
, and Ats well.
What is the sourceof the curvature in the two functions in Agure 14.36
that relate RT to array size? We have assumedno effect of ASk on stage
A , and have concluded that it has a linear effect on stage B. . The curvature
must then be due to stageC. Becausecokis not influencedby SQi, the
curvature should be the same for both levels of SQ. For SQ =
. For SQ = SQ2, RT2k= a20+ bik + cok= a20+
SQI, RT Ik = aI O+ bik + Cok
.
Like
these
two functions, the two dotted curves in the
+
+
bik kAp Cok
which
At
the
data
well
,
, differ by only the multiplicative function
Agure
and
thus
have
the
same
curvature.
kAp
In similar experiments, Pashierand Badgio (1985) used different methods
to manipulatelegibility (contrastreduction, superimpositionof a masking
pattern) and obtained different patterns of results, consistent with an
effect on a but not on b. Thus there may be at least two stagesassociated
with the encoding of a character, one parallel over charactersand influenced
by one kind of illegibility (exempliAed by reduced contrast and
masking), and the other sequentialand influencedby another kind (exempliAed by disorientation). For additional evidenceseePantzer 1997.

14.5.13 What Do We Searchfor When We SearchMemory ?
" "
you look at a handwritten 3 and want to know whether it is a
Suppose
" "
5. At some point between presentationof the " 311and your decision, a
representationof the stimulus pattern is compared to a memory representation
of the target character. What is the nature of the encodedstimulus
? How much analysisof the stimulus pattern is carried out in forming
its representation?
Two clues suggestthat the pattern may be processedto a considerable
extent as its representationis formed. First, when engineershave tried to
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Figure 14.37
Model for searchingmemorized list of items in which memory-interrogation stage B- consists
of sequenceof equivalent substages
, Bt , B21. . . 1 ~ . During each substagethe representation
of a list item is comparedto a representationof the test item that was generated
during stageA . The number of substagesis determinedby list length (LLv ; their meandurations
(which are equal) may be influenced(equally) by stimulus quality (SQ;).

How might we vary the number of comparisonoperations? Possibly by
varying the number of targets. The linearity of the effect of list length
(figures 14.3 and 14.15) on RT in the item-recognition task invites us to
infer a processin which a stimulus representationis comparedsequentially
with a representationof eachitem in the memorizedlist of target items.49
Consider the model shown in figure 14.37. Here stageD hasbeen divided
into a sequential-comparison stage, B. , and a final stage C during which
the decision is made and the responseis selectedand executed. The final
stage is assumed to be influenced neither by list length (Uk ), which
determines the number of comparisons, nor by stimulus quality (SQi)
(note the contrast with the analysisin section 14.5.12 and figure 14.35, in
which stage Cisinfluenced by ASk). StageB. in turn contains a sequence
of one or more comparisonsubstages
, Bt , B2, . . . , Bk . We have an answer
to our question if we can separatelyevaluate the effects of SQ on stages
A and B. . Let the factors be list length, Ilk = k, which determines the
number of comparisons, and stimulus quality, SQi. From the equivalentsubstagesassumptionwe have bik = kpiO' and RTik can be expressedas
RTik = aiO+ bik + Coo= aiO+ kPiO+ coo,

(14.16)

a linear function of k. The effect of stimulus quality (assumingtwo levels)
is then
Di(RTik) = (a20- a I O
) + k(P20- PIO) = Aa + kAp,

(14.17)

also linear in k. The slope of this function is the mean effect of SQ on the
duration of one comparison substage, and its zero intercept is the mean
effect of SQ on the encoding stage. (More generally, Aa is the effect of SQ
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on operations that occur just once, while Ap is its effect on operations
that occur k times.) Thus, if the model is supported (and one potential
sourceof support would be linearity of the relation between RTik and k),
then even if SQ influencesboth encoding and comparison durations, we
can estimateits stage-specificeffects.
Consider the implications for Di(RTik) of two extreme possibilities for
the encoding process. Suppose, first, that the encoding processdoes nothing
), so that a raw image of the test stimulus is used during
(null encoding
= 0 and the effect of degrading the test stimulus is due
B.
Aa
Then
stage
to
an
increase
in the duration of the comparison process, which
entirely
RT
the
for
multiplicative function kAp. FactorsSQ and U
generates Di( ik)
interact, and their interaction (expressedby equation 14.15) is multiplicative
. In the idealizeddata of figure 14.38A the filled points (boxed) represent
a 60 ms effect of degradation in the simple experiment with a single
target, which could be due to prolongation of either stage A or stage B.
The remaining points in panel A show idealizedresults of elaborating the
simple one-target experimentby varying U , if the effect is due entirely to
B, the comparisonprocess. That the fitted lines have the samezero intercept
, and thus intersect at k = 0, correspondsto Aa = o.
Suppose, second, that the effect of the mask on the stimulus is completely
removed during the encoding stage (effectiveencoding
), so that the
stimulus representationis the same, whether or not a mask is presented.
The comparisonprocessis then protected from any effect of visual degradation
of the test stimulus. In this case, AP = 0 and the entire effect of
any degradation must be on the encoding process, which generatesfor
Di(RTik) the effect Aa, invariant over levels of Uk . That is, factors SQ and
U are additive, as illustrated by the idealizeddata in figure 14.388, where
the filled points for the one-target experiment are identical to those in
panel A . The constancy of the difference between the two increasing RT
functions as the number of comparisonsincreasesreflects the absenceof
any effect of SQ on a comparisonoperation.
Figure14.38
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nullencoding
, whereanunprocessed
imageof the testitemis usedduring"stageB, andwhere
. Theeffectof SQ(labeled"Difference
the full effectof SQis on that stage
) increases
linearly
with list length, accordingto a functionthat passesthroughthe origin. PanelB showsthe
usedduring
datapattern,giveneffective
, wherethe stimulusrepresentation
encoding
expected
, andwherethe full effectof SQ (whichis independent
stageB hasno residueof any degradation
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Thus, becauselist length determines the number of targets and hence
the number of sequentialcomparisons, variation of list length can be used
to create varying numbers of equivalent substages
; we can thus discover
either that the SQ effect with just one target is localized in the encoding
stage(A ) or that it is localizedin the comparisonstage(81), We can do so
not by assessingadditivity or interaction of SQ with factors that influence
those stagesselectively (the first approachmentioned) but by finding instead
one factor (here, LL) that influencesthe numberof comparisonstages.
If the situation is more complicatedthan either null or effective encoding,
and SQ influencesboth the encoding and comparisonoperations, then the
equivalent-substagesapproach not only replaces the first approach but
improves upon it . Both approaches allow us to discover that SQ influences
both A and 81, but only the former enables us to estimate the
magnitudesof the two effects. That is, elaborating the simple one target
(list length Ilk = 1; boxed data) experiment by adding one or more
conditions with multiple targets (lists of length Ilk > 1) enablesus to
disentangleeffectsthat are otherwise conflated, as shown by the unboxed
idealizeddata in figure 14.38.
.
"
Results of a relevant item-recognition experiment (described as experiment
"
1 in section 14.5.4) are shown in figure 14.39. During half the
trial blocks in that experiment, all the test stimuli (digits) were degraded
by a superimposedcheckerboardpattern, the same one shown in figure
14.2. In figure 14.39 are shown mean RTs for intact and degraded test
stimuli for eachof the two sessions(the data from trial blocks with intact
test stimuli are those also plotted in figure 14.15). The approximation of
the four functions to linearity is good enough to be taken as supporting
the equivalent-substagesassumptionand the model describedby equation
14.16. The critical data are the differencefunctions, plotted at the bottom
of eachpanel, which correspondto Dj(RTjk)'
Figure 14.39
Results&om two sessionsof an item-recognition experiment. For eachsessionRT averaged
over positive and negative responses(right -hand ordinate) is plotted as a function of list
length for intact and degradedtest items. Also shown is the effect of SQ (left hand ordinate,
A
that in session
line
.
Panel
shows
to
that
effect
a
linear
function
fitted
and
)
(broken
)
triangles
1 the functions for degradedand intact test items (dotted lines) differ in slope as well as
intercept. The equationsare RT = 371.7 + 35.6k (intact) and RT = 438.8 + 43.2k (degraded);
the broken line fitted to the difference(effect of SQ) is Di(RTiV = 67.1 + 7.6k. PanelB shows
that in session2 the observed functions (open squares) for degraded and intact test items
differ in intercept, but do not differ reliably in slope; they are weD describedby an additive
model (filled squaresconnectedby solid lines) in which the effect of SQ is invariant over
levels of LL. The equations of the linear functions fitted to the data (dotted lines) are
RT = 331.7 + 37.2k (intact) and RT = 395.4 + 39.9k (degraded); the broken line fitted to
the difference(effect of SQ) is Di(RTik) = 63.7 + 2.7k. Data &om Sternberg 1967.
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Let us begin by consideringthe data in panel B, from the secondsession,
collected after an average of 315 trials with the same fixed degradation
pattern. As can be seen, a model in which SQ and LL have additive effects
fits well, with a mean absolute deviation of only 1.6 ms. This demonstration
of separatemodifiability supports the existenceof distinct stagesfor
encoding and memory interrogation. The effect of SQ on the zero intercept
(an estimate of its effect on the duration of stage A ) is Aa = 64 ms.
On the other hand, its effect on the slope (an estimateof its effect on the
duration of each substage) is an unreliable Ap = 3 ms, which we can take
to b~ zero. That is, the results are very close to the effective-encoding
pattern of figure 14.38B.
During the first session, neither of the predictions from the two extreme
possibilities is satisfied. While there is a 67 ms effect on the intercept,
indicating that the degradationconsiderably prolongs the encoding stage,
there is also an 8 ms effect on eachcomparisonsubstage. (This may seem
like a small effect, but it representsa 22 percent increasein the duration
of the substage, when the latter is estimated by the slope of RTintact
.) If
we interpret this straightforwardly, the representationproduced by the
, eliminating most but not all
encoding processmust be highly processed
of the effect of visual degradation. However, it is still visual (rather than
an identity or a name), becauseonly a visual representationcan incorporate
an effect of visual degradation. That the observed Dj(RTjk) is well
approximatedby a linearly increasingfunction (as in equation 14.17) adds
.
support to the model with k equivalent substages
How should we interpret the difference in the pattern of data for the
two sessions
? There are at least three possibilities, none of which is entirely
.
satisfactory One possibility is that with practice there is a basicchangein
the structure of the process. However, the slopesof the functions relating
RT to list length for intact stimuli.in the two sessionsare virtually identical
- 35.6 and 37.2 ms
per digit for sessions1 and 2, respectively. It therefore
seemsunlikely that there was a change, with practice, from a visual
to a nonvisual representation. Also , this similarity, along with parsimony,
argues against A and B being separatestagesin the second sessionbut
not in the first.
A second possibility is to analyze the experiment in terms of a stable
processingstructure, but a third factor in addition to SQ and LL, namely
practice (PR) with two levels, corresponding to sessions1 and 2. Which
stages are influenced by PR1BecauseAa is virtually the samefrom one
sessionto the next (67 and 64 ms, respectively), it can be argued that PR
has no effect on A . BecausePR modulates the effect of SQ on the { Bk }
(that is, it modulates the interaction of SQ and LL), it must influence B. .
BecausePR also has an effect (of 42 ms) on the zero intercept averaged
over SQ levels, an effect that cannot be produced by its influence on B. ,
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it must also influence stage C. This analysis indicates (surprisingly) that
insteadof permitting the encoding stage to produce a representationof a
degradedstimulus that contains less residual degradation, practice causes
the comparison process to be less sensitive to the residual degradation
.
that remains. If PR influencesstage B. , however, then we would normally
expect its influence to show itself at all levels of other factors; the difficulty
is that as mentioned above, we find a PR x LL interaction only for
degradedstimuli (SQ = SQv .
A third possibility is to depart from equation 14.16 and explain the
SQ x LL interaction in session1 by an influence of LL on the encoding
.
processA (as well .as on the comparison process B ), instead of an influence
of SQ on B . (It is conceivable that by consuming some limited
mental resource, maintaining the list in memory competes with the
encoding process, and that the effect is greater with a longer list.) The
effect of practicecould then be explained simply by its influenceon stage
A . However, where equation 14.16 specifiesthe forms of both the effect
of LL, Dk(RTik)' and the SQ x LL interaction, Dik(RTik)- as linear and
multiplicative, respectively the present alternative does not. To the
the
interaction is multiplicative (shown by the
we
are
confident
degree
in figure 14.39) and the effect of LL is
functions
of
the
difference
linearity
indeed linear, the model expressedby equation 14.16 would therefore be
favored. (A model that predicts one or more quantitative findings is
favored over an alternative model that merely accommodatesthem.) It
would be useful to have more data addressingthis issue, covering a larger
set of list lengths.
14.5.14 How Do We Benefit from SeeingAhead When We Searcha
Display?
For more than a century, since the time of Cattell, it has been known that
peoplecanidentify a seriesof items more rapidly when they can seeahead.
Cattell (1885) allowed subjects naming a series of letters to see one or
more new letters before completing the responseto the preceding one.
The letters were printed on the outside of a cylinder; subjects viewed
them one after another through a window while the cylinder revolved at
an adjustable rate. Cattell found that the maximum rate that permitted
accuratenaming increasedwith the number of letters that could be seen
'
through the window that is, with the amount of preview. Like Cattell s
naming experiment, visual searchfor a complex target is an example of a
continuous serial task: rather than waiting for the experimenterto present
the next item, subjects can start deciding about it as soon as they are
able.soIn his doctoral dissertation, Chase(1969) showed that preview also
speedsvisual search. Chase manipulated the size of a window that the
.
subjectmoved over the row of items being searched
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Figure 14.40
Two possible mechanismsfor effects of preview on processingof stimuli Sk and Sk+l ' successivel
encounteredin an array being searched
. As in figure 14.27. horizontal arrows are
omitted to clarify time relations. and boxes representingprocesses that cannot overlap are
drawn taller than the others. In panel A. comparisonstagesfor different items do not overlap
. Top: No preview (PV = PVz) . Bottom: Preview (PV = PV1) permits Ek+l to overlap
with Ek and Ck. reducing the effect of SQ on total time. In panel B. encoding stagesfor different
stimuli do not overlap. Top : No preview (PV = PVz) . Bottom: Preview (PV = PV1)
permits Ck to overlap with Ek+l and Ck+l . reducing the effect of NT on total time.

Why should preview have this effect? The manipulation is inherently
crude and complicated : at a fixed rate the increase in window size also increases
the total time for which each item is displayed , and as we do not
'
"
"
know where the subject s eyes are pointed , even preview may be a misnomer
"
"
(is postview necessarily less apt ?). The most interesting hypothesis
is that at least some of the mental operations associated with different
items can occur in parallel , and that preview permits them to do so. Which
such operations occur in parallel , and which do not ? Figure 14.40 indicates
how patterns of factor effects can help to answer such questions .
The logic has some similarities to the reasoning used in thinking about
overlapping tasks, as in section 14.5.9. Just as we can "ask how the performance
of one task slows the performance of another with which it overlaps
so
we can ask how preview speeds the decisions about successive
,
items in visual search.
In the analysis of overlapping tasks we considered the R T for making a
'
decision based on one stimulus . The measure in Chase s experiments was,
in contrast , the total time to search a row of many items .
Comment 18: Reaction time, working rate, and "pipelining ." It is
tempting to consider the average increment in this total due to an

MentalProcessing
Stages 825
Discovering
addeditem- the working rate- as equivalent to the averagetime to
process one item, or an average reaction time, but this would be
a mistake. Even if the operations performed on anyone item are
sequential, the processingof multiple items may overlap in time, as
in pipelining (section 14.4.3). It follows that the time during a continuous
task from the start of processing an item to the decision
about it may be substantially greater than the working rate. As an
analogy, consider the time from one car to the next exiting an assembly
line, or the working rate of the line, versus the time for one
"
"
car to be assembled
, or the time it takesfor the line to process one
car.
Supposethat to processeachstimulus, two stagesare required, one (E) for
encoding the stimulus, and another (C) for comparing the encoded stimulus
to the searchtargets. Suppose, further, that two factors are varied,
stimulus quality (SQ) and number of targets (NT ), presumedto selectively
influence E and C, respectively. Among the two -stage processes that
would permit an effect of preview, two are shown in figure 14.40.
One possibility, shown in panel A , is that if preview permits, stagesEk
and Ek+l for different stimuli overlap in time, but stagesCk, Ck+l do not.
We assume
, as a simple starting hypothesis, that without preview (top),
not begin until stageCk is complete, perhapsbecausethe
does
stageEk+l
uncover Sk+1 until then. With preview (bottom ), stages
does
not
subject
and
Ek
Ek+l overlap partially or fully . Consider the effects of factors SQ
and NT on the total time, with and without preview. Becausethe C stages
do not overlap in either case, the total time must include the full durations
of all the C stages, with or without preview. The effect of factor NT on the
total time is therefore unchangedby preview. In contrast, becausethe E
stagesdo overlap with preview, it is only when there is no preview that
the total time includesthe full durations of all thesestages. When preview
is provided, the effect of increasingthe level of SQ on the duration of the
E stagesis partially or fully hidden, in two ways. The prolonging of Ek+l '
for example, is partially hidden, first, by its overlapping with the prolonged
Ek, and second (if Ck and Ek+l overlap), by the gap created as
to overlap with Ek. As a result, the effect of SQ on the
advances
Ek+l
total time is reduced by preview. Like F'\t in the overlapping-tasks paradigm
(section 14.5.9), the preview factor PV should therefore be additive
with a factor like NT , but should interact with a factor like SQ.
According to the secondpossibility, shown in panel B, stagesCk and
Ck+l for different stimuli overlap, as do stages Ck and Ek+l ' preview
permitting, but stagesEk, Ek+l do not. A similar argument shows that
preview should reduce the effect of factor NT on the total time, but not
the effect of factor SQ.
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In general , if stages associated with different stimuli overlap when preview
permits , then factors that influence those stages should interact with
PV , and in such a way that their effects are increased when preview is
"
"
interaction ). On the other hand , if stages
removed (an overadditive
associated with different stimuli do not overlap even with preview , then
effects of factors that influence them should be invariant over levels of
PV. The relation between PV and other factors can thus be used as a
diagnostic to determine which operations on one stimulus overlap with
which operations on another , and which do not . (It is instructive to consider
what the full set of possible arrangements is of such two -stage pro cesses, and the data patterns they imply .)
'
On each trial in Chase s first experiment ( 1969 ) subjects searched
through a row of thirty test letters for any of one to six target letters , and,
as they searched, pressed a button for each target they encountered . The
window through which subjects viewed the letters could accommodate
one letter (no preview ), or two , four , or all thirty letters . Figure 14.41A
shows that both the amount of preview (PV) and the number of target
letters (NT) had substantial effects, and it is clear from the excellent fit of
the additive model that the effect of PV is invariant over levels of NT
(and vice versa).51 The stage influenced by NT is presumably a process
in which test items are compared to memorized targets .52 Apparently
the memory -comparison processes for different test items do not overlap
under these conditions . This experiment therefore leaves open the question
of what is responsible for the substantial effect of PV .
In the experiment that helps to answer this question , Chase ( 1969 ,
experiment 5) used nonsense patterns rather than letters . On each trial
subjects searched for one or more targets in a row of twelve patterns
(two sample patterns are shown in figure 14.418 ). Instead of responding
overtly when they found a target , subjects counted targets covertly and
reported their count at the end of the trial . The window they moved
along each row to view the patterns could accommodate either one item
(no preview ) or two (preview of one item ). A second factor was stimulus
quality (SQ) : the window was either clear (the patterns intact ) or stippled
Figure 14.41
Additive effectson total timeof preview(PV) andnumberof targets(NT) in visualsearch
,
evidenceagainstmodelshownin 6gure14.408. Data(opensquares
), additivemodel(AIled
connected
by lines) and 6tted linearfunctions(dottedlines). In panelA, targetset
squares
contains1 .s NT .s 6 letters; four levelsof PV; button pressduring searchfor eachtarge~
foundin rowsof .30letters. Note similardeviationfrom linearityat eachlevelof PV (unexplained
). Slopesof the 6tted linearfunctionsfor increasingamountsof previeware 0.87,
0.86, 0.84, and0.86 sec/target. In panel8, targetsetcontains1 .s NT .s .3nonsense
patterns
(illustrated
); two levelsof PV; countof targetsfoundin rowsof 12 patternsreportedat end
.
1 and5 for panelsA and8, respectively
. DatafromChase1969, experiments
of search
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(the patterns degraded). And a third factor was the number of target patterns
for which the subjectssearched(Nn , which could be one, two , or
three.
As in the task with letters, Chase found that the effect of NT was
approximately invariant over levels of preview (figure 14.41B). He also
found that the effect of NT was approximately invariant over levels of
SQ (figure 14.42A ), indicating that these two factors influence different
stages. (See section 14.5.13 for related discussion.) I have already suggested
that NT influencesa memory-comparison stage; it seemsreasonable
to use " encoding" to describe the stage influenced by SQ. Finally,
Chasefound that the effect of SQ interacts with PV (figure 14.42B): preview
reducedthe effect of degradation by more than 50 percent.53These
results indicate that preview increasesthe searchrate at least partly by
permitting different stimuli to be encoded in parallel. But there is apparently
no overlap of the processes by which different encoded stimuli are
comparedto memorizedtargets.
14.6 The Additive - Fador Method : Concluding Remarks
14.6.1 ProcessingStagesand Brain Structures

When introducing the conceptof a processingstage(section 14.4.1), I was
careful to define it as a function carried out during an epoch in time, not
necessarilyassociatedwith a distinct neuroanatomicalprocessingdevice.
Thus the figures in this chapter containing boxes (representingprocesses)
and arrows (representingsuccessionin time) are flowcharts, not anatomical circuit diagrams. It is remarkably easy to slip into a mode of thinking
in which stages are processorsrather than processes, actors rather than
actions; confusion about what a stage might be finds its way into much
writing on the subject, even by experts. Becauseprocessingstagescorrespond
to epochs, the nature of time forces them to be strung together end
to end; as they are inherently ordered, there is no other alternative. If we
now misinterpret such a diagram as describing how processing devices
are connected, we have only one simple arrangement of many that are
possible, one in which each device operates on just the output of one
other device and delivers its output, in turn, to a third ; we have arbitrarily
excludednumerousalternatives. For example, Neisser(1976, 23) described
"
"
the result as a simple flow from the periphery to the mind. Broadbent
"
(1984, 55) describedit as a pipeline . .. through which information passes
"
from the sensesto the effectors and suggested that it permitted only
"
"
bottom -up explanations that would preclude, for example, using context
and preliminary analysis to guide further sampling of the input in
a perception task.54 Stage models need not be constrained in this way;
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Figure 14.43
Flowchart versus circuit diagram. In panel A (stage diagram or Rowchart), arrows represent
successionin time of a series of processes. In panel B (processor or circuit diagram that
resemblesa stagediagram), arrows representthe Row of information from one processorto
another, as in Broadbent's " pipeline" and Neisser's " simple Row." PanelC is a processordiagram
that does not resembleany stagediagram.

they merely partition processing operations into components that are
, functionally distinct, and separatelymodifiable. In
temporally successive
the
explaining
processof recognizing a degradedprinted word , for example
, there is no obstacle to having a stage during which a preliminary
interpretation of the whole word is developed, influencedby context, followed
by a stage during which such a preliminary interpretation guides
the resamplingof letter features. Seefigure 14.43.
Emphasizingthe distinction between processand processorencourages
us to ask an important question: Are the processes identified as separate
stages in a particular task carried out by anatomically distinct neural
structures? That is, is there a circuit diagram whose component processors
correspondto the stagesof processingin a flowchart? Three arrangements
are illustrated in figure 14.44. Three processing stages are defined by
sequential nonoverlapping epochs PI, Pl, and P3; three brain structures
that are processingunits, in different locations in the brain, are denoted x,
y, and z. Panel A shows the three stagesbeing carried out by the same
processor, panel B shows each stage being carried out by a distinct processor
, and panel C shows a more complicated arrangement. Let us consider
the two extreme arrangementsshown in panelsA and B. Which of
thesearrangementsis likely to obtain under which circumstances
?
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Some possible relations between processing stages (carried out during successiveepochs,
shown on .r-axis) and processors(brain structures), shown on y-axis. Panel A shows three
stagescarried out by one processor. PanelB shows eachstagecarried out by a different processor
. PanelC shows a more complex relation between stagesand the processorsthat carry
them out. For example, processors.r and y are both involved in carrying out process1.

As more studies accumulate like the one described in section 14.5.6 on
task switching , where attempts are made to determine which stage or
stages of a well -understood task are influenced by localized brain damage,
they may provide information relevant to this question . For the present ,
however , what we can say is largely conjectural . It seems plausible that
the likelihood of a panel A versus panel B arrangement depends on the
relations among the stages. Section 14.4.3 mentioned two alternative reasons
why processes PI and P2 might be arranged in stages: P2 might require
data &om PI , or the available capacity might permit only one process
at a time . A plausible explanation of seriality without data dependence is
that both processes are carried out by the same limited - capacity processor
and that the arrangement shown in panel A is the one that applies . One
example is provided by results &om the overlapping tasks paradigm
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(section 14.5.9), which suggest that the response- selection processes in
two different , independent tasks cannot overlap in time . A second example
is provided by the experiment on deciding whether two letter strings
are words (section 14.5.11). In both examples, the two processes found to
be sequential are not data- dependent, and the functions they perform are
similar , as well , another reason why they might be carried out by the
same processor .55 In contrast , an example of data- dependent processes is
provided by the analysis of digit naming (section 14.4.4). Here , because the
response- selection process cannot start without data from the stimulus identification process, we need not invoke a limited -capacity property to
explain seriality . Furthermore , the functions carried out by stimulus identification
and response selection are different , unlike the examples without
data dependence, which adds to the plausibility of distinct processors . For
stages that carry out data- dependent processes the arrangement shown in
panel B seems more likely .
14.6.2 Perspectives from Other Module -Finding Methods
It is helpful to consider the AFM in the context of some related methods
for discovering mental -processing modules . Recall that I defined aprocessing
module as a separately modifiable subprocess of a complex process
(section 14.1.1). As we shall see, compared to other methods , the AFM is
appropriate for a situation in which ( 1) we measure time (rather than accuracy
, for example ), and (2 ) we measure an entire process (rather than having
separate measures of its parts ). In other situations , exemplified below ,
if we want to demonstrate that two subprocesses, A and B , belong to distinct
modules , we must still demonstrate separate modifiability , which we
do by finding an instance of selective influence . That is, we have to discover
two factors (usually experimental manipulations ), F and G, such that
F influences A but leaves B invariant , while G influences B but leaves A
invariant . How do we know we have succeeded in finding selective influence
? This depends on what we can measure about the putative modules ,
and whether we can measure them separately or only in combination .
14.6.2.1 SeparateMeasures
Direct separate measures
. Suppose we have separate measures of each
putative module . One example is separate time measures. If a marker signal
is transmitted when each part completes its work , then we could
directly measure the durations of parts A and B , the two putative stages.
Event - related potentials (chap. 15, this volume ) have been used as separate
measures; the marker signals are identifiable patterns in electrical
changes at the scalp. In speech production , points on the articulatory trajectory
have been used as marker signals for completion of part processes
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(section 14.5.7). A second example is separate measures of amount of
brain activity . Suppose two processing modules used in a task are implemented
in disjoint regions of the brain , module A in region I , and module
B in region .1/, and that we can measure the amount of activity in each of
those regions . We would then have separate measures of the two modules
. Given separate measures (as in either example ), we can test the
selective influence of factors F and G directly .
. The examples of separate measures given
Derived separate measures
our
above depend on
gaining physical access to the separate putative
is for separate measures to be derived from different
alternative
modules . An
of the process as a whole .56
the
behavior
aspects of
Two such measures derived from a set of responses are, for example ,
the discrimination acuity (Az) and the decision criterion (LR ,) of signal
detection theory (see sections 13.2 and 13.3). These measures have been
shown to be separately modifiable , indicating that they reflect distinct
57
processing ' modules for discrimination and decision . A second example
is Roberts s analysis (chap . 2, this volume ) of response- rate data from
rats in the peak procedure . The peak procedure is a discrete - trials fixed interval procedure : the first response after a fixed delay from the start of
the trial is rewarded . In this procedure , the instantaneous response rate first
rises with time from the start of the trial , reaching a peak in the neighborhood
of the fixed delay , and then falls , producing a single - peaked function
that describes response rate versus time . One pair of separate measures
derived from this response- rate function are its maximum , the peak rate,
and the time into the trial at which the peak rate occurs, the peak time.
Roberts and others have shown that peak rate and peak time are separately
modifiable (see his section 2.2). A third example is introduced by
Osman (section 15.3 ), where he discusses measurement of the pattern of
event - related potentials at the scalp when one aspect of a stimulus tells
the subject which hand to move (left versus right ) if a response is required ,
and a second aspect tells whether a response is required (go versus no -go ).
Two potentials are measured as a function of time from presentation of
the stimulus , reflecting activity on the left and right sides of the brain ,
in the motor cortex . One derived time measure is of the onset of
probably
"
"
the lateralized readiness potential or LRP, a difference between the two
potentials that reflects preparation of one of the alternative responses. A
second derived time measure is of when the iRPs for response and nonresponse
"
trials begin to diverge (the onset of the go / no - go difference
"
wave ). Osman and others have shown that these two time measures are
separately modifiable .
An example of derived separate measures based on single rather than
multiple responses (unlike the three examples just mentioned ) is provided
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by responselatency and responsevelocity . A single manual responsecan
vary in both latency (time to achi~ve some criterion velocity ) and peak
velocity . There are hints that these two attributes of the responsemay
depend on distinct modules of the processthat generatesit (e.g ., Abrams
and Balota 1991).
14.6.2.2 CompositeMeasures

We often choose (or are able) to measureonly one aspectof the process
as a whole. Given only a single measure,it is more difficult than with separate
measures(whether direct or derived) to find evidence for decompositio
into modules and to learn about which factors influence which
modules. The increasein difficulty results from the need to know how the
putative modules contribute to the behavior of the process as a whole,
that is, a combinationrule for the effects of the modules on the measure.
The issueof the combination rule complicatesthe problem of discovering
modules, but becausethe system we are studying must often remain
intact, we may be restricted to composite measuresand they may be onedimensional, which precludesseparatemeasures
. In such caseswe need to
not
evidence
for
only
produce
separatemodifiability , but also evidence
that supports the hypothesized combination rule. Of course, the rule,
which tells us about how the modules contribute to the process as a
whole, is usually of considerableinterest, rather than merely a meansto
an end. The combination rules that seemeasiestto work with are for processeswhose modules are arrangedin series.
measure
. Supposewe could measurethe accuracy
Accuracyas a composite
of the processas a whole, and that the processas a whole performed correctly
only if each of its modules performed correctly. (One natural way
in which this property would arise is if the modules were carried out in
stages; Schweickert1985). If we assumethat the correctnessof one module
is independentof the correctnessof another, and that one error does
not undo another, then the processwould perform correctly with aprob ability given by the product of the probabilities that its modules perform
' where Pa and Pb are the probabilities that
correctly: P = Pa * Pb* Pother
modules A and B perform correctly and Potheris the probability that all
other modules perform correctly. The observed accuracy, P, would be a
composite measure, with the combination rule being multiplication. Given
stagesplus selectiveinfluence, the effects of F and G on accuracywould
be multiplicative because P(F, G) = Pa(F) * Pb(G) * Pother
= f (F) * g(G),
where f and g are functions of the levels of factors F and G, respectively
(note the similarity to equation 14.5). One consequence
, for example, is
that the ratio P(Fl' G1)/ P(F2, G1) would remain invariant when the level
of G is changedfrom G1 to G2. If we found multiplicative effects of two
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factors on p, this would jointly support the multiplicative combination
rule and selective influence, which would in turn argue that A and Bare
modules.
rate as a compositemeasure
: The methodof multiplicativefactors.
Response
, and that the output of
Suppose that the modules operate in sequence
each module (which is the input to the next) results from applying a
weight between zero and one to its input . We can think of the variable
transformedby eachmodule as a level of activation. Supposefurther that
the responserate in an operant situation (such as bar pressing by a rat)
is proportional to the level of activation of the final module. The rate is
then proportional to the product of the weights, R = k * Wa * Wb * Wother
'
and the combination rule is multiplication.58 If selective influence applies,
so that factor F influencesonly Wa and factor G influencesonly W b, then
R(F, G) = k * Wa(F) * Wb(G) * Wother= f (F) * g( G), so that F and G have
multiplicative effectson R. The multiplicativity of effectsthat results from
the combination of sequentialmodulesplus selectiveinfluenceis exploited
by the multiplicative-factor method (developed by Roberts 1987; seealso
his section 2.2.2 in the present volume), an analogue of the AFM that
has been found especially useful in the study of animal behavior, where
Roberts discovered many instancesof invariant ratios of responserates,
helpful in guiding theory development.
Time as a compositemeasure
: The methodof additivefactors. Supposethe
modules are carried out in stages, so that the processduration is the sum
of the module durations: T = Ta + Tb + Tother
' and supposewe measure
the processduration, T. This quantity is then a composite measure, with
the combination rule being summation
. If we add selective influence of F
and G on A and B, respectively, the effects of F and G on T would be
additive becauseT(F, G) = Ta(F) + Tb(G) + Tother= f (F) + g( G). Corresponding
to the invariant ratios of the two examplesabove, we have invariant
in this case: T(F2, G1) - T(F1, G1) remains the same when the
differences
level of G is changedfrom G1 to G2. Because" effects" are defined as differences
, this meanswe also have invariant factor effects. It is this implica~
tion of the combination of organization in stagesplus selective influence
that is exploited by the AFM . Thus, if we find additive effects of two factors
on mean RT, this would jointly support the summation combination
rule and separatemodifiability , which would, in turn, argue that A and B
are modules.
We would of course like to ask separately about (1) the existence of
modulesand (2) how they are arranged, but given only a composite measure
, we can ask only the combined question. With respectto issue I , the
additivity of factor effects(which dependson the combination rule as well)
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is not the property of fundamental interest but an indirect test of something
else, namely , separate modifiability . Given selective influence of factors
F and G and given summation as the combination rule (appropriate
when time is the measure and the modules are arranged in stages), it follows
that the effect of F must be invariant over levels of G, and vice versa,
that is, F and G are additive . Additivity therefore tests jointly the stages
model plus the selective influence of factors F and G. The test of selective
influence has to be indirect , and has to invoke other assumptions (such as
the stages model ) if all we have is a one -dimensional composite measure.
The appeal of separate measures is that they permit us to ask about issue 1
without knowing how contributions of the putative modules combine which we need to know in order to specify the combination rule for composite
measures.

Comment 19: Separatemeasuresversus double dissociation. It is helpful
to contrast the use of separate measures (of putative modules in performance
of the same task) and the method of double task-dissociation.
Consider the dissociation method when factors F and G are damage
to different parts of the brain , so that the search is for processes
carried out by distinct processors . Dissociation means that F influences
the performance of task U but not task V , while G influences
task V but not task U . Thus patients with one kind of lesion might
perform poorly on task U but not V , while patients with another
kind might perform poorly on task V but not U . Such a finding
indicates that the two parts of the brain perform different functions
and are separately modifiable , and that tasks U and V depend on
different functions . But double task dissociation is not especially
useful for decomposing one complex mental process (used to perform
a single task) into its constituent processes. To do so using
double dissociation would require complete task analyses (section
14.5.1) of U and V. Applied with care, the method may show that
each task includes one or more processes not included in the other .
But for the functions of those processes to be more than conjectural ,
much additional knowledge is needed.

"
"
14.6.3 What is Additive -FactorsLogic ?
This section summarizes
, somewhat more formally than sections 14.1.3,
14.3, and 14.4, the logical statusof severalof the inferencesassociatedwith
the AFM , including principles 3- 7 (introduced in section 14.3). Consider
) and H2
a theory or hypothesis that contains two propositions, HI (stages
call
the
es.
Let
us
mental
a
of
about
selective
theory
)
(
influence
process
pair
" HI H2 ."
B
es
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) Proposition
operate in
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is
when
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B
that
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complete. The
begins only
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alternative, - HI , is that processes A and B are incorporated in the same
"
"
stage ( stage is defined such that there is at least one between stimulus
and response, which occupies the entire stimulus- response interval).
Proposition H2 assertsthat factors F and G influence processes A and B
selectively: F influences the duration of A but not B, whereas G influences
the duration of B but not A (the alternative, - H2, is that F and G
influenceat least one processin common). Weak as it is, (HI + H2) has a
"
"
powerful implication, denoted here by ADD : the mean effects of F and
G on the time TABto accomplishprocesses A and B will be invariant and
henceadditive. That is, the changefrom one level to another of factor F
will increaseTABby the sameamount, regardlessof the level of G, and
vice versa. (This implication follows from the fact that we can write
TAB= TA + TB, when TABis measuredin physical time, where TA and TB
are the unobserved mean durations of processes A and B.) The implication
from (HI + H2) to ADD is one of entailment, or logical necessity,
as
just for implications derived from many theories.59
Because(HI + H2) implies ADD , it follows that the falsity of ADD
- ADD and basedon the observation of interacting effects of F
denoted
(
and G on TAB) entails the falsity of (H 1 + H2). This in turn implies one of
three possibilities: HI is false (processes A and B are incorporated in the
samestage), H2 is false (factors F and G influenceat least one processin
common), or both are false. Whichever of thesethree possibilities obtains,
- ADD implies that factors F and G influenceat least one stage in common
and that this stage is not decomposableinto (sub)stagesinfluenced
selectively by F and G; we shall use - (HI + H2) to denote this state of
affairs.
If observationsconfirm an implication of a theory, our degree of belief
in the theory is increased, but these observations do not logically entail
the truth of the theory. Roughly speaking, the fewer plausible alternative
theories that have the sameimplication, the greater the increment in our
belief strength from its confirmation (see Howson and Urbach 1993).
Observation of property ADD is thus more potent for confirming theory
(HI + H2) insofar as there are few plausible mechanismsfor which the
conjunction of - (HI + H2) and ADD obtains, that is, for which two factors
influencing the same nondecomposablestage have additive effects.
The following argument supports the implausibility of this conjunction.
Consider the one-dimensional interaction contrast (RT 11+ RT22) (RT 12+ RT21) from a simple 2 x 2 experiment (two factors, each at two
levels). This contrast can take on an infinite number of possible valuesa continuum from negative to positive. An additive pattern (interaction
contrast zero) correspondsto only a single point on this continuum and
is thus extremely unlikely without some special reason to expect it ; all
other patterns are interactive.60
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Just as the implausibility of the conjunction of -- ( HI + H2) and ADD
causesobservation of ADD to give support to ( HI + H2), so it causesa
belief in -- (HI + H2) to lead us to expect -- ADD . Neither of these relations
are ones of logical necessity, however. Instead, both are governed
the
normal practicesof inductive inference.
by
In short, the inferencefrom stagesplus selecHve influence to the additivity
of factor effects is deductive inference, just as are many predictions
derived from theories. On the other hand, the inferencefrom the observation
of additive factor-effects to the conjunction of stagesplus selective
influenceis inductive inference, an instanceof confirming a theory by validating
one of its predictions. Inductive inference is sensiHve to other
knowledge we may have. Thus the inferencerule should be qualified: we
infer (HI + H2) from ADD if there are no stronger reasonsto the contrary.
The searchfor factors F and G with additive effectshas as its primary goal
the demonstration that processes A and B are separatelymodifiable and
sequential, and therefore stages. A secondarygoal of the searchfor such
factors is to provide information about the processes carried out during
thesestages.
Becauseof these relations of implication and confirmation and their
elaborations, as exemplified in the applications of section 14.5, patterns
of factor effects, especially addiHve effects, are of considerableinterest.
Factorial experimentswith RT measuresare especiallyuseful forsuggesting
and helping to select among relaHvely weak theories about mental
" "
by adding to its defining
processes. (A weak theory, A is strengthened
" " a
B
thus
,
,
theory
generating
specialcaseof theory A . Which
properties
which
are
added
determines
, specialcase, Bl , B2, . . . of
stronger
properties
the weak theory is thus generated. A weak theory can accountfor a larger
variety of data than a strong one, and is harder to reject. One goal of
researchis to arrive at strong theories that are not rejected after thorough
testing, despite their strength.) Given its rejection, the weakness of a
theory is an asset, becausea weak theory corresponds to a large class
of strong theories (Broadbent 1958, chapter 12, for example, argues for
beginning with weak theories). Given confirmaHon, a weak theory provides
only a starHng point, of course, but one that may nonethelesssignificantl
guide and constrain further research.
14.6.4 Extending the Method beyond the Mean
This chapter has been entirely concerned with the analysis of mean
reaction-times, but RT data are much richer than this. Even within aparticular
condition in an experiment (that is, when the explicitly controlled factors
are held at fixed levels) the RT is variable rather than constant. The
data from eachcondition thus consistsof a distribution of RTs that hasnot
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61
only a mean, but also a spreadand shapethat may be informative. How
can the searchfor stagesmake use of this additional information? Consider
a model with two stages, A and 8 , and selectiveinfluenceof factors
F and G, with levels indexed by i and j , respectively. First, let us review
the argument basedon means. For this model we can write RTil = TRi+
Tbj for an individual trial, and hence, for a set of trials,
(14.18)
RTij = f ai + f bj'
where the plus sign expresses the fact that the combination rule for means
is summation: the unobservablemeansof the stage durations are summed
to determine the meanRT. BecausefRi and f bj depend only on the levels
of F and G, respectively, equation 14.18 implies that the observableeffects
of eachfactor on RT are invariant over levels of the other, and henceadditive
. Another way of describing the separatemodifiability property is to
"
"
say that the stagedurations TRand Tb are independentin mean : we can
, and vice versa. As it stands, however
change f R"while leaving f b invariant
"
, this general stage model (or G-stagemodel) says nothing about
aspectsof the data distributions other than their means.
The model is considerably strengthenedby adding a further property :
assumethat stagedurations Ta and Tb are stochasticallyindependent
, as well
as being independent in mean, giving us the 51-stagemodel. (Stochastic
independencemeans that knowing the duration of one stage on a trial
gives us no information about the duration of the other, and implies that
stagedurations are uncorrelated.) The SI-stagemodel has many properties
not sharedwith the G-stagemodel, of which it is a specialcase. For example
, we can write
var(RTil) = var(TRi) + var(Tbj),

(14.19)

where var(x) is the varianceof x, a measureof the spreadof the distribution
of x. That is, for the SI-stagemodel, the combination rule for variances
is also summation: the unobservablevariancesof the stage durations sum
to determinethe varianceof the RT. Becausethe selectiveinfluenceproperty
also implies that var(TRi) and var(Tbj) depend only on the levels of F
and G, respectively, equation 14.19 implies that the observableeffects of
each factor on var(RT ) are invariant over levels of the other, and hence
additive, just as for RT. That is, when the G-stage model is strengthened
to becomethe SI-stagemodel, factors that influencestagesselectively have
additive effects on var(RT ) as well as on RT. Other properties of the SIstagemodel (including properties of entire RT distributions) are discussed
in Ashby and Townsend 1980, Roberts and Sternberg 1993, Townsend
1984, and other referencescited therein. Recent tests of the SI-stage
model have supported it (Roberts and Sternberg 1993), thus also favoring
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the weaker , more general G - stage model , a fortiori . (Confirmation of a special
case, or stronger variant , of a more general - hence weaker - model
also confirms the more general model .)
14.6.5 Nonstage Architectures That Produce Additive Effects
As discussed in section 14.6.3, the finding of additive effects of factors
on mean RT (ADD ) supports two propositions , namely , HI : processes
arranged in stages, and H2 : selective influence of factors on different pro cesses, hence separate modifiability (modularity ) of those processes. The
amount of support generated by ADD for HI depends on how likely
are other arrangements of processes (other " mental architectures " ) within
which factor effects are additive .62 The amount of support generated by
ADD for H2 depends on how likely it is that additive effects can be produced
by two factors that influence the same process.
Suppose two factors influence different processing modules selectively .
Are there alternatives to stage architectures composed of such modules
that can produce ADD ? In recent years it has been discovered that there
are architectures that appear not to be stage models , but can produce
either exact or approximate additivity of factor effects on mean R T; two
examples are described below . This weakens the support from ADD for
HI . However , I know of no interesting cases where additive effects are
produced by two factors that influence the same nondecomposable process
; the support from ADD for H2 is not correspondingly weakened. It
follows that the AFM is probably a good way to search for processing
modules , but that additional evidence may be needed to determine how
they are arranged .
14.6.5.1 Alternate Pathways
The alternate - pathways (AP ) model (Roberts and Sternberg 1993 ) is one
example of a nonstage architecture that can produce additive factor effects.
In this model , the task is accomplished by process A (one pathway ) on a
proportion p of the trials , and by process B (the alternate pathway ) on the
remaining trials . As experimenters we observe the mixture of the two
kinds of trials , which we are unable to distinguish reliably . Selective influence
takes the form of pathway A being influenced by factor F but not G,
while pathway B is influenced by factor G but not F. Perhaps surprisingly ,
the model produces additive effects of F and G on RT .63 Thus , at the level
of mean RTs , the AP and G - stage models cannot be distinguished . Given
either model , H2 (separate modifiability ) is supported by an observation
of additivity of factor effects on mean R T. But the existence of an alternative
to stages that produces additive effects on the mean weakens the
support provided for HI (stages).
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Predictions can be derived from the AP model for variances and other
properties of the R T distributions , properties about which the G stage
model is mute . However , as we have seen, the 51- stage model , astrength enedG - stage model , does make such predictions . Furthermore , these predictions
contrast with those of the AP model , which predicts for example ,
that effects of factors F and G on var ( RT ) will be interactive rather than
additive . Thus far , tests of this and other predictions have not only per mitted rejection of the AP model , but strongly favor the 51- stage model ,
and hence the G - stage model (Roberts and Sternberg 1993 ).
es
14.6.5.2 Overlapping Process
Partial overlap. Suppose an arrangement of processes PI and P2 where
PI starts when the stimulus is presented and P2 starts when a duration
T 1 has elapsed after PI starts. Suppose further that PI continues to operate
for some duration ' 1 after P2 starts. (As an analogy in terms of data dependent processes, think of a relay race: the first runner does not stop
short when passing the baton to the second runner , but what the first
runner does after passing the baton is not relevant to winning the race.)
Finally , suppose the response is initiated when P2 has been operating for a
duration T 2, where T2 > ' 1. Processes PI and P2 then overlap (for a duration
' 1)' so that , strictly speaking , we do not have a stages architecture .
What difference does this make? The R T is still the sum of two durations ,
T 1 and T2, each associated with one of the processes. If T 1 and T2 are
selectively influenced by factors F and G, respectively , the arguments we
have been making up to now will work . If the processes are not data dependent , then the portion of process PI that overlaps P2 can have no
impact on T2. However , if P2 uses data provided by PI, then it is possible
that only partial data would be available when P2 starts , and that additional
data would be provided during the ' 1 interval . This could mean
that there is an interval of processing when both F and G have effects,
which could result in a failure of additivity .
processes
Complete overlap. A model with overlapping data dependent
"
' "
that has attracted considerable attention is McClelland s cascade model
( 1979 ), as further developed by Ashby ( 1982 ). The model consists of a set
of processing units , with the output from unit k serving as the input to
"
"
unit k + 1. Because activation is transmitted continuously from one unit
to the next , all units actually operate concurrently , and activation begins
to rise at the output of the final unit as soon as the stimulus is applied to
the input of the first . Thus , although the units are ordered structurally by
their input -output relations , in an important sense they are not ordered
temporally and can be regarded as operating in parallel . Because of such
striking contrasts with a stage model , it is especially noteworthy (and not
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yet understood) that under certain conditions the cascademodel can produce
additive effects of factors on both mean and variance, just as the SIstagemodel does. One condition is that the units are modules, in the sense
of being separatelymodiAable; thus the factors must selectively influence
the activation growth rates (the rates at which output activation responds
to input activation) of different units. A secondcondition is that a factor
cannot influencethe asymptotic activation of the unit whose growth rate
it influences. A third condition is that there is at least one unit whose
activation growth rate is low and independentof the factor levels.
Becausethe cascademodel can accommodateadditive effects of factors
on the RT variance, it cannot be tested in the sameway as the AP model.
But the cascademodel also predicts certain relations among the meansand
variances, and when these have been tested, the model has been rejected
(Roberts and Sternberg 1993). Again, that an architecture quite different
from a sequenceof stagesis capableof producing additive effects on Rf
reducesthe support for a stagesmechanismgeneratedby merely observing
such effects; additional tests are needed. And again we have a case
where the processes influencedby the additive factors are modules, even
if not stages.
14.6.6 SomeStrengthsand Limitations of the Method
The AFM pennits learning about the structure of mental processes from
patterns of factor effects on mean reaction-time, while requiring minimal
commitment to theories about how the parts of the process work.
The method avoids the limitations of Donders' approachby requiring us
merely to vary the durations of hypothesized stagesrather than to insert
or delete them. It also avoids some of the difficulties of approaches that
seek understanding by creating complex models with numerous interrelated
defining properties- difficulties of discovering what plausibledata
, and, when such a model does
patterns suchmodels cannot accommodate
fail, of determining which of its properties is responsible.
Why does the issue of factor additivity seem less crucial in research
where the measureof performance is something other than time? One
reasonis that in most other domains we need a rather detailed theory to
justify a preferencefor one measurementscaleover another, and an arbitrary
changeof scalecan turn additive effectsinto interactions. One of the
appealsof the study of reaction time is that, with nothing more than the
stagesidea, we have specified the preferred measurementscale(physical
time, not a transformation of it ) and made meaningful the quantitative
analysisof data.
Comment20: What is special about time? Duration, measured in
physical time, is appropriate becauseit is additive: the duration of
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stage A concatenatedwith stage B is the sum of their durations.
Compare it , for example, to speed, the reciprocal of -time, which is
not additive. The effect of a changein T1 on (T1 + T2) 1 dependson
T2 rather than being invariant relative to T2; the principle of full
expression (section 14.3.3) fails for speed. Similarly, the mean RT
is an appropriate summary measure becauseit , also, is additive:
mean(T1 + T2) = mean(T1) + mean(Tv . Under some conditions the
minimum may also be additive, and, indeed, Donders (1868) used it .
The medianis not additive, in general, and is thereforeinappropriate,
though in some circumstancesthe sample median may be better
than the samplemean as an estimate of the true mean. (Seesection
12.7 for a discussionof errors of estimation.)
On the other hand, the method has distinct limitations, which include:

1. Any decomposition into stagesthat is produced by the AFM is
tentative. Eachstage is defined by the set of factors that influenceit .
As new instancesof interaction are observed, our ideas about what
occurs in the affected stage will change; as new instancesof additivity
are discovered, additional stageswill be inferred.
2. Although instancesof additivity support the hypothesis of separate
stages, other considerationsmust generally be used to determine
the temporal order of thesestages. But such considerationsdo
arise naturally in some applications (see sections 14.5.5 and 14.5.9,
for example).
3. Unlike the subtraction method, the AFM does not provide information
about overall stage durations, although the duration of
a stage is of less interest than whether there is such a stage, what
influencesit , what it accomplishes, and what its relation is to other
stages.
4. The method distinguishes only processes that are arranged in
stagesand separatelymodifiable, which excludes interesting cases.
Two examples show that although an interaction can lead to the
rejection of the idea of separatestages, we cannot use it to reject the
more generalidea of separateprocesses.
The first example shows that the processes must be sequential.
Supposetwo separatelymodifiable processes occur in parallel. Then,
even if they are influenced selectively by a pair of factors, the factors
would be expected to interact, and the two processes would
be identified as a single stage by the method. (Suppose also that
responseinitiation awaited the completion of both processes. Then
some or all of the effect on Rf of raising the level of F would be
hidden by raising the level of G. Raising the levels of both factors
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"
"
effects, sometimes called an underadditive interaction .)
The second example shows the importance of the separate mod ifiability property . Suppose two processes arranged in sequence
share a limited capacity that is allocated to different processes in
accordance with task demands. Then we might expect that if we
require process A to accomplish more (by raising the level of afactor
that influences that process), this will reduce the capacity available
for process B. If more is also demanded of B , the effect of this
demand would be a greater increase in duration than if the available
capacity had not been reduced , violating separate modifiability .
Raising the levels of both factors would thus have an effect that was
greater than the sum of their separate effects, sometimes called an
"
"
over additive interaction , and the two processes would be identi fied as a single stage.
s . In understanding a mental process, decomposing it - determining
its parts - is a useful starting point , but only a starting point . A
flowchart answers only a crude and initial question , although an
essential one. If a process is organized into sequential modules , it
is well to discover this and to try to characterize these modules
crudely before proceeding to develop more detailed theories .

14.6.7 Design Matters
The simplestfactorial experiment is the 2 x 2 design, in which two factors
are studied, eachat two levels. An observationof additivity (or interaction)
of thesefactors permits us to apply the AFM and draw conclusionsabout
the structure of the underlying process. Unfortunately, there are no other
aspectsof the data from such an experiment for which the inferred structure
has any implications that could be used to test the conclusions. This
limitation of the 2 x 2 design can be overcome by using experimental
designs in which three or more factors are included in the sameexperiment
, and some or all of the factors are examinedat three or more levels.
One of the principal benefits of such designs is that, together with the
stage model and the inferred relations between factors and stages, the
data they provide can be tested for internal consistency, as mentioned in
section 14.4.4.2. Let us explore the possibility of consistencytests with a
few examples.
14.6.7.1 Multiple Factors
Consider first an experiment with three factors, F, G, and H. SupposeF
and G are found to have additive effectsat one level of H . With no other
argumentsto the contrary, we infer that there are two stages, influenced
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Figure 14.45
Theoretical power of multifactor factorial experiments. Two arrangementsof stagesand the
factors that influence them. They cannot be distinguished by three two -factor experiments
(involving F and G. F and H. and G and H. respectively) but can be distinguished by one
three-factor experiment (involving F. G. and H ). Only the latter provides a measureof the
critical three-way F x G x H interaction.

selectively by F and G. If this conclusion about the structure of the process
is correct, then becausewe do not expect a changein the level of H
to alter the structure, it follows that F and G should be found to beadditive
at eachlevel of H . (This should be true whether or not H interacts
with F, G, or both.) Similarly, if F and G are found to interact at one level
of H , they should interact at each of its levels. Figures 14.10, 14.12, and
14.25 illustrate such tests. If H were not included as a factor in the experiment
, we would be unable to test whether such consistencyrequirements
are satisfied.
A three-factor experiment permits us to evaluate the three-way interaction
, which we can express as Dijk(Tijk) in the notation introduced in
section 14.3.5. Such information is not provided even by three separate
two -factor experiments, one with eachpair of factors. A stage model can
produce a nonzero three-way interaction only if all three factors influence
at least one stagein common. Supposethe factors in one of the three pairs
(say, F and G) have additive effects. We infer that F and G influence no
stage in common. This meansthat all three factors influence no stage in
common and requires that the three-way interaction be zero. Again, the
more elaborateexperiment pennits us to test a consistencyrequirement.
Supposewe run three separateexperiments, each with two factors: F
with G, F with H , and G with H , and in each casewe find an interaction.
One possibility is that all three factors influencethe samestage(Tijk = aijV
as shown in figure 14.45A. The other possibility is that there are three
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stages, A influenced by F and G, B influenced by F and H , and C influenced
), as shown in figure 14.458.
by G and H (T;jk = a;jO+ b;Ok+ COjk
a
instance
should
there
be
three-way interaction; a threeOnly in the first
to
discriminate
between the two possibilities.
factor experimentis required
factors
is to incorporate a test of
reason
to
include
additional
Another
the soundnessof the experiment. Given the limited knowledge we have
of the relations among task variations, reaction time, and error rate, it is
hard to use the data pattern to detect experimentalartifacts, suchas might
be causedby systematic differencesacrossconditions in subject motivation
or fatigue, or in the extent to which accuracyis traded for speed.64
As mentioned in section 14.6.3, additivity of effects can be regarded as
just one point (zero) on a continuum of values of amount of interaction.
An artifactually produced displacementof a measurementaway from its
true value is unlikely to generate spurious additivity . An interaction of
respectablesize is less fragile and less readily obscured than an additive
relation between factors. Inclusion within an experiment of a pair of factors
that are expectedto be additive (becausethey are expected to selectively influence different stages or have been shown to be additive in
other experiments) provides a useful test for artifacts: if the amount of
interaction of such factors is measuredto be zero, this renders the experiment
more trustworthy . In short, an interaction is more credible if it is
observed in an experiment that also reveals one or more instances of
additivity .
It has to be recognizedthat there are drawbacksto including additional
factors in an experiment. Experimentsof this sort are best designed such
that each subject is tested in all the conditions. We therefore have to be
especiallyconcernedabout effectsof practice, fatigue, and carryover effects
from one condition to the next. If conditions cannot all be arranged to
vary randomly from trial to trial, and some or all must instead be run in
blocks of trials, then increasing the number of conditions may make it
harder to generatea suitably balanceddesign.
14.6.7.2 Multiple Levels
Let us return to the 2 x 2 experiment. As shown in section 14.3.5, the
interaction contrast in this caseis given by a single number:
D ;j (T;j ) = Dj [Dj(T;j )] = Dj [ T2j - TIj ] = (T22- T12) - (T21- T11).
(14.20)
Suppose, instead, each factor is examined at three levels (a 3 x 3 experiment
). Recall that the Dj and Dj operators then each produce two values
rather than one (equation 14.4). The interaction contrast is then a set of
four values:
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D;j (T;j ) = Dj[D;(T;j )]
= Dj[{ T2j- Til, T3j- Til} ]
= { (T22- TIV - (T2I- TII), (T23- TI3) - (T2I- TII),
(T32- TI2) - (T3I- TII), (T33- TI3) - (T3I- TII)} .
(14.21)
The 3 x 3 experimentthus providesan opportunity for a test of consistency
not availablefrom the 2 x 2 experiment
. Eitherall four values
shouldbe zero(if F and G influenceno stagein common
), or all four values
shouldbe nonzero(if F and G influencethe samestage). Furthermore
,
becausethe larger experiment(nine conditionsin the 3 x 3 experiment
) providesfour
comparedto the four conditionsin the 2 x 2 experiment
opportunitiesrather than only one to test for interactionversusadditivity
, it providessubstantiallymoreusefulinformationper condition.

I have virtually ignored the problem of sampling variability and how to
deal with it .65This omission should by no meansbe taken as discounting
the importanceof the problem, which is critical in applicationsof the AFM .
The analysisof varianceof factorial experiments, introduced in the 1920s
by R. A . Fisher, is the appropriate context in which to examine relations
betweenfactors. However, the significancetests usually performed in conjunction
with the analysis of variance are asymmetric: we are forced to
assumethat effects are invariant, that is, additive (the " null hypothesis" )
unless the contrary can be proved. Given the strong implications of
invariance, this direction of asymmetry is particularly inappropriate. It
encouragesthe assertion of additivity , together with its implications for
the structure of the processunder study, merely becausethe imprecision
of an experiment (its insufficient power) prevents an interaction (the modulation
of the effect of one factor by another) from reaching " statistical
"
significance- that is, prevents the hypothesis of additivity from being
rejected. The precision of the experiment has to be consideredexplicitly ,
along with the magnitudes of the observed interactions. One way to do
this is to use confidenceintervals associatedwith measuresof interaction.
It is well to ask how large an interaction would be needed in order to
reject the hypothesis of additivity . And , when possible (which may be
seldom), it is helpful to consider how large an interaction would be
. (In this context, perhaps
expectedfrom interesting alternative mechanisms
the most serious consequenceof the primitiveness of our theories is that
we seldom know what size interaction to expect when we expect one.)
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Unfortunately there seems to be no fully satisfactory decision procedure
for asserting additivity , or any other null hypothesis . Another defect of
the statistical tests often used to assessadditivity is that they are no more
sensitive to deviations that are systematic (as in figures 14.25 and 14.39A )
than to deviations that are not (as in the context data in figure 14.3), even
though we regard the former as more serious than the latter ( because it
is more likely to favor a plausible competing model ). As for most issues
of data interpretation , the evaluation of fallible data in relation to the
additive -factor method is a matter of subtle judgement informed by
knowledge of other related studies; there is no recipe .
14.6.9 The Importance of Ronald A . Fisher ( 1890 - 1962 )
'
Why were tests of additivity not employed in Donders s time to distinguish
valid and invalid applications of his method ( 1868 )7 I suggest that
it is because it was not until the 1920s- well after the subtraction meth '
od s first period of popularity - that Fisher ( 1926 , 1935 ; see figure 14.46 )
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invented the factorial experiment, demonstratedits efficiency, developed
the conceptsof main effects and,interactions, focused attention on additive
models, and provided the tools (especiallythe analysisof variance) to
test them. It is perhapsnot surprising that Donders and others of his time,
working without this theoretical and methodological apparatus, were not
stimulated to perform factorial experiments or examine interactions, and
that only in the 1960s did we find researchershinting at the important
role of factor interactions in reaction-time experiments (Bertelson and
Barzeele1965; Broadbent and Gregory 1965) and employing additivity
tests in conjunction with the subtraction method (Taylor 1966).

Suggestionsfor Further Reading
For general readingsabout the use of RT in researchon human information-processingand
"
about the subtraction method, seethe Suggestionsfor Further Reading" in chapter 9.
14
.4.
In
Section
reading about processingstagesyou will encountermore than one meaning
of " stage." Thus, in some discussionsthe stagesdescribedin the present chapter are called
"
" to
discrete stages
them from overlapping processes, which are unfortunately
distinguish
"
sometimesalso called " stages. The paper that introduced the additive-factor method and
provided examplesof its use is Sternberg 1969a. For discussionsof the idea of stagesof processing
and the AFM , seeMiller 1988 (evidencefor and againstdiscrete-stagemodels); Stoffels, Van der Molen, and Keuss1990 and Mulder, Sanders
, and Van Galen 1995 (collections
of paperson models, methods, and applications); and Van der Molen et al. 1991 (a review of
methods and findings of stagesanalysis, integrated with studies using electrophysiological
measuressuch as those discussedin chap. 15, this volume). A . F. Sanders(1977, 1980, 1990)
has not only used the AFM in numerousindividual studies, but hasalso provided very useful
critiques of the method and synthesesof findings from it. For the complexities and pathologies
of parallel processing, see, for example, Harel1992, chapter 10, and Johnson-Laird 1983,
chapter 16. The signal-uncertainty effect was probably Arst reported by Merkel (1885). It is
discussedin relation to information theory by Bricker (1955), Hick (1952), luce (1960), and
Hyman (1953). For recent reviews and models seeluce 1986, chapter 10, Schweickert1993,
and Smith 1980. Kornblum and lee (1995) test a model for stimulus-responsecompatibility,
related to the mapping-familiarity factor.
Section14.5.1. Consistent with the conclusionsof Sanders, Wilnen, and Van Arkel (1982),
,
Humphrey, Kramer, and Stanny (1994) found that. whereassleepdeprivation slows responses
it has no effect on the estimatedrates of memory searchor visual search. Together with evidence
from event-related brain potentials this led them to concludethat sleepstate influences
an early perceptualprocess.
Section14.5.6. Similar Andings of additivity of task-sequenceand task-performancefactors
have beenobtained by Allport , Styles, and Hsieh ( 1994), although they argue against a taskswitching stage, basedpartly on their Anding of a persisting cost of predictable task switching
even when as much as a secondelapsesbetweenone trial and the next. To argue in favor
of a task-switching stage thus requiresassumingthat much of this stage cannot occur until
the stimulus is presented, which seemsimplausible. But despite its implausibility, Rogersand
Monsell (1995) provide evidencethat favors such stimulus control of a major component of
the switching process.
Section14.5.7. For theseand related experimentson speechproduction, seeSternberget al.
1988; Sternberg, Knoll, and Turock 1990, and referencescited therein.
Section14.5.8. Initial interest in the mental transformation of images was based partly on
its possible relation to the fundamentalquestion in visual perception of how we recognize
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patterns despite variations in size and orientation. But it now appearsthat the way in which
we identify a familiar shapedespite variations in size and orientation may be different from
how we decide whether two patterns of different size, orientation, or both have the same
shape (see Farah and Hammond 1988; Larsen and Bundesen1978; but see also Tarr and
Pinker 1989.) In a study related to the present one, Bundesen, Larsen, and FarreD(1983)
alternated the same stimulus pairs in an apparent-motion display, measuring the minimum
interstimulus time that would produce an iDusionof rigid motion. They found that like RT,
this measurealso is an additive function of the disparities of size and orientation, suggesting
a relation betweenimagery processes and those underlying apparentmotion. For a collection
of important studies of the transformation of mental images, seeShepardand Cooper 1982.
Like Bundesen
, Larsen, and Farrell 1981, Cooper 1976 (reprinted in Shepard and Cooper
1982) provides real-time evidencefor the intervening-sectorsproperty, akin to the evidence
for stagestructure in speechproduction discussedin section 14.5.7.
Section14.5.9. For a history of attempts to explain why we are slower when doing two
things at once, see Welford 1980; for a modem review, see Pashier1994a. For models that
acknowledge the variability of stage durations, and go beyond the deterministic approximation
, seeOilman 1968 and Luce 1986, section 14.5.4. De Jong (1993) has assembledpersuasive
evidence for the existence of more than one bottleneck. Roberts and Sternberg's
further analysis(1993) of the McCann-Johnston(1989) data provides additional support for
the deferred-processing model. The extent to which the bottleneck is a fundamental constraint
in human information-processing rather than a strategic option is controversial.
Meyer and Kieras 1997 (a, b) and Meyer et aI. 1995, present a general and powerful framework
in which deferred processingis a particular strategy used only under particular conditions
, especiallythe high priority often given to task 1. Among other difficulties that they
cite for the idea of a fundamentalconstraint expressedby the deferred-processingmodel are
factor effects in task 2 that decreaseas &t grows, and changes in the pattern of results
induced by training and instructions. Meyer and Kieras (1997b) argue that Pashler's finding
(1994c) of deferred processingeven when two responseswere given equal priority is due to
a response-executionbottleneck. engagedonly becauseboth responseswere manual.
Section14.5.10. For a comprehensivereview of attempts to localize the effect of usagefrequency
on word recognition, see MonseD 1991; for a review of the repetition priming of
words, see Monse1l1985. Recentwork on the combined effects on visual word recognition
of stimulus quality, usagefrequency, and semanticcontext requires that the conclusionsof
Scarborough, Cortese, and Scarborough(1977) now be elaborated. The early finding that the
effect of degradationon wordfnonword decisionsis invariant over levels of usagefrequency
(now upheld by other studies) is consistentwith an encoding stage(A ) that precedesany use
of stored word representations
, foDowedby a memory searchstage ( 8) that is influencedby
usagefrequency but not by stimulus quality. However, we now also know that recognition
is facilitated by having recently seen a word semantically related to the test word and,
moreover, that this context effect is sometimesgreater with degraded than intact stimuli,
depending on the levels of other factors ( Meyer, Schvaneveldt, and Ruddy 1975; Stolz and
Neely, 1995), as well a& being greater with low -frequency than high-frequency words
(Becker 1979). The problem is that effects of semanticrelatedness
, like effects of frequency,
must be a reflection of stored word information. An interaction between context and frequency
is therefore not surprising, but the interaction between context and stimulus quality
is. According to the AFM , we must thus postulate two stages, with stage A influencedby
quality and stage B by frequency, but the context factor must influenceboth A and B. Thus
both stagesmust make use of stored information. Borowsky and Besner (1993) develop a
theory of word recognition along theselines.
Section14.5.11. The factorial diagnostic has been used, for example, by Egeth and Dagenbach(1991) as well as Scarboroughand Landauer(1981), and the homogeneousdiagnostic
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by Pashierand Badgio(1985); thesediagnos
Hcswerecomparedby Pantzerand Sternberg
(1992) andPantzer(1997). For furtherdiscussion
of the behaviorof parallelprocess
es. see
Townsend1974.Townsend1984. or Schweickert
andTownsend1989.
Section14.5.12. Other evidencefrom applicationof the AFM that favorsthe existenceof
morethanonestageof encodingis reviewedby Sanders
(1980b
. 1990) andPantzer(1997).
Section
14.5.13. In aninterestingfollow-up studyalsorelatedto themodelof sedion14.5.5.
'
O BoyleandHellige(1982) comparetheeffedsof test-itemdegrada
Honon item-recognition
whenthe testitemis presented
to theleft versusright cerebralhemisphere
performance
.
Section
14.5.14. Oneof the difficultiesin studyingvisualsearchis poor sHmuluscontrol: we
generallydo not knowthepreciseHmerelationbetweenwhena subledtakesin information
froma parHcularsHmulusandwhenthedecisionaboutthat stimulusis made.
that
Paradigms
"
" in
. For example
providebettersHmuluscontrolhaveotherdeficiencies
. simulatedsearch
which itemsare presentedone after anotherin one locaHon. pacedby the experimenter
ratherthan the subject
. may inducedifferentstrategiesfrom thosein subled-pacedsearch
(Sperlinget al. 1971; Sternberg
andScarborough
1971). And requiringan overt response
to
eachsHmulus
. as Cattell(1885) and Pashier(1994b
) did. seemsqualitaHvelydifferentfrom
search
. Somestudieshavemeasured
eyeposiHonduringsubled-pacedsearch
; see.for example
. Gould1973; andRaynerandFisher1987.
Section14.6.2. The task-dissocia
Hon methodis discussed
by Dunn and Kirsner(1988).
Roberts(1993). andShallice(1988. chapter10).
"
Section
14.6.3. Sternberg
(1984) andTownse
~d (1984) consideraddiHve-fadorslogic."
Section
14.6.4. For furtherdiscussion
of extendingthe AFM beyondthe mean
. seeAshby
andTownsend1980;Sternberg1969a
; andTownsend1984.
Section14.6.5. Miller (1993) hasdevelopedand exploredone family of modelsin which
esarepennitted
. andfoundthat in generaltheydo not produceaddiHve
overlappingprocess
factoreffects
. In contrast
. Miller. VanderHam. andSanders
(1995) haveexploreda familyof
modelssimilarto the cascade
modelthat can accommodate
additiveeffects
. Schweickert
(1978. 1983). Schweickert
and Townsend(1989). and Townsendand Schweickert
(1989)
haveexploreda widerangeof mentalarchitedures
(of whichstagemodelsarea specialcase
)
thatcanbeidenHfiedby fadorialreacHon-timeexperiments
.
Section14.6.6. Luce(1986. semon 12.4). Pachella(1974). and Townsend(1984)
provide
critiquesof themethod.
Section14.6.8. Issuesof staHsHcaltesHngrelatedto the AFM are discussed
by Sternberg
(1969a
) andTownsend(1984); andanalternaHveto the tradiHonalapproachis proposedby
Rouanet
. Lepine
. andHolender(1978).
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1. As we learnmoreaboutwhichbraineventsareassociated
with whichmentaloperations
,
and increase
our ability to measurethosebraineventsin humans
, suchmeasurements
will helpovercomethislimitation.
2. Similarargumentshavealso influencedthinkingaboutbrain structure
. Discussingthe
visual brain, Van Essen
, Anderson
primate
, and FeUeman(1992, 422) have argued
:
"
Complexproblemsareoftenbestsolvedby breakingtheminto smallercomponents
....
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Creating separatemodules for different subtasksallows neural architecture to be optimized
for particular types of computation. It also allows different types of information to
"
be representedexplicitly , in ways that can simplify later stagesof analysis. Note that
'
es, not of
Marr s argument (1976) was about the organization of computational process
. The samedevice might carry out more than one of his processing
computationaldevices
modules. The idea of a processingmodule presentedin this chapter is a unit of processing
that is not necessarilyimplemented by a modular neural structure as defined, for
, Anderson, and Felleman( 1992).
example, by Fodor (1983), Shallice(1988), or Van Essen
3. Seecomment 1 of chapter 9 (section 9.1.4) on the role of the numberedcomments.
"
4. The mapping factor is traditionally called stimulus-responseS -R) compatibility ." The
"
"
levels might then be called high compatibility (for the more familiar mapping) and
" for the lessfamiliar .
" low
)
compatibility (
"
"
5. When I report the fitting of data by curves or lines, I have used a least squares procedure
(see chap. 10, this volume). Here the pair of parallel curves is that pair for which
the sum of the squareddeviations of the fitted values from the data points (measured
vertically, on the scaleof the dependentvariable") is minimized."
6. As you may recall from section 14.1.1. this is a simple effect, calculatedat levels j and
k of the other factors.
7. There are severalreasonableways to expand the definition of the effect of a factor; the
way I have chosenhas properties that are helpful in the present context.
8. As we shall seeshortly, however, if AG has a linear effect on one stage but a nonlinear
one on another (as it does on d when the elevator is broken), the effect on T is nonlinear.
This is becausethe effect on T is the sum of the effects on the stage durations, and the
sum of linear and nonlinear effectsis nonlinear.
"
"
9. Additive is sometimesused in a much weakersense: two influencesare additive if their
combined effect is merely greater than either of their individual effects. In this chapter,
"
"
two influencesare said to be additive if their combined effect is the sum of their individual
effects.
10. Given how much Jim can carry, a secondbag requiresa secondascentof the stairs and
ten more minutes, and a third bag slows this secondascentby four minutes.
11. How we desaibe a processis partly determined by considerationsof parsimony and
explanatory power. This is illustrated by translating the more complex processof figure
14.4 into paths and nodes, where the description can incorporate an invariant node
between each stage and the next by treating AG as a factor that influencesstage D as
well as A. but not the stagesin between. If, instead, we treated AG as influencing all
statesof the system after stage A , the description would not expressthe invariance of
the durations of stagesB and C acrosslevels of AG.
'
12. Donders researchin vision helped create the scientific basis for the correction of nearsightedn
, and astigmatism.
, farsightedness
13. A good brief summaryis provided by Woodworth (1938) in his famous text on experimental
"
"
psychology, in a section on the discarding of the subtraction method.
not
for
the
another
RT
from
of
one
,
the
subtraction
14. Helmholtz (1850) had used
analysis
of mental processes, but to measurethe speedof conduction in human sensory nerves.
He comparedthe RTs to stimuli at two different points on the skin, at different distances
from the brain. Donders (1868) expressedskepticism about the validity of the pure'
insertion assumptionin Helmholtz s work. but failed to apply this concern to his own
research.
"
15. According to Pons et al. (1987, 417), an important aspect of sensory processing in
touch is carried out sequentiallyin the cortex, by transmissionof information from lower
order to higher order stations, in an arrangementsimilar to that for sensory processing
"
'
in vision: Pons, Garraghty, and Mishkin (1992, 518) write: The results are in line with
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accumulatinganatomic and electrophysiological evidence pointing to an evolutionary
shift in the organization of the somatosensorysystem &om the generalmammalian
plan.
in which tactile information is processedin parallel in 51and 511
. to a new organization in
higher primates in which the processingof tactile information proceedsserially &om 51
to 511
. The presumedfunctional advantagesof this evolutionary shift are unknown: '
For the visual system. Poggio (1983. 130) commentsthat "Even in vision . . . serial processing
is likely to play an important role quite early on. certainly earlier than most
neurobiologists' accustomedto the idea of topographic maps and inner-screenwould be
ready to admit: And Hurlbert and Poggio (1985. 310) suggest that " sequentiality in the
brain is not the result of a capriciouschoice of evolution. but a requirementimposed by
the intrinsic nature of visual computations."
16. To be precisein equationssuch as these. terms like RTijk and Dij(
RTijk} should be taken
to be the expected(or " true" ) values of these quantities. The correspondingdata quantities
are then estimatesof theseexpectedvalues. which may deviate &om the expected
values themselvesbecauseof sampling error. (For a discussionof sampling error. see
chap. 12. this volume.)
17. The standard error (s.e.) is the standard deviation of the sampling distribution of the
mean(discussedin chap. 12. this volume).
18. A modicum of such information is. however. included among the results in tables 14.4
and 14.5 related to application of the AFM in understanding the basis of the signaluncertainty effect. There. data for individual subjectsand standarderrors of some of the
critical quantities are provided. to enablethe readerto considerquestionsof reliability .
19. Sanders
. Wilnen. and Van Arkel (1982) also tested eachsubject both in the morning and
the afternoon; they found a substantially greater effect of sleep deprivation in the afternoon
. For example. while the averageeffect of SLP on the RT for correct responseswas
23 ms in the morning. it was 92 ms. four times as great. in the afternoon. For simplicity.
the data have been averaged over the two levels of the time-of- day factor; the conclusions
about selectivity of sleep-loss effectsare unaffectedby this averaging.
20. It may be for this reasonthat the effect of signal uncertainty is more than twice as great
here as in the closestcorrespondingcondition (unfamiliar mapping. intact stimuli) in the
data of table 14.4.
21. For the familiar mapping. the stimulus. an arrowhead. pointed to the responsebutton.
For the unfamiliar mapping. the responsebutton was located 900 counterclockwise&om
the direction in which the arrowheadpointed.
22. Becauseof the differencesbetween test stimuli and responsesfor the two context tasks.
the additivity also suggeststhat list length hasno influenceon either stageA or stageC.
23. If we usej = 1 and 2 to denote context recall and recognition. respectively. and apply
the differenceoperator introduced in section 14.3. we find Djk(RTjV = (- 6. - 23. - 3) ms.
with small and fluctuating components. On the other hand. if we use j = 1 and 2 to
denote item recognition and context recall. respectively. the separationsare Dj (
RTjV =
133. 204. 302. and 353 ms for k = 3. 4. 5. and 6. respectively. and the interaction is
Djk(RTjk} = (71. 169. 220) ms. with large and increasingcomponents.
24. The main added difficulty of experimentswith more factor levels ariseswhen the trials
for each combination of factor levels are presentedin a block. rather than being mixed
together randomly with the trials for other combinations. In a blocked design. a larger
number of different conditions (combinations of factor levels) meansgreater difficulty .
for example. in ensuring that the averageamount of practice in the task is the samefor
eachcondition. It was relatively easy to study multiple levels of list length in the experiments
described above and in section 14.2.2 becausethis factor could be varied randomly
&om trial to trial.
25. The issue of invariance of the list-length effect (assessedby goodnessof At of parallel
curveswith any shape) canbe evaluatedseparately&om the issueof its speciAcfunctional
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form, in this case, linearity (assessedby goodness of fit of linear functions). While the
former issue bears on the effect of practice on the memory-interrogation process, the
latter issuebears on the nature of that process. Although the deviations from linearity
are small (mean of the absolutedeviations from the fitted lines is only 1.6 rns), they are
all in the samedirection (concavedown). For the four setsof data separately, from top to
bottom, mean absolute deviations from linearity are 1.2, 3.6, 1.4, and 0.2 ms, respectively .
26. Becauseat least in principle a changein IH level could reducethe durations of A and B
while increasingthe duration of T by requiring interhemispheretransmission, application
of the subtractionmethod could actually producea negative estimateof the transmission
time.
27. A stroke is the interruption of the blood supply to a region of the brain, often becausea
blood vesselbecomesblocked, which kills neuronsin that region.
28. This task was modeled on the Wisconsin Card-Sorting Test (which is sometimesused to
evaluatethe effects of brain damage), in which eachcard must be placedon one of four
piles dependingon which target it matches.
29. Insofar as the RT for a subjectin the pure-task condition is subjectto samplingerror (see
Wickens, chap. 12, this volume), selection of subjectson the basis of short RTs could
mean that their RTs in that condition are biasedlow . Thus we might have selectednot
the patients who have the characteristicof producing normal pure-task performance, but
the ones whose RTs happenedto be short on that particular occasionon which it was
. Insofar as the RT is a reliable measurementof the subject, however, the bias
measured
due to selection would be minor. Inspection of the data from a related experiment with
the samesubjects, in which they were measuredtwice, suggeststhat the measureis quite
reliable.
30. Other experiments showed that the production unit on which the effect depends is a
(a stressgroup), rather than the word
group of syllables associatedwith a primary stress
"
"
(Sternberget al. 1988, section 3.2). For example, one and two and three contains three
units, not five.
31. The mean unit duration is determined as follows: Start with the relation between utterance
duration Dn and utterance length n, which has been shown to be an accelerating
=
quadraticfunction under theserapid speechconditions: Dn ~ + pn + yn(n I }, (y > O).
Fit sucha function to get the estimates&, p, and y, correct Dn for end effects(such as the
lengthening of the final syllable of an utterance) by subtracting &, divide by the number
of units n, and add y, whim gives, for the mean unit durationy + (Dn - &}/ n. Insofar as
the duration Dn is a quadraticfunction of n, the meanunit duration is then p + yn, which
increaseslinearly with n, as has been observed in several experiments(Sternberg et al.
1988).
32. The selectionstagefor the first unit occursbefore the utterancebegins.
33. Another explanation of why time increaseswith the disparity in orientation (or size) is
that high-level shape features are extracted from each stimulus, matching is based on
comparison of feature lists, and the extraction or comparison operations (or both) are
slowed by an amount that increaseswith the disparity. If such other mechanismsare
available, comparisonsby template matching may not be necessaryfor all same-different
judgments. The task of judging whether a single characteris normal or mirror reversed
when
that
it
this
of
than
the
task
is more sensitive to orientation
suggests
identifying ;
"
"
the different patterns in a same-different task are mirror images(as in the experiment
to be described), template matching is espedally likely to be used.
"
"
34. This could be describedas the multiplexing of transformations, as in multiplexed signal
that invarianceof the effect of eachfactor
line.
Given
transmissionover one telephone
is observed over levels of the other that include zero disparity (where multiplexing
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would not occur becauseone of the transformaHons would be null), this claim might
"
"
require us to believe that there was no overhead associatedwith switching between
one kind of transformaHon and the other.
35. In the model of figure 14.24 we have a set of similar substagesthat are data- dependent,
each substageafter the first starting with informa Hon(an oriented image) developed
during the previous substage. For example, supposethe iniHal image is at 150 . Stage
R(d ), during which sectord is traversed, takes as its input an image with orientaHon
120 , which is not available unHI the iniHal image is rotated through sedor e during
stageR(e). Sections14.5.14 and 14.5.15 discussmodels with sequencesof substagesthat
are similar to eachother but not data-dependent.
36. This approach to testing invariance, based on data generously provided by Claus
Bundesenand Axel Larsen, differs from their approachof fit Hng a regressionmodel to
the full set of data.
37. Mean duraHons of the fast group (sectorsa, h, c, e, A ) ranged from 26 to 34 ms, of the
medium group (sectorsd, 8, C, F) from 53 to 56 ms, and of the slow group (sectorsf, D,
E) from 67 to 94 ms.
38. For the subsetof d~ we have been considering, in which target and probe are equal in
size, the values of RT for 30 , 60 , and 90 are 485.5, 531.2, and 586.5 ms, respecHvely.
The adjacent differences increaseby 9.6 ms, as expected from the magnitude of the
interaction.
39. See secHon 14.5.10 for a study in which repetiHon priming of words was found to
influencean encoding process.
40. Although this task is unfamiliar to subjects as such, it seemsto depend on natural. Good performancerequireslittle laboratory pracHce, and RTs are
languagemechanisms
sensiHve to factors known to be important in tasksmore like natural languageuse.
41. If the effect of FRQ were always fully eliminated by repeHHon, this might indicate that
repeHHon causeddeleHon of stageB.
42. The small residual effect may be due to the confounding of other word attributes with
FRQ
, menHonedabove.
43. In the first experiment, displays were twice as large, perhaps increasing the chanceof
contaminaHon from eye movements, and also permitting the argument that subjects
were forced by the unusual display size to process strings sequenHaIly . Results were
similar to those of experiment 2, but not as pretty , with RT = 1047, 1118, 1109, and
1157 ms for condiHonspp, UP, PU, and UU , respecHvely.
44. In secHon 14.5.8.2 we noted the duraHon differencesamong the substagesfor traversal
of individual sectorsin mental rotaHon, which mean that thesesubstagesare not
equivalent
. However, we also saw (in comment 12) how appropriate balancingand averaging
can createa situaHon in which meansof substageduraHonsare equal, yielding substage
equivalenceand linearity.
45. Seealso section2.4 of volume 2 of the presentseries.
46. This assumptioncan be quesHoned. Considera display containing the digits " 8" and " 3,"
and supposethe " 8" has been idenHfied. To concludethat it is the largest requiresdetermining
" "
only that the other digit is not a 9, which may not require it to be idenHfied as
a 3.
47. The asteriskis used to disHnguishthe stagecontaining a sequenceof substagesfrom the
substagesthemselves.
48. If items differ from each other, then achieving substageequivalencerequires suitable
balancingor randomizing. Ideally, then, the distribuHon of digits should be the samefor
each serial posiHon within a display and for displays of each size. One problem associated
with the task of naming the largest digit is that this requirement cannot be
achievedwithout permitting repeateddigits in the larger displays, which may generate
interpreHve problems of its own, becauseof repeHHon priming, for example.
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49. This interpretation (Sternberg 1966, 1967, 1969b, 1975) is now controversial; see, for
example, McElree and Dosher 1989, and Greene1992, mapter 5.
50. SeeDosher, chap. 10, this volume, on models of visual searm.
51. The meanabsolutedeviation is .059 sec, only 0.7 percent of the range of searchtimes.
,
52. A plausiblemodel of the searchtime is T = IX+ ntest(p + )/ntarg
) = IX+ pntest+ )/ntatntarg
where ntestis the number of test stimuli, ntargthe number of targets, and )I the average
over matchesand mismatches of the time to comparea stimulus to one target. As ntest=
30, the slope of the linear function relating T to ntargis 30,... The mean of the observed
slopesin figure 14.41A is 0.86 sec/target. Division by 30 provides an estimateof 29 ms
for the comparison time, )I, not far &om the time per comparison estimated &om the
item-recognition data discussedin section 14.5.3.
53. As Chase(1969) pointed out, we should be concernedabout a possibleartifadual source
of this interaction: preview permits the window to be moved more rapidly over the row
of patterns. It is possible that the stimulus patterns are degradedless when the stippling
"noise" is moved more
rapidly over them. However, in some recent experimentson the
effects of preview on a nonsearchtask, Pashier(1994b) found that manipulating letter
artifact, had an
legibility by varying visual intensity, which is not subject to this
' possible
effect that interactedwith preview, which suggeststhat Chases finding is valid.
54. Other examplesof statementsthat could encouragethis misinterpretation of stagemodels
"
include Gopher and Sanders1984, 231: Processingstagemodels are primarily interested
"
in describing the flow of information through the organism . . . ; and Rabbitt and
" 'Arrows ' indicate the direction of information flow between
277:
1991,
hypothetical
Maylor
'
"
subsystems(' Boxes). . . .
55. I challengethe reader to think of any claims of seriality for processes that are not datanone.
dependentand carry out functions that" are qualitatively different. I know of
"
. See also his
56. Roberts (1993) describesthis as the method of independent measures
section 2.2, this volume.
'
57. The corresponding traditional terms are d for discrimination acuity and p for the
decisioncriterion.
58. In a variant of this kind of process, the input is a stream of pulses, a weight associated
with a module is the probability it will transmit a pulse, and a responseis produced for
eachoutput pulse or for eachoccurrenceof some fixed number of output pulses.
59. Seecomment 20 (section 14.6.6) for an explanation of why physical time is the appropriate
measureof TAB.
60. This is an ideal description. In the caseof real, fallible data, a null interaction is not distinguisha
&om a small one (how small dependson the precision of the experiment),
which weakensthe statement.
61. For the idea of a distribution and a discussionof measuresof spreadsuchas the variance,
seeWickens, chapter 12, this volume.
62. For the idea of a mental-processingarchitecture, seechapter6, this volume.
63. Roberts and Sternberg(1993) show that the AP model is equivalent to a specialcaseof
the G-stagemodel, where A and B are interpreted as stagesrather than alternative pathways
; this equivalencerendersthe additivity of factor effectsunsurprising. To createthe
equivalence, they define a hypothetical third factor not controlled by the experimenter
that interactsin a specialway with both F and G: it nullifies the effect of G on stageB on
a proportion p of the trials and nullifies the effect of F on stageA on the remaining trials.
This reinterpretation is helpful as a mathematicaltrick, but sufficiently implausible to
justify our regarding the AP model as a nonstagearchitecture.
64. For a discussionof the speed-accuracytrade-off, seeappendix 1 of chapter9, this volume.
65. An introduction to the problem of sampling variability and some of the methods of statistics
used to cope with it is provided by Wickens, chapter 12, this volume. Wickens
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also introducesthe confidenceinterval, the.null hypothesis, the power of statistical tests,
and the analysisof variance, all mentioned in the presentsection.
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